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A B S T R A C T 

Factors affecting Primary School lleadteachers 

and the Running of their Schools 

Since the early ~art of this century primary education 

has existed within a laissez-faire structure. The ~rofessional 

autonomy of teachers has, up to now, never been seriously 

threatened. The inde~er.denc; of individual schools is a feature 

of the Bnglish education system. However, because education is 

a fundamental part of society it is Inevitable that differing 

as~ects of society affect education both directly and indirectly. 

The main area of interest examined in this study is the 

tension between the numerous factors affecting headteachers and 

the laissez-hire framework within which the headteacher has to 

work. 

This area of interest is examined by using two strategies. 

Pirst, by using an historical ~ers~ective the study will 

evaluate the effects of society on ~rimary schools. The 

Investigation will assess how external Influences and historical 

events have affected ~rimary headteachers. 

Second, an lnvestlgatlon Into the internal life of primary 

schools - factors affectlhg headteachers on a day-to-day basis. 

Thefucus will be u~on the interaction of parties within the 

institionaHzed setting. The tole of the headteacher as a leader, 

educational manager and administrator will be ex~lored in the context 

of the ~resent major redefinition of education, wl1ich has at its heart 

the dismantling of the laissez-hire tradi tionu 

* Author's note. 

The radical and ceaseless nature of the redefinition.of education 

following the 'Great Debate• of the mid seventies Ita~ created severe 

problems for the writer. Certain arguments and comments have been 

•overtaken' by the march of history. The summer of 1986 is the 

finishing point of this investigation and the reader will need to bear 

this in mind. 
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"Factors affecting the role of primary headteachers" may be 

deemed by some to be an overly ambitious investigation. Education is 

a fundamental institution of society and as such, with intellect and 

imagination, any social, political or economic aspect of society could 

probably be claimed to affect education to some degree. Por example, 

the oil crisis of the mid-seventies has had a most important effect 

on this country's finance and hence the financing of education. 

Changes in our society's class structure and socialization processes 

since say the First World War have occupied the minds of many sociolog

ists and historians. Likewise, political action or inaction has had 

both direct and indirect effects on education. However, as with social 

and economic matters, the sheer weight and complexity of the 'macro' 

world of politics makes an investigation and evaluation an awesome 

task. 

Life within schools~ no less complex: 

Differing educational philosophies, aims and objectives 

The interaction of the actors within the institutionalized 

setting of the school. 

The interaction between 'external' actors and the school. 

Under the 'English' education system there has been, to use 

Weberian concepts, great legal, rational and charismatic authority 

invested in one person - the headteacher. This basic idea is the 

focal point for the critical evaluation of this investigation. 

It is necessary to think along these lines because of the 

wide ranging nature of headteachers' responsibili~s. In the 'English' 

system the primary headteacher is not simply a manager entrusted 

with pttttlnf! lnto nc Hf'n n rrnp.rnrnll1(" t•t·r"r:rr.tl•r,l by n ld r.hrr I f'''r 1 Pf 

management. Rather, he or she is entrusted with the philosophical 

direction of a school and stemming from this a programme of 'action' 

is expected to emerge. 

Management within a laissez-faire framework is the key area to be 

~xpld~ed ind evaluat~d. A simple 'hierarchial' management model 

dlsq.uises comple:R: authority relationship~. 

It is therefore necessary to construct a plan which permits 

as many differing factors to emerge that can be reasonably shown 

to affect headteachers. This study will employ two strategies: 
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The history of primary school education. 

A major tenet of this study is that education is not an 

intellectually 'pure' institution, but heavily lade ned with 

Society's values, which have an historical basis. A teacher's 

career could span over forty years. Therefore, Society's 

values and the on-going flow of historical events must affect 

teachers and the institutions they work in. Of particular 

interest is the extent of the interaction between political/ 

socio/educational philosophies on one hand and the 'realities' 

of school life on the other. This strategy will investigate 

the interaction of an apparently autonomous institution (the 

school) with numerous 'pressure groups' who attempt to exert 

influence in complex and confusing ways. In simplistic terms 

one could claim this interaction creates external factors 

affecting the role of the headteacher. 

The process of running a school. 

Headteache·rs are concerned with leadership and management. Using 

simple phraseology once more, one could claim that the often 

hectic,complex, on-going, problem-solving world of the school 

form the internal factors affecting the role of the headteacher. 

The focus will be upon the interaction of parties within the 

institutionalized setting. A description of the actors involved 

will probably be inadequate. It is the attempt to understand 

the often unstated, unstructured and covert relationships that 

is the challenge. This situation exists because of the 

structural context of schools - the management framework and the 

tradition of professional autonomy for teachers. 

Both strategies revolve around the effects of the laissez

faire syst.em. This sys tern has penni tted each group of actors 

to sustain their own sphere of influence. A complex and subtle 

balance has been maintained for most of this century. However, 

the relationships between the groups of actors have never been 

based on actual equality,but rather on legitimacy. This is a 

critical division, for equality has a connotation of bureau

cratically apportioned power, whereas legitimacy is a perception 

of authority and as such is a far more difficult concept to have 

to cope with. This can be illustrated by considering one aspect 

from each of the two strategies offered - a model of educational 

change and the notion of the professional autonomy of teachers. 
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If one wishes to evaluate the effects of society upon 

education by using an historical perspective, then some broad 

plan or model would seem desirable. P.W. Musgrave (1) meets 

such a need. He claims 'the development of the definitions of 

education in England over the last 100 years has been marked by 

a sense of continuity; change has come about in an evolutionary 

way'. Musgrave argues that in education, goals, particularly at 

societal level are vague and it is, therefore, easy for schools 
~ 

to justify to the public as legitimate tl1eir interpretation of 

any definition. 

This intrinsic vaguen~ss is one source of change within an 

educational system, but in England there has been an additional 

source and that is the strong support for the ideology of laissez

faire which has made possible a wide range of tolerance in the 

three major definitions of education in 1870, 1902 and 1944. 

The reports of various educational 'bodies' have given 

quasi-official standing to the many minor-redefinitions of sectors 

of the educational S{Stem that otherwise might not have gained 

easy recognition • Musgrave states 'This piecemeal method of 

redefinition has given continuity between major definitions of 

education and enabled educational revolutions to take place'. (2) 

Musgrave apparently takes the view that the laissez-faire system 

works to the advantage of those educationalists seeking change. 

l~wever, .his argument regarding headteachers' ability to justify 

their own position permits an alternative interpretation in that 

this system accommodates a wide variety of elements to co-exist. 

The phenomena lets 'traditionalists' argue from the 'status 

quo' at the same moment that 'progressive educationalists' are 

gaining confidence through experience. This has important 

implications for this investigation because the laissez-faire 

system permits 'inaction' as well as 'action'. As a result of 

such freedom the headteacher has to select a school 

philosophy and programme of action from a long continuum of 

possibilitie~, and in coming to a decision must cope with not 

only overt and specific 'pressure groups' representing any 

particular educational stance, but also the far broader, subtler 

forces in society who at one end of a continuum seek to maintain the 
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'status quo' in society generally through the values expressed 

in education, ahd at the other end those wl1o see education as a 

means of a radically changing society. 

Musgrave's evolutionary model is the key concept for this 

study. The notion of education in the 'melting pot' in between 

major re-definitions is a useful line of investigation. H0 wever, 

major re-definitions must be considered as a separate issue, 

because preliminary reading indicates there is no simple casual 

relationship between an evolutionary period and a period of 

major re-definition. For example, the broad sweep of the 1944 

Education Act created unexpected and indirect consequences for 

the primary sector. This brings into focus the whole complex 

question of power distribution. 

Tl1is introduction has claimed that headteachers have considerable 

freedom of action, with most restrictions taking the form of 

persuasion in direct and indirect ways. The headteacher can be 

seen in the role of an assessor of educational philosophies 

and values. This is not the case when a major re-definition 

occurs. Here1 headteachers'political and educational masters 

take the decisions. Perl1aps it can be seen that the headteacher's 

role is reversed. It is politicians, civil servants and top 

level educational administrators that will make the decisions 

having assessed the information available. The role of the 

headteacher~ has changed - they become the pressure group. One 

therefore has a separate line of enquiry; namely, how do 

headteachers affect re-definition within the laissez-faire system? 

This question raises one of the major concerns regarding the 

laissez-faire system. By permitting each group of actors to claim 

a sphere of influence without employing overt bureaucratic 

perimeters, there is the distinct possibility that each of the 

groups have over the years become wary of stepping over some 

vaguely defined boundary because of the possible effects of 

damaging the balance. As a result, one line of 'defence' is low 

level communication networks where no one group can damage another 

by impinging on another territory. All is well until someone, 

usually central government, changes the rules. Then the insular 

characteristics of the groups of actors exposes a major 

weakness - poor communication and hence poor political leverage. 
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The dlstrihutlon of authod ty rt11rl re~r,nnslhJH ty 

throughout the er_hrcntlon sector :Is n key nrr.il for JllvesHgiltJon 

ilnd evr:~ltHlHoll. It wlll be shoNn lhilt the illltltarlty structure 

.is confusing, vague nnd complex. 

1\n example of internal lnfl11e11ce nffectlng the headtencher's 

authority ls one of the mnin features of the P.11gHsh erlucnHoll 

system - the professlonnl nutonorny of tr;1r.hrr~. 

flebllefl ptescrlpHon of rlltrlculum hy thr rr-11fr;1! 

r,over11rnent lmd long been nh:mrlonNI Jn P.nr, bwt nmt W;,lrs. 'flte 

fJrHll. erHHng of pnyment hy results Jn 1898 err;,f,lefl te;1chers irr the 

puhllc elementary schools to exerd.se a gn•;1 ter freeflom of 

judgement. The JJlementnry Cmle only set out very bro:1d requlrenrents. 

1\ Jlnnflbook of Suggestions for Teachers W:'IS flrst fHthllshrfl by the 

fJorttd of JMucn.Hon ln 1905. The ptefa.ce to the l9lR erllHorr stnled 

th:lt 'The orrly urriformi ty of fltnc Hce that the f1o:'ltrl of T1<1ttcn Ho11 

desire to see ltr the teaching of f'ttbHc elementary schools ls th<t t 

each tert.chet shnll thlnk fot himself :uul work out for hlnrself strr:h 

methods of tenchlng ns m;1y use his potoJers to the best :1.dvnnt:1ge ;-~nd 

be hes t sul ted to Ure f'nt Hctrlnr neefls :111rl r.orull:f.oll of the schnnl. 

t111HormJty Jn {~tn.t.l of ptncHce Js not desJr;,IJir, even Jf lt tvere 

:1H;1Jrmhle.' (3) 

This hold nppt:ovnl of the pror r~slort;'l f :111 to11orny of te:-tchers 

orfet:s n possible explnrmtlon fot: the subsNttrcnt rlevclopmcnt of 

pdrn;-~.ry education along 1nlsse7--fnlt:e ndhct: thn11 stntutory H.ncs 

nnd such n s hong stn ternent begs cet tnl11 qttes Hons nml ldens: 

l t \oJn~ the hendten.clrr-r \'lho hnfl fegnl nrrff hnrll Honrtl 

te~r,onsJIJJHty for tttrmlrrg the ~drooL floNcvcr, WHhJrr n feN. 

!';hod yen.ul teacher~ hn.d moved hom 't'nymcrrt by restrHs' to 'r,rofe

s~";.lorrnl nutonomy' wHhout the berrdH of n.11y shuchttnl ot 

blltenucrn.Hc flol\l~t bn.se clrnnge to mn.tch the """''''Y estn.hllslrerl 

r tl"eflom nrrd t~SfJOIIdb.lH Hes. J t Sl"l"M1S ral t to c1nl111 tlrrt t tlrr. 

ntrthro.t ty hnse of hen.(Hen.clrets fr:HI br.rll hfrrrteri. 

S!'!comfly, the fltefn.ce refers to 'mr.Urorl~ of tertdrlrrg' nrrrl 

'rlctnl.l. of fltn.cHce' w.f.tlt tf'gnrrl to the t•tofesslorrnl nuto11o111y of 

tcrtchl'!rs, f.Jttl wlrete dJd tfrnt 1enve the corrtl'!rrts or the curtlctrfunri' 
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A simple model might offer that it was the headteache~s 

responsibility to look to the philosophy of the school, its 

broad aims and perhaps even a detailed syllabus of work, leaving 

the 'methods of teaching' to individual teachers. The model 

has obvious attractions - the headteacher overseeing the general 

strategy and ensuring continuity, ~1ilst the individual teacher, 

released from the pressure of deciding what to teach,could devote 

her time to the creative execution of 'the syllabus', tailoring 

details to suit the children under her care.- a classical 

hierarchical situation. 

However, this model contains a fatal flaw and this flaw is 

still a matter of major concern today. Child-centred education 

has been a growing force since probably the nineteenth century. 

The actual definition of child-centred education is most certainly 

open to controversy and is another matter of major concern stilL 

Nevertheless, one aspect of child centred education is a central 

concept, and that is that 'process' is just as important as 

'content'. Some people argue that in certain curriculum areas 

process is more important than 'knowledge'. In the 'Facts versus 

R'<perience' argument,one example is 'Primary Science' where the 

covering of specified scientific principles within the allotted 

time a child is at primary school, is most certainly not the mafu 

objective; rather, it is the development of scientific and 

organisational skills coupled with a growing awareness of the 

environment through direct and practical experience. Content 

is anargument for the future. 

The model of professional autonomy does not, of course, 

preclude so called 'progressive' education. One.could claim the 

freedom of individual schools is a most important prerequisite 

for development. Without freedom there is a danger of 

inhibiting development, because one needs the confidence and 

opportunfties to go forward, make mistakes, modify and even 

abandon ideas. 

The problem lies not in the concept of freedom, but in the 

reality of the structure in which it operates. Progressive 

education requires a holistic approach to education, not a neat 

division of labour. 

Finally, having given authority for the day to day running 

of the school to the headteacher and professional autonomy to 
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individual teachers, where does that leave 'outside agencies' 

and 'pressure groups' attempting to have their viewpoint accept

ed? 

The major form of comntunication appears to be subtle and 

uncertain forms of pressure and persuasion rather than overt 

conflict situations resolved by defined decision-making 

structures. General reading of the history of primary education 

indicate many stresses and strains suffered by primary educators, 

but the actual resolution of conflict seems shrouded in mystery. 

This whole question will be pursued later in depth. 

Governments, of course, have an alternative in the form of 

legislation and 'authoritative' reports, but a note of caution is 

introduced by David Wardle - 'It is the untidy and unpredictable 

nature of the development of popular education in England which 

makes it unrewarding to write its history around major reports 

and education acts. These were important in marking points at 

which changes in direction were made, but to find out why the 

direction was changed it is necessary to get behind the acts and 

reports to the aims and ambitions of pupils and teachers and to 

the social, political and economic pressures which bore upon them 9 .(4) 

The problem is deciding where to start and in deciding what the 

key 'pressure' areas were. This will be resolved in the chapters to 

come. Nevertheless, this introduction has signposted some of the 

more important aspects to be investigated in this study. The 

perception of a headteacher as an autonomous leader of an 

independent institution will be seriously questioned. 

The laissez-faire system has structured most of the external 

and internal factors affecting the role of the headteachers and 

must therefore be the dominant concept to be assessed. 

In this introduction examples have been offered which indicate 

the complex framework of the laissez-faire system. In the opening 

chapters the advantages and disadvantages of the system will be 

examined. Later chapters will show the astonishingly well organised and 

purposeful pursuit of the destruction of this deep rooted system. 
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(1) MUSGRAVn, r.w. (1968) Sod~-~~!!r!__Bdu~~!!on in Bngland 
since 1800. London:Methuen & Co., fl.l38. 

(2) HUSGRAVI!, !bid. 1J.l38. 

(3) GOSJH!N, r. (191d) The education Sy_stem Since 1944. 
London:M. Roberts~n-&IC~. 

(t1) WARJJLt!, 0. (1975) Jl!.!&!!!!~ ro~!!lar_tl~~~atlon 1790-1970. 
Cambrldge:Camhtldge University rress. 
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C H A P T E R 1 

A brief history of curriculum change (Pre Plm'lden) 
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Schooling has a distinct identity as an institution within 

society, but because society affects education so intimately in terms 

of social, political and economic aspects one could build a whole 

perspective from any of the numerous factors involved. However, one 

element stands out as the focal point and this is the curriculum. 

The DoBoS. pamphlet 'The School Curriculum' claims in its 

very first sentence that 'The School Curriculum is at the heart of 

education'. (1) 

It is the focal area because it is very rationale for the 

existence of schools. The curriculum is manufactured; it is 

not a tablet handed down from God. It is, to varying degrees, 

spiritually, intellectually, philosophically, historically, 

pragmatically, economically and socio-politically based. 

Added to this, there is the important difference between 

the formulation of curriculum and its actual execution - (Philosophy/ 

Action managements). 

Finally, given the evolutionary/redefinition model, the onus 

of responsibility lies at the door of one individual - the primary 

headteachero 

The laissez-faire system permitted curriculum freedom and as 

an inevitable result a variety of perspectives occurred. M1at is 

a fascinating line of enquiry is deciding whether or not the 

structure that permitted such freedom was capable of ever reaching 

firm conclusions and plans of action regarding the curriculum. 

It is a fundamental decision - on one hand, one permits a 'free-for

all' to go indefinitely. On the other hand the 'hierarchy' dominates 

the situation by prescribing the curriculum, as is found in other 

countries. 

That 'freedom' permits a huge divergence of opinion cannot be 
1: 

denied. Neville ~=~~et, writing as late as 1976,asked teachers 

what teaching behaviours they considered differentiated progressive 
! ~ 

and traditional teaching styles. Bennet isolated eleven differentia-

ting elementso 
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Progres3.ive 

1. Integrated subject matter. 

2. Teacher as guide to 

educational experiences. 

3. Active pupil role. 

~. Pupils participating in 

curriculum planning. 

5. Learning predominately by 

discovery methods. 

6. Intrinsic motavation. 

7. Not too concerned with 

conventional academic 

standards. 

8. Little testing. 

9. Accent on co-operative 

groupwork. 

10. Teaching not confined to 

classroom base. 

11. Accent on creative 

expression. 

Tradi tiona! 

1. Separate subject matter. 

2. Teacher as distributor of 

knowledge. 

3. Passive pupil role. 

~. Pupils having no say in 

curriculum planning. 

5. Accent on memory, practice 

!l!Hl ntte. 

6. Extrinsic moUvatlon. 

7. Concerned with academic 

standards. 

8. Regular testing. 

9. Accent on competition. 

10. Teaching confined to class

room base. 

11. Little emphasis on creative 

expression. (2) 

To a certain extent, the evaluation of which characteristics 

are 'right' or 'best' is not the maj!J'r relevant argument. Whn.t · 

certainly is relevant is that there are profound differences between 

the two styles. It is the history of these differences that apfJears 

to be the logical starting point t6 investigate external factors. 

'The Primary School' (1931) II.M.s.o., - ""-port of the Consulrative 

Contmi ttee of the Board of Education bbldly states' the curriculum '/ 

is to be thought in terms of activity and experience rather titan of 

knowledge to be acquired and facts to be stored' (j5 

This is a firm principle of so called 'progressive' education. 

To this can be added the comments of W.K. Richmond - 'Child centred 

theory has a long and respectable intellectual history. ----- finding 

its expression in a school of thought represented by a line of Great 

Educators from Roussean, restalozzi and f1robel down to Montessori arrl 

John Dewey. It seems idle to suppose that enlightened infant 

schools were influenced to any great extent either by f1rob ~lian 

principles or by the new developmental psycltology •.•••... 
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Practical rather than theoretical considerations led them to adopt 

wl1at later came to be called a child centred approached - the nature 

of young children! (4) 

It can be claimed, given the above, that child-centred 

education was given a good boost in the 1930's - a Government report, 

an impressive intellectual lobby, and perhaps most significantly, a 

practically orientated sector of education - the infant school. 

However, it is important to differentiate between Government 

Reports on ~ducation'and Government Reports on 'educational 

organisation'. Seeds of future conflict were plainly planted by 

the Spens Report 1938 - . •Report of the Consultative Committee of 

the Board of Education Secondary Education with Special Reference 

to Grammar Schools.' 

The purpose of repeating the tortuous title is to emphasis 

that this report was not concerned with 'primary education'. 

Consider this point, as the following ideas were put forward -

'Intellectual development during childhood appears to progress 

as if it were governed by a single central factor, usually known as 

'general intelligence' •••••••••• Our psychological witnesses assured 

us that it can be measured approximately by means of intelligence 

tests •••••• We were informed that, with few exceptions, it is possible 

at a very early age to predict with some degree of accuracy the 

ultimate level of a child's intellectual powers •••••••• It is 

accordingly evident that different children from the age of 11, if 

justice is to be done to their varying capacities, require types of 

education varying in certain important aspects'. (5) 

TIH~ point iS emphasized by reviewlng I Neville Bennett's divergent 

set of teacher characteristics,' W1en a profound difference between 

the two perspectives can be seen. Child centred education can 

claim to look to the individual development ~1ereas, looking through 

the traditional points, one can see the criteria of 'sorting' 

children out into groups as a consistent factor. 

This idea illustrates two important notions mentioned previously. 

Firstly, one is faced with the idea of 'indirect' influence, namely, that 

the strong social and political desire to sort out 'secondary education' 

had an indirect and serious affect on primary education. 



lhe second ide!l previously discussed was that of the dlrference 

between phHosofJhy and reaHty. Both the 1931 and 1938 refJorts were 

intellectual, the .'school' of 'Great Educators' was exper!mental,only 

the work in Infant ·schools could claim to be 'ideas !n act!on' · 

What was the r~aH ty of the situa Honi' 

John Blackie •in his book 'Inside the rrlmarv School' 

described some of the circumstances fac!ttg teachers and :tlso the 

state of fltimary education immediately before and then fo11owlt1g 

the Second World W~tr. 11'he lllemenhry schools of the fJerlod between 

the Wilts had changed since the end of the nineteenth century, but 

they had not clutnged much. The curriculum had been exfJanded but the 

emphasis was still on the three R's. ~,orne teachers were better train

ed but there were still large numbers of untu!ned teachers and in 

charge of infant classes many StlfJfJlementar!es who needed only to be 

British and to be vaccinated , •• 

The lladow report on the rrlmary School (1931) was beginning to be 

read and it gave tespechblllty to ideas which had hitherto been 

thought of as cranky or ideallst!c. Nevertheless at the outbreak 

of the war, the number of junior schools which had been substantially 

affected was very small, even ln the infant schools, which had 

started earlier and moved faster, there was still a solid block of 

conservatism' • (b) 

lite £ng1lsh lnhnt school (with Its own headteacher) developed 

on its own lines and lt was here that most of the new educational 

Ideas which have now SfJread UfJwards into junior schools were first 

tried out. Musgrave's exfJlanatlon for tl1!s fJrogresslve develofJment 

is that great interest was shown ln chlld d!velofJment and behavlour~J/ 

psychological works. lfe goes on to say, 'This had much Influence 

on the teaching methods used, esfJecla11y with younger chlldren. 

These more chlld-centred techniques were grea Hy at odds with 

thoseof the school tradition that fJUt so much stress on the ch!ld 

learnit1g merely the three R's at1d sitting sHU at his desk. This 

change can be seen ln the 1937 handbook for teachers which 

emfJhasised the lmfJothnce of the fJetsonal relaHonshlfJs between the 

teacher and the child'. ( 7) 
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How then did the changes come about, if there were so many 

influences which were hostile to change? Blackie claims that 

'firstly, however gingerly some teachers grasped it, the freedom of 

the individual headteacher was genuine. He had a far wider latitude 

in deciding what to teach, how to teach it and what books to use, 

than was or is enjoyed by headteachers in any other country in the 

world. 

Secondly, the influence at work on him were becoming more 

experimental in outlook. The training colleges rather slowly,, 

l~ti's more quickly, became the agents of innovation'. ~) 

What conclusions can be drawn so far with regard to the process 

of 'change' in the primary sector? 

On the negative side, it would appear that teachers tended to

wards conservatism and that conservatism, probably because of its 

concern with the status quo, appears to be passed on from one 

generation of teachers to the next. The word 'negative' needs 

qualification. Scepticism towards 'change' is probably a valuable 

asset. The critical appraisal of innovation is likewise to be 

applauded. It is a matter of semantics - if conservative tendencies 

inhibit a fair and reasonable assessment of 'developments' then as 

a value system it leaves itself open to criticism. 

As for 'agents of innovations', there appears to be at least 

two distinct groups. 

Firstly, there is the previously mentioned notion of 

agencies' persuading schools and headteachers to adopt their 

particular view of education. 

'outside 

Secondly, there is the notion of individual school~ internal 

development of the curriculum.- sometimes referred to as 'school 

based curriculum'. Blackie mentioned the English infant system 

developing new lines of educational thought and practice. Richmond 

describe~t far more strongly ••••.••• 'the more permissive approach 

to learning and teaclting, stemming originally from a handful of nursery 

and infant schools ••••.•• has provided the secret leavers permeating 

upwards ••••.•• However fitfully and sporadically, child centred theory 
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and practice infiltrated from •••••.. infant school into junior 

schools, thence to the lower reaches of the secondary modern 

school. Although it met all points with stiff opposition, it is 

hardly an exaggeration to claim that every significant advance in 

British education can be traced back to this source'. (9) 

If Richmond's remarks are only half accurate, then this concept 

is of considerable relevance because one may claim: 

a) School-based development vindicates the evolutionary aspect 

of the English system. 

b) The slowness with which change took place poses questions 

regarding the effectiveness of 'outside agencies' to success

fully impose their views. 

c) Although the evolutionary aspect of the system created the 

freedom for school-based developments, the suggestion that 

it met opposition at all points and took many years to expand 

indicates the possibility that there was no structure for the 

new philosophies to gain a full and wide appreciation by the 

education world as a whole. 

Although only half way through the first chapter, the implications 

of Richmond's arguments encapsulate the main discussion point of 

this study The freedom granted to headteachers permitted the 

grmvth of significant advances in educa t.ion. This' is a powerful 

jus ti fi.ca tion of the la.issez-fa.ire system. However, the central 

question to be answered is whether or not 'freedom' is an adequate 

or sufficient enough basis for maintai,1ing this system. Evidence 

of conservatism, stagnation and a painfully slow rate of progress 

can he levellerl at the laissez-faire tradition. Supporters of 

this tradition could counter criticism by pointing to individual 

headteachets freedoms and responsibilities - don't blame the 

system - blame the headteachers. - It is the differences between 

the perception of roles within the laissez-faire system and the 

reality and effectiveness of those roles that is one ot the major 

areas"to be iRVestigated. 

Within its historical setting the 1944 Education Act is an 

excellent example of this line of enquiry. 

' 
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The fasci111tlon of this 'major redefinition', lies in the 

indirect ways in which it affected the primary sector. Its 

importance lies as much with what it did not do, as with what it 

did do. 

~Hchael Hyndman described the Act thus: 
, 

The 19~~ 

Education Act fin<~1 I)' gave legal sanction (in a curiously circum

locutory way) to that long sbmding feature of the educational 

scene, the 11~ transfer; it also conflrms the hopes of the 1920 

departmental committee (reiterated nnd nmplied ln Spens) that no 

fee should be payable in mn!nta!ned schools. JJut it conbdned no 

mention at all of the form which seconrlary education should take, 

tripartite or otherwise. The omission was noticed; one Labour Mr 

(Hr. Silkln) rather sceptically commented that: '! ••••••• we may 

find that things go on very much the same and that we have merely 

changed the names of the schools :md Increased the age to 15 and 

that ls all. "Hansard Vol. 396 (20th January, 19~4). 

There could be little doubt about government preferences: 

The !Iadow, Spens and Norwood Reports, together with the 19~3 White 

Paper on Educational Reconstruction all pointed towards a 

segregated system of secondary education .••••••• ln 19~5 the 

Sociallsts took office ••••• Since 19~2 the Labour Party han been 

committed (albeit in rather vague terms) to a comprehensive form 

of secondary education. When, therr~fore, the new minister endorsed 

'The Nations Schools' (the very first pamphlet issued hy the new 

~Hnis try of Educa tlon which put forward a dictate of tripartism); 

her action was received with unconcealed indignation by some members 

of her party • 

• • • • . ,'!The Right Honorary Lady is a danger to the whole Labour 

movement so far as educational policy is concerned. She is not true 

to the policies which we have adumbrated over a series of years. 

She doe~ not believe in the capacity of the ordinary child, in the 

provision of educational facilities for tl1e ordinary child, nor 

does sl1e believe in an equalitarian system of education, W.G. Cove 

' llansard Vol. ~24 (1st July, 1946)." (lo) 

Given that. the socialists were in power, the question has to be 

posed, how did those favouring radical change fail? 

\ 
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The 1944 Education Act was concerned with macro political and 

philosophical perspectives:- 'secondary education for all', 'free 

education', 'meritocracy', 'I'Quism', equalitarian concepts and 

changing the on-going social trend of conservatism and the class 

system. Musgrave (11) claimed 'The main political strain that was 

to become important during the inter-war years lay in the changing 

concept of social equality'. 

In this respect education was only one of the many aspects 

of our society that politicians wished to change. However, change 

was not desired by everyone. Musgrave speaks of 'strain'. Bowles 

and Gintis (12> offer a somewhat extreme 'manipulative' theory of 

conservatism -

'Throughout history, patterns of privilege have been justified by 

elaborate facades. Dominant classes seeking a stable social 'order 

have consistently nurtured and underwrltten these ideological facades 

and, in so far as their power permitted, blocked the emergence of 

alternatives. This is what we mean by 'legitimation' : the fostering 

of a generalized consciousness among individuals which prevents the 

formation of social bonds and critical understanding whereby existing 

social conditions might be transferred. Legitimation may be based on 

feelings of inevitability (death and taxes) or moral desirability 

(everyone gets what they deserve). When the issue is that of social 

justice, these feelings are both present.' 

This well known theory has created a furore of controversy. 

J~wever, it does offer one explanation for the slow rate of educational 

change and perhaps .one way in which change is deflected and 

absorbed. It is open to debate as to whether or not there exists a 

consciously manipulative elite nurturing ideological 'facades'. A 

less strident stance could claim there exists a subconscious desire 

of the dominant classes to maintain the status quo and although not 

directly manipulative is a strong enough force to modify change. 

The concept of generalized consciousness whereby our categories 

of thought and even our sense of reality are derived from and in 

part express the legitimate social order seem worthy of further 

thought. 

Is it the explanation, or partial explanation for the apparent 

conservative nature of the wf1ole education service? Education is 

not just concerned with the transmission of 'universal facts'; it 

is heavily value-ladened. The history of education in this country 

stems directly from the middle and upper ~asses traditions and values. 
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There may well be a further argument to illustrate the 

importance of generalized consciousness legitimating the education 

sectors conservative nature. 

Althougl1 'freedom' is a key note of the laissez-faire system 

many writers have observed the conservative nature of education. 

It may well be that the system itself promotes the status quo. 

This may happen because of the lack of bureaucratic control. A 

laissez-faire system is justified on grounds of general values and 

thus is very difficult to assess or even criticize , ~1ereas a 

highly structured form of organisation is also highly 'visible' 

and capable of assessment, specific criticism and modification. 

Within the laissez-faire system most of the actors can feel secure 

so long as they maintain the system and to do so they must maintain 

the general values as well. Therefore, headteachers have their 

independence, teacl1ers have their professional autonomy, governors 

have supportive duties, L.E.A.'s can get on with their administra

tion, H.M.I.'s can have their political freedom and central 

government can look to their resource and organisational commitments. 

The laissez-faire system blur~ lines of communication and 

responsibility. Each actor can maintain hi!> own power base only 

if he does not challenge other actors. Without rules and regula

tions, without dialogue,the system survives and continues because 

the actors involved accept the system as legitimate. The inherent 

vagueness of the laissez-faire system has advantages for all the 

parties involved in education,but the relative lack of internal 

monitoring and interaction between parties encourages the status 

quo rather than conflict and by accepting the status quo the parties 

involved most probably also accept the value system of the status 

quo. 

An obvious strategy of control found in many countries is 

the prescription of the curriculum. Central government control 

of the curriculum implies a set of relationships totally alien 

to relationships found in the English system until recent times. 

Concepts such as accountability, curriculum consistency and 

curriculum continuity flow easily from a 'continental' control model. 

Central government control of curriculum within the la.issez-faire 

system can be claimed to be very different,as shown in the 1944 

Education Act. 

\ 
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The curriculum prescribed by the 'act' is non-existent -

'full time education suitable to the requirements of junior 

children' - ••••• 'children who have not attained the age of 

twelve years - except for Religious Instruction and Act of 

Worship in all schools, sttlJject trJ the right of withdrawal nr 

pupils and teachers' - Section 114. 

Some people may f incl this an extraordirmry situation but it 

is nevertheless correct -

'Much of the 1944 Act was taken up with the probl·~'ll of 

denonli.national •li fferences and tittle attention was given to what 

proved to be one of the dominant educational contnwersies of the 

last twenty years, namely, the kind of school which should be 

provided for secondary schools', (Bell, Fowler & Little) (13). 

Historically, the various churches had been responsihV~ for 

in particHl;J.r, i;l1e devel·Jprnent 0f the el,~mentary system of 

education. Because they built, financed and 'manned' these 

schools it is obvious they held considerable influence. It also 

seems plain that as the 'church' was a fundamental part of society 

for many centuries; its influence on society cannot be denied. 

However, tl1ere i.s the possibi tt ty til at the 'power' of the 

churt:h does not match the reality of modern industrial society. 

It may well he anot11er example of generalised consciousness. 

Ryder and Silver (t4-J ·found 'A Religious Census in 1.351, :1nd 

a l0cal count in the Borough of Sheffield in 1881, both arrived at 

the rough conclusl·1n that one person in t:hrf~e whom ther(! we,~·~ places 

at t·~nded f•Jr wor:.,;hip on an av~t:age Sunc\ay. In Sheffield be tween 

the two dates the~pulation had slightly more than doubled, so that 

although the ratio rema.ined the same the absolute number of non 

attenclers doubler! across the period. Since 18R1 the tnpul1ti0n 

had al;nost aga:i.n doubled, but attendances in 1957 were far less 

than in lB;H'. 

There is always a danger: ln i•It~rpr·-~tlng stati.stlcs, but 

aev•~-rt1tel<~<;.s, '1'1 argument presents itself whio:h cl::t.ims that the 

'church's' influence was (is) far greater than it statistically 

merited. Musgrave claims 'For those who wished to keep 

religion a power. in educa t .ton the problt~:ll was t)le perenni;tl oJne 

of rais:i.•1g sufficient income • • • • • There followed a shift of 

emphasis of policy for al 1 excP.pt tl!e r:atltoU•:c;. ~ather: than 
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separate schools the denominations came to see that the best way of 

bringing religion totl1e children of the nation was to spread their 

influence throughout the state system. This new emphasis was to have 

effect on the 1944 Act ..••• It can be seen that the religious 

agencies were very successful in their objectives, both in terms of 

finance and control of part of the curriculum. • (15) 

Given that religion is a minority interest, conflict regarding 

religion has not been a major issue in England since the 'act'. 

Both teachers and pupils have the right to 'contract out' of the 

religious aspects of school, but apparently few actually do. Does 

the explanation lie within the Bowles and Gintis framework.- the 

legitimation of values (religious) being absorbed into the 

generalized consciousness of parents, teachers and pupils? One 

does not have to be a Christian to believe Christianity should be 

taught in schools. 

As for schools themselves, religious education has had no small 

impact. Responsibility for the transmission of that value system is 

put firmly on the shoulders of headteachers. They ask teachers to 

conform to a value system,which is one of the traditional pillars 

of our society ,by passing it on to their pupils. 

To add to problems of belief, some teachers find themselves 

compromised on a more direct level, namely promotion. Questions of 

faith and commitment often figure in interviews and can cause <;•.>me 

distress to teachers. 

Definition is perhaps the most severe problem. It must be 

remembered that schools have to legally teach Religious Instruction 

not Religious Education. A prescribed syllabus of Christianity has 

given way to a far more liberal regime but it lacks the 'Law of the 

Lands 'approval. The 1944 Act was solely concerned with Christianity, 

but of course we live in a multi-ethnic society and pressures to 

satisfy those needs, together with fighting racial prejudice,have 

caused great difficulties. The National Association of Head Teachers 

has joined the growing lobby to change the 'act' with regard to 

religious education, but it remains to be seen what will be achieved. 

The way in which religious matters were dealt with under the 

1944 'act' and their maintenance without radical change since that 

time is a most interesting example of how both a redefinition works 

and also how the laissez-faire system operates. 
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Refe•·ring ~n ·;•Jild i. ti.ons CrJtt•Hl .1.11 schools. It is obvious 

tl!at education is expensive. The allocation of resources is, 

of course, a mainly political decision. However, the economic 

condition of a country must have considerable influence on levels 

of spending. 

This country had to endure the 'Depression' of the 1930's ; 

the country then had to fight 'fascism' virtually unaided until 

America came into the Second World War. The debts Britain owed 

following the war were huge. Expectations for a new beginning 

were high and paved the way for a radical Socialist government 

in 1945. Several consequences emerged from this situation which 

directly affected the primary sector. The sheerscale of proposed 

change throughout every part of society inevitably meant that certain 

aspects would gain more interest and resources than others. In 

education, the focus was most certainly on secondary not primary 

education and this had at least two interesting effects. 

Firstly, primary resources were very limited - buildings, teacher 

training and resources generally were in a poor state, so the 

actual physical day-to-day job of teaching was demanding and stressful. 

Secondly, because of the lack of interest shown by . central 

and local government, coupled with the well-established notion of 

professional autonomy, primary schools were left to develop 

independently. Schools wishing to advance child-centred philoso

phies must have had to grapple with appalling resource difficulties 

given that this form of educationrequiresfar more resources than 

the tradition methodology. Whereas schools adopting formal and 

didactic methods could justify their position by pointing to long 

established traditions, the 'logic' of IQ ism, the demands of 

secondary schools for the categorizing of children , ~owing 

parental interest in grammar schools and given the extremely difficult 

resource situation following the war, the idea that a bureaucratic, 

'mechanistic' approach to the teaching of primary school children 

was the only realistic way of coping. 

It can be seen that the tripartite system heightened the 

difference between 'progressive' and 'traditional' ideologies. 

Infant schools were virtually unaffected, so child-centred 

education could continue to develop in spite of resource difficulties. 

However, tl1e 'Junior' schools and departments were under great 

pressure to become part of the overall scheme of things by acting as 

\ 
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'agents' of differentiation and to this end the early 'streaming 

by ability' took place in many schools, as did the careful. awt 

systematic 'coac'ting' of sui tabl~ can•l hla tes for the 11 + 

examination. For supporters of child-centred e<iltcatlon tlti:> 

sit•tntion mu<Jt ltaiJ'~ appear.~! tn he~ a II<Jt:tat htnw tr, I;~Jei.r 'IIlpe-;. 

It was a plaln case of an 'imposed' structure dominat.ing a strong 

educational lrteology. 

However, within a very short time criticism of secondary 

education was heard. Most L.E.Ao 's had optecl for a tripartite 

system of grauunar, technical .tnd secondary modern schools. 

Douglas Cih) claimed 'The emphasis shifted to the question of how 

seemingly objective selective processes distributed children 

within the frame ,.,ork of secondary ednca t l.nn, 'lS well :1s bJ tile 

lc~vel of performan::e n~tcl 1legre~ of wast:tge within the secondary 

school system' in other words tile twe of the 11 + 

ex:am.i.11atlons and the tripartite system. 

Douglas found many instances of inequality between one child 

and another, of particular importance was tlte child's social back

ground and parental influence. However, he atso severely criticised 

the system it.setf -

(a) ReBi.n1tal. difr9re11cr~~ i11 the prm•.tsl.nn qf Gra111mar School ;Jlacen. 

(b) Little flexibility regarding the transfer of pupils within the 

tripartite system - only a very small proportion of pupils 

moved from secondary modern to grammar school, or vice versa. 

(c) Poor facilities for older pupils at secondary modern and this 

'. contributed to many bright children leaving at 15. 

(d) Criticism of the mechanics of selection - the relevance of 

I .Q.' tests, age of transfer and sex differences. 

(e) Criticism of the whole notion of differing forms of curriculum -

academic, technical, practical. 

Referring specifically to primary schools in 1957, Douglas asked 

over 3,060 primary schools to describe their sltua tlon. 'Their 

answer showed a familiar picture of crowded class rooms and of 

schools which are grossly lacking in amenities. 45% of the children 

are taught in classes of 40 or more. Primary schools built in the 

nineteenth century accommodate 48% of children and of these old 

schools, nearly half have not been modernised in any way since the war'. (17) 

'\ 
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Criticism of the tripartite system continued to flow 

throughout the 1950's and 60's - parity of esteem, parity of 

conditions, the credibi 1i ty of the 11 + selection procedure were 

all brought into question. The works of F.E. Vernon,'Seconclary 

School Selection, (1?57), p.l~9 and p.177 and J. E. rloud, 'social 

Class and Educa tiona! Opportunity' (1956~ together with the 1957 

NPER Third Intrim Report (A. Yates & D.A. Pigeon - Admission to 

Grammar Schools) and the Crowther Report 15-18, (195<)) echo the 

disquiet expressed by Douglas. A body of opinion was questioning 

the whole basis of secondary education and by implication much 

of ~tat was going on in primary schools. 

The response to the secondary sector si tua.Hon w:1s poll tir.:1l. 

Within eight months of the Labour party's victory in the 19(11 

General Election, Anthony Crossland, Secretary of State for 

Education and Science, issued a Circular 10/65 inviting local 

education authorities to submit plans for the re-organisatiotl of 

their secondary schools in order to eliminate selection into 

separate and different types of secondary school at 11. 

What was happening inside primary schools during this period 

of growing disquiet regarding selection and secondary education? 

A tantalizingly obscure picture emerges. R. Aldrich ( fg) 

found that Surveys of 1962 and 1964 showed that 85% of primary 

teachers and two thirds of parents favoured streaming. 

K. IlvRns saw the conf He t sl tun Ho11 l11 the following 

wny 'lhe broadening and h1tman1s1Jtg process !ti primary etlticatloll 

clrawlng its main insplrRHon from the 1931 lladow Report, made slow 

but sure headway, in spite of cerhln ohsbtcles belng placer! ltt 

1 ts way. The influence of the eleven flltts examlna Hon and l ts 

loglsHcal priority given to the latter stages of educnHo11 nrter 

19-14 were both unfavour~tble. The wldespread adoptnHo11 of strenmlng 

in the ju11ior school produced 1t cet tnin dglrH ty whlch encouraged 

the conHnunnce of the trndl Hotml clnss- teachinf! nfltnonch'. (I g') 

Streaming by ability means far more than the practical solution 

to a difficult problem, it is indicative of a whole ideology -

formal, didactic, traditional, teacher dominated. If this is an 

accurate assumption, then it would seem given those statistics, 
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child-centred education was dead and buried - but was not dead, 

it was alive and kicking and growing and what is of interest is the 

way in which it grew, subject as it was, to such apparent!~ considerable 

t: r :t d l H o 11 :t 1. - s f:t 11 c t: 11 t :t l I' t P. s s 11 t P. • 

The rJIIesf:lon still rrmal11s to he nttsNrtrd- llnw rlld r:hllrl-r:r11frrrl 

educfttlon survive :1nd eventu:dly exp:tlldi' lhe nnswet ls of criHcal 

Jnterest to this investlgntion nnd hence to any dlscttsslon of the 

role of the headteacher. 

HlciH1el lly11tlmnn gl ves A fasd 11:1 H11g nlls\<~et - 'rdm:t ry 

schools which ::~ppeftred' to Jeoj,nrdlze the u~ success of thd.t 

pttplls by experiment with non-subject-based progressive methods of 

teaching were in consequence liable to come tinder lnte11se cd Hclsm 

•.•••••• The trend towards informality ln junlor educatlon was, 

hm11ever, undoubtedly accelerated ln the post 19-15 pedod. Change 

::~ppe:trs to h:tve come about largely on :1 loc:tl, gt:tssroots b:tsls 

ln ft 111.rmber of fft!rly well-defl11ed fHitts of the c_ountry. It seems 

f::~t less to have been the result of n11y lmposltloll from above of 

closely argued educatlonal theory •••..• The development of the 

hend tow:ttd progressive primary educatlon ln the postwar years 

appears to have been largely due to the lncllvldu:tl efforts of ::1 

number of convlnced educfttionnllsts 1\dmlnlsl:rators such as 

J.ll. Newson of fletHordshlre and 1\.n. Clegg ln W2st nldlng showed 

themselves actively prepared to encournge teachers. The 

progressive methods of many of the latter probably owed far more to 

intulHve response and to experience at a purely personal level 

than to any theoretical cons1derations. 1Jt1d11g this period, too, 

child centred and rdlscovery methods of teaching were contlmtously 

flUbllclzed by a number of fi.H.I's •.••••. On n more local level, 

t.n./\. advisers (themselves mostly ex-tenchers) dirl n grent rleal 

to breakdown the sense of !solntion wltlch hnd previously tended to 

restrict innovation •••••..•• fJut !t ls ttrtHkely thnt such actlvitles 

would have had as deep impact without the flosltlve support of n 

slgniflcnnt number of the teachers themselves ••••.• there emerged 

Increasingly a resll!ent yet lnfotmal network of contacts between 
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progressively minded teachers and the advisers, JI.M.I.'s and educa

tion officers who supported them. Discussion groups, area conferences~ 

courses~all helped teachers to achieve a sense of identity and 

unity'. (20) 

Hyndman's ideas are so important and relevant because they 

reinforce what is emerging as a major tenet - the notion of 

structure. In the case of the progressive movement, it was not 

a macro hierarchial bureaucracy, but an informal network tl1at 

succeeded in very adverse circumstances. However, would the 

progressive movement have gained status if it had not been for 

macro changes at secondary level? The introduction of secondary 

comprehensivisation removed the need for pedagogy directed towards 

11+ selection procedures in primary schools. This is another 

example of the direction of primary education being affected by 

the actions of others. 

Comprehensive schooling offered new forms of internal 

structure and organisation - mixed ability teaching, counselling, 

setting, banding, form tutors, integrated studies, humanities etc. 

Whether or not these structures were successful is not part of this 

debate.What is relevant is that it was the 'new' system's response 

to change. Perhaps secondary education h~s always sought to cope 

through structural measures, but was this the response of primary 

schools? 

How the primary sector coped with the 'progressive era' will 

be explored in the next chapter, nevertheless two notions seem 

worthy of repetition for the closing paragraph of this chapter. 

First, the much vaulted claims of the supporters of the 

laissez-faire system with regard to the freedom of individuals 

schools must be seriously doubted. Primary schools were subjected 

to intense pressure to conform to the needs of the tripartite 

system. Primary schools faced many difficulties in developing 

'progressive' ideologies, even though the lobby for such 

developments had been so strong pre-war. Second, although there 

were informal networks encouraging child centred education, evidence 

suggests that the vast majority of the teaching profession were 

largely conservative in character. This had serious implitations 

for headteachers, as the main change agents under the English 
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system and brings into question whether or not the laissez-faire 

system was ever capable of coping with change. The management 

of change implies structure, strategy and dialogue, so what 

happened in the 'progressive era' should throw further light 

on tl1e worthiness or otherwise of the English education 

management model. 
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C H A P T E R 2 

The 'Progressive' Era 
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During the mld 1960's 'Progressive' education gained great 

publicity. The !Progressive' perspective had, of course, been 

around for many many years. Ptevious charHers have recorded the 

various sources of this perspective - individual colleges of 

learning, separate infant schools, which were not subjected to 

the same pressures or traditions of elementary schools, 11.~1. I.'s 

who presumably saw examples of 'good practice' and as a result 

favoured a more 'experience' orientated view of the curriculum. 

llowever, it is very difficult to assess how strong this 

tradition was during the 1950's and early 60's when the Junior 

school curriculum was dominated by the selection procedures for the 

tripartite system. Certainly, circular 10/65 requesting plans for 

the reorganisation of secondary schools issued by the Labour 

government in 1964, created a vacuum in Junior school curriculum 

in that it removed one justification for a whole style of teaching 

and a whole area of the curriculum. 

With the comprehensive system resistii ng on philosophical 

grounds the need for such objective testing, there was a gap to be 

filled. The progressive tradition was ready to stake its claim, 

but it needed some stamp of approval. This measure of esteem or 

confidence was available in the shape of the 'Plowden Report', 

whose committee had started work the year before in 1963. 

Can we fully appreciate what a traumatic period of history 

this was for many primary school teachers? There had been growing 

dissatisfaction with the restraints placed upon them by the ll+ • 

llowever, 'progressive' education lacked definition and was a total 

departure, both philosophically and organisationally, from what had 

gone before. With hindsight, it was vital that a strong lead be 

given by someone in authority to help headteachers and teacl1ers cope 

with such a turn around. In the event; the Plowden Report had to 

be the definitive article of faith. 

However, it will be shown that the Plowden Report failed to 

help the primary school profession and led to much confusion and 

unhappiness which culminated in the William Tyndale affair - thus 

leading to the era we find ourselves in at this moment - the age of 

intervention. 

~1. Wright claimed 'Progressive primary schooling is the 

outcome of a very ~lengtl1y and graouaf e~olution wnose rodts 'stretch 

way back into the last century. There l1~ve been ebbs and flows 
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leading to what some regard as the climax - or perh9-ps the 

turning point - in the Plowden Report 1967. The Plowden 

committee was appointed by Sir Edward Doyle Conservative ~linister 

of Education in 1963, with instructions to examine primary 

education in general. The report gave firm approval to the 

progressive movement, which it saw as a 'general and quickening 

trend'. Some critics blame Plowden formusing a wide spread 

departure from sanity in schools. But, Plowden was not so radical 

as those who have not react it seem to thtnk, and it was not so 

much a cause of progressivism as a legitimation'. (l) 

Because the 'progressive' school was such a departure from 

'traditional' schools, it was inevitable that the two systems 

would be compared 9but it is essential to remember that they are 

using different methods and emphasising different aims. Indeed, 

it is more complicated titan that, in progressive education the 

method is part of the aim. In other words, the emphasis is 

placed as much on the process as on the end product. 

On the question of aims, we have the results of a major 

survey to consider. This survey, conducted for the School Council 

(The Aims of Primar~ Education) studied between 1969 and 1973 

a sample of 1,513 teachers in 201 schools to discover how they saw 

the aims of primary education. The teachers were given a list of 

72 possible aims and asked to rate each one according to how 

important they felt it to be. The major findings is that there 

was enormous range and variety of opinion (2) Wright states 

'It hardly needs to be said that not everyone regards this as a 

good thing, clearly too, the more numerous the aims the less 

emphasis that can be put on any one of them. In the end everyone 

will have their own notions about aims, and as their notions 

differ, so will their judgement of tlte quality of education 

provided in this or that school. The Plowden Report a product of 

its age, only served to add to the wide spread confusion about aim s (3j 

The point about aims is of course very important and the 

committee themselves recognised this. They were critical of phrases 

such as 'whole personality', 'happy atmosphere', 'full and satisfyirg 

life', 'full development of powers', 'satisfaction of curiosity', 

'confidence', 'perseverence', and 'alterness'. They stated 'This 

list shows that general statements of aims .•••••••• tend to be a 

little more than expressions of benevolent aspiration which may 
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provide a rough guide to the general climate of a school, but which 

may have a rather tenuous tela tionship to. the educational practices 

that actually go on there' .••....•. rlowclen ( r1 ). 

!laving read the above, 1 t seems reasonable to expect !:Ita t the 

comm.tt:tee would offer something better. IUchmond claims 

they did not - 'the 1967 report was conspicuously lacking in the 

'astringent intellectual scrutiny' which it suggested teachers should 

bring to bear in their day' to day problems in the classroom. ~luch 

of what it had to say about primary curd_culum amounted to Little 

more than stale cliches to the effect that 'finding out' was better 

than 'being told' ..••.•.. Urt(ler the heading of 'Some Fractical 

Implications for the Time Table', it indulged in airy-fairy 

pronouncements about the 'free-day' and 'integrated curriculum' • 

Generalization about flexibility (.1\ny practice whlch pre-determines 

the pattern and imposes it on all is to be condemned) and about the 

'boundless curiosity which children have about the world about them,' 

were so flaccid as to leave themselves oj,en to the charge of being 

complacent, not to say slap happy'. (rage r19). (5) 

R • .1\ldrich · adds further fuel to thls Argument by 

criticising, on the· basis ol vagueness, ('lu~>.den· ·l.n the toilowing 

way 'Good schools for rlowden were schools in which children were 

'to be themselves' and to live 'as children nnd not as future 

adults'. Tltey were to lay 'special stress on individual discovery' 

and teach 'that knowledge does not fall :i.nto neatly separate 

compartments'. (6) 

Flty the poor hcadteacher who had to deal with post-Flowclen! 

Crl tic ism of teacher training. 

Older headteachers with limlted teaching experience. 

Younger headteachers promoted, at least partly, because 

of their success in gaining their pupils places at grammar 

schools . 

.1\ much wider curriculum • 

.1\n emphasis on f'rocess as well as content. 

Demands to help average and below average pupils. 

Greater resource demands. 

Demands for parental involvement. 

The need to persuade staff to adopt new philosophies. 

) 
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Some assistant teachers having apparently more knowledge 

than the headteacher with regard to progressive education. 

finally, and perhaps most critical of all, trying to decide 

the school's aims. 

Looking back it seems painfutly obvious that 'dialogue' 

should have been the number one priority. The definition handed 

down from 'above' (The Plowden Report) was inadequate not so much 

for what it said, more because too few people understood what it 

said. The 'progressive' perspective was such a major departure 

for the majority of teachers and educationalists working in tl1e 

primary sector that the apparent lack of a structure within which 
place 

dialogue could take/became a main stumbling block for clevelopment. 

Certain themes appear to be emerging in this study; one 

theme is the balance between 'freedom' and 'structure'. This 

present aspect is another example of this tension. On one hand 

'freedom' permitted the growth of the progressive movement through 

informal networks·, but the apparent lack of structure(another 

definition of freedom?) probably inhibited the growth of the 

'progressive movement'. 

A structure for 'dialogue' seems a logical and reasonable 

framework for development. 

The 'report' itself, was plainly a structure for 'dialogue' 

and for action. The committee can look back with some pride at the 

success of some of their recommendations and initiative'S

P.ducational rriority 1\n•ns, pnrentalpowrr rnnvem~nt, m.tcldlr schooli 

and even the legitimation of progressive education. However, as 

previously claimed, it was inspirational rather than a blue print 

for action. Perhaps it could not have done much more, but unfortunately 

it appears to have stood alone because other agencies of 'dialogue' 

do not seem to have been able to cope. 

If 'dialogue' was critical during the 'progressive' era, then it 

is important to investigate who were and who should have been these 

agencies of dialogue. 

) 
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Local Authorities were content to deal with administration 

such as reorganising or not reorganising seco11dary schools. They 

left curriculum matters to their advisory service. Some L.E./\. 

advisers were part of the 'informal network' described earlier. 

However, not all headteachers could rely upon ndviser expertise, 

because it was common practice for many L.F../\. to appoint 

specialist secondary advisers to oversee twer1ty or more primnry 

schools. 

Some II.M.J.'s were also part of the 'informal network' 

system, but presumably because of the huge school population at 

that time II.M. I. were spread thin on the ground. 

Teachers'centres, possibly one of the more potent agencies 

for dialoguefwere in their infancy. Many large authorities 

supported Teachers~ centres, but whether or not every school and 

teacher was in reasonable striking distance of a centre is 

doubtful. However, a far more imporbmt point relative to teachers' 

centres was that they were a completely voluntary institution 

and given the independence of schools and professional autonomy 

there was no question of heads and teachers being made to attend 

centres. 

1\ further interesting point regarding Teachers Centres is to 

question the type of course on offer flt that time. There is no data 

but nevertheless, one wonders which type of course was in the 

majority -'tips for teachers' type of course, where the emphasis 

was placed upon micro process/content or courses which concentra

ted upon philosophy, aims and objectives? Probably the former 

and if so ,this would only add to the confusion present during 

the 'progressive' era, because as claimed earlier progressive 

education was such a major departure from traditional education 

that philosophy had to be the fundamental base. 

One is left with two further institutions who should have 

been capable of contributing to this debate. Namely, the Training 

Colleges, who were the professional source of teacher legitimation 

and the Schools Council, a specially created dynamic agency for 

change. 
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The system employed to 'train' teachers up to the mid 

sixties fell into two broad channels. Firstly, a person could 

gain a first degree at a university and then gain employment 

as a teacher without any formal teacher training. A one year 

Post Graduate Teaching Certificate was introduced later in 

the decade. 

Secondly, a person could be trained at a specialized 

teacher training college. These institutions were usually 

isolated from other forms of higher education. During the 

three year certificate course tlte student was assessed academ

ically and by satisfying the dem~nds of teaching practices in 

schools. 

A successful student was recognised by the D.E.S. after 

completing one yeart teaching (probationary year). Here, the 

onus for assessment fell heavily upon the headteacher. 

Having become a qualified teacher, the fledgling professioml 

was under no overt pressure to continue his or her education or 

professional development. Although teachers'centres were 

developing, there were already numerous 'courses' and 'further 

qualifications' a teacher could complete, but the onus was very 

much on the individual teacher to construct any form of 

'training•or'development'plan. Advice could be sought from fellow 

teachers, the head or advisers, but there was no •staff 

development structure' as such. 

When one imposes onto this situation the confusions and 

complexities of the growing traditional/progressive tension, 

then clearly an explanation needs to be sought. 

Teacher training came under scrutiny by the Robbins Report. 

They decided •qn England and Wales many of the colleges (for 

tlte education of teachers) are very small. Some of the students 

have the capacity to do work of degree standard; and although 

the colleges will continue to concentrate in the main on courses 

of the present kind, it is unjust that there should be no 

facilities for obtaining a degree. But to confer degree-giving 

powers on all the existing colleges would be inappropriate 

because of the number involved, the variation in their sizes and 

the diversity of standards .•.•• We recommend a radical change •.. 

a closer association with universities .••• we are convinced th~ 

immense benefit will flow from closer llnks with the universities 
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and that our proposals offer the best hope of raising the status 

and S:andards ot the col! eges'. ( 7) 

The implied criticism of some training colleges is obvious, 

as wasthe committee~ solution - the raising of status and 

standards, but in one respect the committee's solution was 

not radical in that it was still the same basic model as 

previously employed - rnw recruit- lnput of ph.i.tosophy, 

knowledge, academic standard and a 'dab' of experience, followed 

by no structured follow-up or professional development. 

Nevertheless, leaving aside the 'professional development' 

argument for somewhile, even post-Robbins teacher training was 

not without its critics. 

N. Middleton& S. Wei tzmann heavily crl tld.?:e both 

Anthony Crosland (Minister of Education 196.)-67) and the 'train

ing system in the following manner - 'Mr. Crosland must also bear 

the responsibility for the failure to make the most of opportuni

ties to re-organise teacher education, which was in the end 

cobbled in the worst traditions of British gradualism. The 

training colleges had been repeatedly condemned as indifferent. 

The source of this was easy to see; they were too small, 

geographically and intellectually isolated with mediocre staff. 

In some hundred years of development they had produced no 

educational research, developed no applications of psychology ani 

sociology to the work in schools, there was no body of theory 

or knowledge about education based on i.Eld workt and no scholars 

of standing had emerged from the colleges. Every investigation 

showed them to be generally reactionary and indifferent in 

quality .•••• The chance was presented to both radically re

organise these colleges, virtually the sole source of teachers in 

the unselected part of the system and at the same time use their 

sites, as the base for expansion on polytechnic lines. What 

happened was a perpetuation of the binary system of teacher 

education. 1b meet the teacher shortage, other small colleges 

were founded, and worse still small colleges expanded but 

solely for teacher training. The result was that their faults 

were writ large as the poorly qualified instructors of one subject 

were promoted to take over newly created departments and progress 

was hampered by lack of experience in any other form of education. 

The renaissance of State education wasfut back at least a 
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quarter of a century'. (8) 

The model was wrong in that the system limited itself to 

producing newly qualified teacl1ers, leaving professional develop

ment to the individual teacher. However, if Middleton & S. 

Weitzmann's::ri ticlsms are accepted then the system failed to 

reach even its limited objectives. To this must be added once 

more the comment that this situation was occurring during one 

of the most tmumatlc periods of history for the classroom 

teacher. 

There are numerous points to be drawn from this section, but 

two seem worthy of immediate debate. First of all, the system 

was basic~lly reactionary and conservative in nature and as such 

would be one more part of the education industry that would resist 

change. Secondly, and probably a partial explanation for the 

first point, is the emphasis placed on the insular nature of teacher 

training institutions. If this phenomena is a trait of the whole 

education industry, then it is most serious matter with far 

reaching implications. Insular circumstances coupled with 

reactionary tendencies do not encourage dialogue; and surely 

the one single need above all else during a period of change is 

'dialogue'. 

Apparently, setting up Governing bodies for Colleges of 

Education, three year courses, closer liason with universities, 

the emergence of University Schools of Education, BEd. degree 

courses and Post Graduate Teaching Certificate courses, was 

still considered inadequate, because in the early seventies the 

government of the day decided to set up another committee to 

look into this perceived problem - The James Report 

They decided that: 

a) The structure of teacher training should be radically altered. 

b) All intending teachers should undergo at least a four year 

course of training leading to a degree. 

c) Teacher training should consist of three cycles. 

1. Two years of non-vocational studies Diploma of Higher 

Education or a three year degree course. 

2. Two years of vocational pre service training and 

induction leading to qualification and to degree of 

B.A.(Ed). 
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3. In-service courses taking up the equivalent of at 

least one term every seven years of service. 

d) Creation of a new network of professional centres and 

administrative councils to supervise teacher training. (9) 

Michael Hyndman claimed 'Off !c!al reac Hon to the 

James Report appeared 1n ~h~ form of a White Paper 'A Framework 

for R"Xpansion(1973). The Third Cycle (In-service reconunenda

tions) were accepted and tlten put into storage on account of 

financial cutbacks of the early and mid 1970's •••••.•• The 

suggestions for the induction year (second year of tlte second 

cycle)were largely accepted; five government sponsored pilot 

schemes were planned. Three of these were subsequently can -

celled due to financial difficulties leaving two in Liverpool 

and Northumberland ••••• Individual L.E.A.'s also started up 

schemes of their own - many of which were soon curtailed owing 

to lack of funds. The proposed second cycle award of IJ.A. 

(Ed)., fell flat, and the James Report's insistence upon the 

exclusion of concurrent teacher training institutions was not 

endorsed by the government. Teacher training institutions 

displayed a dogged and occasionally surly attachment to 

concurrency; according to the Times Higher Educational Supple

ment, by mid 1976 virtually only one college in England had 

followed the pattern suggested by James.(lO) 

Economic and political influence seems of particular 

relevance. The expansion of teacher training in tlte mid-sixties 

was a logistic problem to be solved; the quality of the train

ing was not the major concern. Likewise, the James Report offered 

the most radical model to date, but economic pressure overcame 

political decisions and hence the full force of the various 

'reports' was dissipated. 

Pursuing this argument further, one could claim that this 

country has had, apart from a period from the late fifties to early 

sixties, economic problems. As a result each and every depart-

ment of government has had to fight for its share of limited 

resources. It therefore seems reasonable to attempt to assess 

this factor, for it is one matter to draw up plans and 

recommendations and quite another matter to implement those 

plans. In one respect this line of enquiry returns to one of 

the basic tenets already offered- the diVerence between 
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philosophy and reality. 

Middleton & Weitzman (11) discussed the relationship 

between politicians and their administrators. In particular 

they looked at Mr. Edward Short, Minister for Education in 

the late sixties - 'He looked round for professional advice, 

only to discover that he was the only educationalist in decision 

making circles (ex headteacher) for the department was dominated 

by the administratof'~-,wh11e the spedallsts, tlie members of 

Jler ~fajesty•s 'Inspectorate of SchooLs were relegated tc an 

advisory capacity ....... Situations are dealt with on 

administrative and not educational grounds, indeed the ruling 

seems to be often contrary to professional advice which is 

brushed aside. All hut a handful of the ministers in charge of 

education have been educated outside the state system and 

consequently have little understanding or sympathy with a 

department which by the nature of its work can show few dramatic 

triumphs. To such people the part played by locat authorities 

and the attitudes of professional bodies are ltard to understand. 

The department has been used patently and repeatedly as a 

parking place for politicians between posts. In such conditions 

the permanent officials have worked out their own course, which 

they will try to follow, adding on the way gestures of the 

appropriate official flavour. Such officials are not sympathetic 

to the problems of non-selective education. Bureaucracy, no 

matter how enlightened, favours the known routine and the 

unruffled cycle of the administrative year, which means 

acceptance of the guidance of the senior department, the officials 

of the Treasury.\ 

If this scenario holds a grain of truth or reality, then it 

is one further part of the same picture - a picture that confirms 

the status quo and offers barriers to change. Professional 

autonomy, a reality found in individual schools, can be seen to 

be capable of continuing only if it does not make demands upon 

the system as a wl10le, because the system is not geared for change. 

flowever, the 1960's saw an agency constructed specifically 

fu generate 'change' in a dynamic manner. Namely, the Schools 

Council. 
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Until 1964, arrangements for promoting curriculum reform 

were the perogative of the individual school and the local 

authorities.However wifutne establishment of the teacher controlled 

Schools Council in 1964 a national body was established in 

which central government could become deeply 1nvolved in curriculum 

reform and development. The Schools Council was jointly funded 

by the DES and the local authorities and although it was teacher 

controlled it sought neither to control teachers, nor to tell 

them what to teach or how to teach it. It was a body that 

offered its beliefs to teachers. There was never any hint of 

compulsion or pressure. Its main tenet was that curriculum 

reform could only be achieved by involving teachers nationally 

and locally in the identification of curriculum development 

projects and in the packaging,dissemination and possible adoption 

of any results. 

They adopted a strong philosophical stance which was in 

keeping with the times - 'Plowden' and the 'progressive' era. 

Did it meet its main aim? Probably not. It produced masses of 

valuable information; it was creative and intellectually honest, 

but it was not, in some peoples' view, effective. 

Throughout the 'progressive' era (1965-75) many primary 

schools were desperately seeking 'coat hooks' - manageable 

pieces of curriculum that could be quickly and rationally put 

into action. However, as claimed elsewhere, 'modern' education 

demands clear philosophy, organisation, process and content. 

Plowden supplied a vague but valuable philosophy and the School 

Council attempted to supply the rest. 

Teaching is a dynamic job; teachers have to 'produce the 

goods' from day one to the last day of term. The history of 

primary schools does not show that the majority of teachers had 

the time and/or the inclination to engage in the necessarily 

complex model offered by the School Council. Three examples will 

perhaps confirm this view point. Firstly, Breakthrough to 

Literacy (Initial Literacy Project 1970). It has been adapted 

for use in many languages. Over 370,()00 Word Makers, over four 

million Breakthrough books and over 200 million word and letter 

cards were sold - one of the Schools Councils greatest successes, 

but read again - an excellent educational package that can be 

used by infant teachers within days of opening the requisition 

order. 



Secondly, Science 5-13, a profound project, with over 

183,000 books sold in the U.K. The matching of scientific 

principles with Piagetian stages of development cannot be 

criticised on ~hilosophical or intellectual grounds. Never

theless, it was fifteen years later that an extension project 

'Learning through Science' was published. This project gave 

teachers 'pupil materials'. 

Thirdly, in contrast to tlte School Councils general style 

and perspective-the Bullock Report, Language for Life, was 

published in 1975 by the DES. There was criticism of so-

called 'political' aspects of this report - attitudes to the 

Teaching of English, Standards of Reading and Monitoring, but 

no criticism of the other sections - Language Development and 

Reading, Organisation, Reading and Language Difficulties, 

Resources, Teachers Education and Training. The sections relating 

directly to teaching are defined, positive, digestible and more 

often than not capable of being implemented. The report uses 

phrases like 'should be' again and again. There are 333 single 

paragraph conclusions and recommendations. 

The Bullock Report demanded attention and action, it had 

status and something to say. In Liverpool, children were given 

an occasional day~ ltoliday so all schools could discuss the 

report. It was expected that each scltool should produce a policy 

document. 

Putting the point bluntly, School Council asked too much of 

teachers in that particular era of our development. This has to 

be regretted, particularly as the likes of the late Lawrence 

Stenhouse so forcefully drove home the need for schools to 

incorporate research and philosophy in their own curriculum 

development. 

Disappointment with the Schools Council is shared by others. 

Writing in 1975 Evans rj~) stated 'It is both too difficult and 

too early to evaluate the impact of the School Council upon 

curriculum and teaching methods. Whilst it is obviously a 

major source of influence in favour of change, many of its ideas 

are either costly to implement, unsuitable for large classes or 

too emancipationalist to attract the average teacher. The sheer 

output of papers and projects may also be calculated to overawe 
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rather than inspire many of the Councils potential customers.' 

Gordon and Lawton claim (_13) , 'it has been increasingly 

questioned whether the School Councils 'cafeteria' approach to 

curriculum - simply offering a range of alternatives from which 

to choose has been sufficiently successful'. 

Referring specifically to Science 5-13 Gordon and Lawton 

(writing in 1978) claim 'Science 5-13 has been disappointing in 

terms of numbers of children reached. There are two reasons for 

this which remain unsolved. The first is the problem of diffusion 

of innovation. The School Council has not yet been able to 

spread ideas from projects to teachers in schools - most primary 

teachers simply have not heard about Science 5-13. Secondly, 

there are not enough science teachers available. This is partly 

a problem of shortage of scientific manpower and partly the 

failure of colleges of education to match the needs of the 

schools with the right balance of specialist and semi specialist 

teachers'. 

If it is accepted that the twin vehicles for change, The 

'Plowden Report' and the 'Schools Council' were found wanting, 

then any search for explanations must be of value. This study 

has already touched upon some factors - the historical development 

of education, teacher training, economics and political re

definitions. 

Howeverf none of the above mentioned factors hold the 

centre of the stage. That place is filled by what Gordon and 

Lawton call 'the problem of diffusion of innovation'. It is 

the lack of an adequate structure and the lack of positive 

relationships between all the actors within the education indust:ry 

that is the prime barrier to progress. 

If one single aspect of' factors affecting the role of the 

headteacher' can be satisfactorily resolved before the completion 

of this . study, then it is the assessment of the tension between 

the philosophical stance of 'freedom of action in the laissez

faire system', and the notion of'structuralized relationships~ 
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C II A P T E R 3 

The conservative back-lash 
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In retrosrect, criticism of the progressive movement 

was inevitable. Hany of the difficulties encountered in 

implementing change have already been mentioned and discussed. 

What is interesting at this point is to examine the vehicle of 

that criticism and to assess its effect. 

The major vehicle of criticism of the progressive movement 

was a collection of articles known as the 'Black Papers'. 

Becher, Eraut and Knight clescrlbed the 'papers' as 

follows. 'It is true that the fust of fhese tOHtck l'apers

Cox and Dyson 1969) was concerned in the main with university 

rather than with school standard, but two of the articles 

(Pedley 1969 and Johnson 1969) in that first issue were levelled 

at the heart of the maintained schools. Pedley, choosing to 

attack the comprehensive system (system which was at that time 

so new that it had barely seen the light of day), declared 

categorically ••••••• 'The move towards the nationwide provision 

of comprehensive schools, was part of a sinister attack on 

excellence' •••.•••••••••••••• 

Johnson's article disclosed (without the writer feeling a 

need to quote the source of his evidence, beyond 'some of my 

friends in junior school tell me ••••••• ') that marking and 

correcting work in the junior school was a thing of the past. 

He later made implicit connections between his carefully constructed 

picture of the primary school as a miserable collection of 

uncivilized adults and children aimlessly wandering around 

'following their own inclinations', and his assertion that 

'never before have there been so many people mentally disturbed'. 

Not only were the primary schools failing to teach the three R's 

they were actually engaged in something far more alarming; 

producing a generation of people seriously deranged'. 

The first Black Paper was followed by four others. Presented 

in an authoritative manner they wielded considerable influence 

and hanunered their message home with unremitting insistence. 

The general message that filtered through to the wider public 

was that the schools, like everything else in an enfeebled nation, 

were falling apart•. (1) 

Of course there were real problems in introducing and 

developing forms of child-centred education within primary 

schools. This study has examined the numerous difficulties 
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facing headteacl~ers and teachers at that time. There were also 

well thought out intellectual and academic arguments offered. 

For example, Peters, argued that the l'lowclen r~port was not 

satisfactory from a theoretical point of view. Peters claimea 1:nat 

the very proper reaction against some aspects of the elementary 

tradition had resulted in a one sided and misleading set of 

beliefs in the Plowden Report. He criticised a number of the 

unexamined concepts and assumptions in the Report, including 

'development'; he suggested that ·'development', .ln the educational 

sense would include scientific, mathematical, moral,historical, 

inter-personal, aesthetic and religious forms of awareness. (2) 

Surely, this level of debate is superior ·to that found in the 

Black Papers, but returning to the point being made earlier, the 

lack of structure ~1ich would permit meaningful dialogue between 

all the actors in education, permitted the 'Black Papers' to 

lead a strong counter-attack on progressive education. The fact 

that the language used was emotive and the ideas muddled is on 

one level irrelevant. Mtat is relevan~ is that they articulated 

feelings of uneasy and perhaps even anomie and frustration in 

not being able to control the situation. The lack of structure 

for dialogue meant they had to mobilize their pressure group 

upon almost military lines and 'attack' the ultimate source of 

power - the politicians. 

Gordon and Lawton describe it thus 

"By the late 1960's a 'onservative counter-attack took shape in 

the very interesting form of the Black Papers. The first of these, 

Figltt for Education (1969) although not a Conservative Party 

publication, was frankly political in its intention: a copy 

was sent to every M.P., and the editors urged all readers to 

write to their own ~f.P.'s as a means of exerting pressure. 

1be first article in the collection was by a Conservative M.P., 

Angus Maud, on 'The Egalitarian Threat' •••••••••• The second 

Black Paper 'The Crisis in Education (1969) contained an even 

longer introductory letter to M.P.'s ••••••• The third Black 

Paper was published in November 1970 after Mrs. Thatcher had 

withdrawn Circular 10/65; this paper was called 'Goodbye 

Mr. Short' and gave the impression of being on the winning 

side at last. The Black Papers are interesting social documents, 
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representing a strong body of opinion inside the teaching 
'I 

profession as well as the general public, (page 74 .) ( 3) 

The Black Papers did not by themselves create the circumst

ances for a major re-definition. Nevertheless, as Hyndman 

puts it "" ••• "there seems to be 1i t tle doubt that the report 

(Plowden) itself and the reaction to it, finally dissipated the 

mist of laissez-faire acquiescence which had for some time 

enveloped primary education".(4) 

Perhaps one can claim that the early 'seventies' was a 

period of 'society' stirring, watching and waiting. The education 

field appeared to be incapable of putting foward a coherent 

argument, so it was left to the 'voice' of society to act or 

perhaps more accurately react to events. Those events soon 

came. Three events were probably most influential in bring-

ing about re-definition. They were 1972 N.F.E.R. report 'The 

Trend of Reading Standards, the William Tyndale affair and the 

findings of Neville Bennett. 

In 1972 an N.F.E.R. report, 'The Trend of Reading Standards' 

led Mrs. Thatcher to set up a conunittee of enquiry under the 

guidance of Sir Alan Bullock into 'all aspects of teaching the 

use of English. ' This was an important development for several 

reasons. 

Firstly, any indication that reading standards had declined 

could be claimed as 'proof positive' that progressive education 

was as 'dangerous' as the Black Papers warned. In truth the 

Bullock Report A Language for Life, H.M.s.o., 
spends many pages discussing the accuracy of the various tests. 

Prominent researchers were asked to conunent directly on standards 

from a study of the statistical evidence. One said "There is 

no convincing evidence that there has been a reduction in 

standards", another claimed "The most that can probably be said 

about the movement of reading standards in the last third of a 

century is that there was a considerable downward movement during 

the war followed by an upward movement in the 20 years after the ,, 
war which may have levelled out in the last few years. A third 

research said "Though the N.F.E.R. Report showed that the 

improvement in reading standards appears to have ceased, the 

improved standard of 1960 has been maintained. Nevertheless, 

more and more children are leaving infant school unable to read, 
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and fewer teachers in junior schools seem to be equipped to 

teach the basic reading skills". see (2.10) page 15. 

This apparent divergenceof opinion was accepted by the 

conuni ttee, who also added that they felt "In both the English 

and Welsh surveys the sampling was inadequate in a number of 

ways" (2.17) page 18. Having considered varying difficulties 

they then stated "We have said enough about the limitations of 

the results derived from the national surveys, and we must add 

that it is not the fault of the ttuthors that many people have 

ignored their reservations" (2.19) page 19. That is a most 

interesting remark for it holds within it a basic truth. In the 

introductory paragraph of Chapter 2 'Standards of Reading' the 

report said, "Many people who wrote to us took as their 
•• .;tarting pn;nt the belief that standards of literacy had fallen. (5) 

The point to be made is that 'pressuregroups' 

could and did act on the political hierarchy by using polemic_, 

generalized and often muddled arguments, backed up by far from 

satisfactory research data and the education sector had neither 

the will or the means to offer any stern resistance. This 

situation was of direct relevence to the primary school head

teacher for the era of laissez faire was quickly coming to an 

end and individual headteachers seemed powerless to contribute 

to any redefinition. 

The Bullock Report was also important in a way touched upon 

during the discussion regarding the School Council, namely, the 

report was agressive, dynamic and prescriptive. In the 333 

conclusions and recommendations the word 'should' appears again 

and again. The report demanded strategies and structures for 

action from every sector of education. In-service training, 

specialization and management figure highly throughout the 

committee's findings. Whether or not all the conclusions and 

recommendations were put into action will be returned to, but at 

this point the most relevant a.rgument to offer is that the report 

was a radical body of knowledge - not just an educational 

philosophy, but also an organisational philosophy. Its historical 

setting is no accident. It can be seen as a clear attempt to 

kill off the laissez-faire tradition. 
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Following the Black Papers, the 1972 N.F.E.R. survey and the 

Bullock Report, the need to know ~tether progressive education 

was superior or inferior to tradi tionalmethods became critically 

important. Neville Bennett t6) provided for some, what simple 

reading surveys could not convey, an apparently thorough 

investigation into the whole perspective. Neville Bennett 

constructed a study of 37 primary teachers and their 950 pupils. 

The children were tested on a wide range of attainment and 

personality tests in September 1973 and again to assess their 

progress in June 1974. Bennett claimed that the ensuing results 

were not only 'very similar' to those obtained by the most recem 

American research, but also that they were 'in line' with what 

all the teachers had expected. (see Page 152-154). Bennett 

claimed 'The results form a coherent pattern. The effect of 

teaching style is statistically and educationally significant in 

all attainment areas tested. In reading, pupils of formal and 

mixed teachers progress more than those of informal teachers, 

the difference being equivalent to some three to five months 

difference in performance. In mathematics formal pupils are 

superior to both mixed and informal pupils, the difference 

in progress being some four to five months. In English formal 

pupils again out-perform both mixed and informal pupils, the 

discrepancy in progress between formal and informal being 

approximately three to five months'- page 152. 

Richmond C.r) neatly puts it when he says 'The biased, not 

to say sensational reporting of Dr. Bennetts findings from his 

teams reasearch into the effects of different teaching styles -

findings which were relatively innocuous in themselves but 

quickly seized upon by the anti-progressive lobby on the 

principle that any stick is good enough to beat a dog with -

illustrate the complex forces at work'. 

On a pressure grou;J/macro political level, generalizations 

appear to be acceptable. The laissez-faire system could not respond, 

The education industry did not have either the will or the 

vehicle to argue any counterpoint. 

Once more, pity the poor primary headteacher - pressured into 

accepting what was for many a complex and confusing progressive 

philosophy during the sixties, they were asked to reject that 
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philosophy in the seventies. 

However ; nothing could have ra:empted the 'shock' of the / 

William Tyndale affair. Politicians and tl1eir re-definitions 

were apparently accepted fatalistically by the teaching 

profession. Reports and pressure groups surely came and went. 

Researchers, if read at all, always qualified their findings, 

but these factors pale into insignificance compared with the 

'horror' of the William Tyndale .1\ffair. For headteachers, this 

was no abstract intellectual dispute, it was the shadow at the 

door. 

Dale and Dalton considered the importance of the William 

Tyndale case. They claim ••••• 'it has enormous implications 

for the analysis and practice of schooling in our society •••••• 

that the press reaction to Tyndale created a climate which 

enabled a number of previously politically unutterable views 

on education not only to be uttered, but also seriously to 

influence educational policy. Certainly, there are very few 

articles treating the need for closer supervision of teaching 

standards and curriculum in any section of the media that do 

not quote William Tyndale as the clearest example of the danger 

of the absence of such supervision. .1\t an even more specific 

level the number of primary inspectors in Inner London has 

doubled, and the curriculum of primary schools has been much 

more systematically monitored since the Tyndale case'. (8) 

The last sentence is particularly interesting in view of 

the fact that this booklet was written in 1977 and it is obvious 

that since that time even greater steps have been taken to 

ensure a closer supervision. 

Dale and Dalton broke down the complex notion of control into 

three overlapping sections: 

(a) Managerial v Political control 

They claim many essentially political decisions in education 

become reduced to administrative decisions. Operations are 

carried out 'according to the book' • .1\t one level this is 

'what happened' to William Tyndale. The existing machinery 

for the control of schooling was found wanting - none of the 

parties could effectively achieve what they wanted through it. 
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(b) Community v Bureaucratic Control 

It is the problem of whether effective control of the 

schools should be in the community which they inunedia tely 

serve or in the wider community which funds, staffs and equips 

ihem. Ideally, there should be no conflict between these bodies, 

of course, but the Tyndale case indicates a number of ways in 

which their relationship is challenged. For example, how is the 

school's local community to be represented? Advocates of 

'Parent Power' in schools frequently appear to presume that 

'parents' are a homogenous body. The area around William 

Tyndale school reflects the diverse nature of the school's 

population. Further more, the majority of the managers were 

from one segment - the middle class, 'trendy left' segment. 

In addition to this the L.EoA. is a huge authority with over 

900 primary schools and the layers of authority involved in 

the structure undoubtedly enhanced parents' feelings of d.istance 

from the real source of control over children's school. 

(c) Professional v Lay Control 

One of the points of dispute between the teachers and the 

managers was the question of the extent of the right which 

teachers' professional qualifications gave them to decide the 

pattern of children's education. The Tyndale teachers used the 

professional expertise argument against the rn'lnagers, but d.id 

not accept its validity when it took the form of advice to them 

from highly qualified inspectors. 

Dale and Dalton considered the issue of control important

ance and it certainly has relevance to this ~ ltldy, However, 

they went on to consider the content of schooling, the curriculum 

and pedagogy. 

Their ideas fell into three parts: 

(a) Progressive education 

What has become the popular explanation of William Tyndale 

ho~ds that it is really. about. the value of hrogrf'~~i Vf' f'd11r:a Hnn

the case has been UJled to demonstrate the 

perils and weaknesses of progressive education. But }et again, 

such a view dangerously simplifies the case. In the first place, 

the issue was not originally or basically about progres~ive 

education at all, but rather about the control of schooling. In 

the second place, the teachers who have beP.n dubbed 'progressive', 

entirely reject that label and thirdly, Mrs. Walker, the teacher 

most commonly regarded as a traditional rather than a progressive 
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would probably be the most likely of all those at the school to 

claim that she was a progressive teacher. 

(b) Assumptions about curriculum and pedagogy 

The most important implication of the William Tyndale case 

is its revelation of the assumption about what can be taught 

and how it can be taught in schools. The traditional assumption 

is that these matters are the preserve of the headmaster in 

English schools, with religious education the only compulsory 

element of the curriculum. What happened at William Tyndale 

has exposed the unreality of that assumption. 

(c) Efficiency and standards 

It is impossible entirely to separate the issue of efficiency 

and standards of teaching from what is taught. It is important 

to bear this in mind, for a number of those involved in the 

Tyndale affair contended that it was not what was taught in the 

school that was at issue, but .its efficiency - the managers' 

reiterated frequently, for instance that the managers were not 

opposed to the teachers' educational philosophy, but to the 

classes as they saw them in school and the outcomes in terms of 

pupils' performance and attitudes. 

Dale and Dalton claim 'Tyndale was not the cause of 

increasing emphasis on efficiency and standards so much as its 

occasion. There were already distinct 'rumblings' which Tyndale 

made possible to express. That is true of so much that we can 

learn from this sad case'.(9) 

Written in 1977, their ideas provoke reaction. Firstly, 

from an early stage arguments J:tave teen offered that organised, 

structured communication is a critical notion. However, Dale 

and Dalton offer a subtle warning in that they argue that a 

rigid set of rules or procedures possibly hold defects and 

dangers. Therefore, one is drawn towards some form of structure 

that allows flexibility and this notion will be pursued. 

Dale and Dalton offer caution with regard to 'parent power' -

an extremely topic subject. 

They cleverly foresaw the whole question of accountability. 

Most importantly, they cast great doubt upon the idea that the 

headteacher was capable of controlling the curriculum. 

The scene was set, the Great Debate could begin. 

r 
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C H A P T E R 4 

i) Governing bodies 

ii) Parent Power 

Accountability 

iii) L.E.A. Accountability 

iv) Teacher appraisal 
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Education in Schools - a consultative document, 1977 (HMSO) (1) 

This document, known as the "Green Paper", emanated from the 

DES as the culmination of the so-called "Great Debate", initiated 

by the Prime Minister, Mr James Callaghan in a speech at Ruskin 

College Oxford in October 1976. 
The burden of the speech was the need to reopen public 

discussion of educational issues which had become 'professionalised. 1 

Mr Callaghan voiced public anxiety on standards and priori ties, 

whilst expressly rejecting criticism put forward by radical 

conservative critics in the series of publications known as the 

Black Papers (1969-1977). He implied that professionals had 

tried to keep control of the curriculum to themselves, resisting 

attempts to get them to explain themselves and their actions to 

their pay masters and clients. 

This major speech was, in its turn, based on a confidential 

memorandum from the DES, leaked to the press on the eve of the 

Ruskin speech. This concluded by arguing that the DES should be 

allowed to give a firmer lead and that the Inspectorate should 

have "a leading role to play" in bringing forward ideas of curricula 

matters. 

After the PM had spoken, the Secretary of State embarked on 

an elaborate programme of public and private discussions. These 

meetings were used as the basis for a series of papers put forward 

by the department. 

J. S. Maclure, ( 2...) claimed "Having orchestrated the debate and 

largely shaping the discussions, it fell to the DES also to sum it up 

and outline future intentions. This was the purpose of the title 

Green Paper. It covered inter alia curriculum standards and assess-

ment, teachers (foreshadowing stronger managerial control) and school 

and working life." 

When the Labour government initiated the 'Great Debate' in 1976 

it was obvious that an attempt would be made to gain greater control 

of the schooling system. What was not clear was the nature of the 

methodology employed to make change happen. \ Centre for Contemporary 

Cultural Studies ( .:) ) claim that "The formal, legal approach, had, in 

the case of the rebellious Tameside local authority, generated a 

great deal of politic~l criticism for the Labour Party. By forcing 

or attempting to force Tameside to adopt a comprehensive policy 
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during the summer of 1976, the government hc:1d avoided a political 

argument over comprehensi vi zation per se by using a recourse to 

law as the sole level of struggle. However, recalcitrant 

local authorities were still able to buy time •••••• thereby 

protracting the issue and giving renewed weight to criticism of 

the government as authoritarian." 

The political dangers of further direct legislative action 

must have been apparent to the Callaghan government, because the 

format decided upon by the Labour government was "to be an 

exercise in persuasion and the construction of consent. The 

required object, an increased centralization of control over the 

actual processes of schooling would be sought through a political 

campaign rather than through administrative dictates." ( 4 ) 

Rather than a frontal attack upon the professional autonomy 

of teachers, the D.E.S. proposed the extension of the work under

taken by the Assessment of Performance Unit and an examination of 

the make up and work of the School Council (then heavily dominated 

by teacher representatives). 

As for the "Great Debate" itself it had a strotig 'economic' 

aspect to it. Britain was suffering economic difficulties 

following the 'Oil Crisis' of 1974; it was clear educational 

expansion had come to an end. The argument of 'value for money' 

seemed reasonable and could, using superficial logic, be simply 

linked with the need for greater 'accountability' within schools. 

To this must be added that the unions, prior to Callaghan's 

speech,were making strong and critical sounds. There is little 

doubt that they were ready to fight for the status quo. 

The political decision to pursue a line of apparently 

reasonable and rational debate through legitimate channels such as 

authoritative reports and the H.M.I.'s forms the basis of the 

'era of intervention' that has continued until the summer of 1986 

Legislation has certainly played its part but it has been the 

relentless flow of persuasive documents that has been the major 

feature of this era and, of course, this mass of documentation has 

been chiefly directed at the head teacher. 

In view of the degree of 'intervention' and debate from so many 

sources since the mid-seventies, it would not seem appropriate to 

strictly list 'events' in chronological order, but rather group 
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developments, so some patterns and reasoned thoughts can emerge. 

To this end, this section of the investigation will concentrate 

on two interelated but distinct 'control' concepts -

(i) control through greater accountability 

(ii) control through greater curriculum consistency 

In this chapter control through greater accountability will 

be discussed by considering: 

(i) Governing bodies 

(ii) 

(iii) 

(iv) 

Parent power 

L.E.A. accountability 

Teacher appraisal 
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i) Governing Bodies 

Following William Tyndale and Callaghan's 'Great Debate' 

it seemed obvious that measures would be introduced with regard 

to the control of schools. Reform of some nature was long 

overdue. Baron and Howell, (S) writing as 'late' as 1974 

clearly show the narrow power base of primary schools. "It has 

been rare for local education authorities to develop systems of 

primary school management that take into account the individuality 

of their schools. There are far more primary schools, their 

needs appear more uniform and their internal structure is more 

simple than secondary schools. To provide them all with their 

own managing bodies, it is claimed, makes far too heavy demands 

on administration and clerical staff and presents insuperable 

problems in finding suitable people prepared to serve on them • 

Except in more rural areas, therefore, the general rule is for 

primary schools in a given area to be grouped together, in some 

cases this means all primary schools in the authority •••••••• The 

utility of managing bodies is not rated highly by the chief educa

tion officers of urban authorities, particularly in tho.se where there 

is some system of visiting schools by individual education committee 

members. This was generally considered to have many advantages, as 

that it enabled councillors to get to know the schools and to deal 

with local enquiries and complaints." 

Within a few short years of the above being written, the Taylor 

Report was issued and moving into the 1980's, the Conservative govern

ment issued an Education Act totally overhauling the governing body 

procedures. 

Nevertheless, the attitudes of teachers and adminstrators 

cannot be changed overnight. Whilst educationalists, pressure 

groups and politicians have laid down 1 philosophies' and law, the 

realities of the situation can be different. 

W. Bacon (6) claims "The historical weakness of the 

governing bodies matched with the growth of the grammar schools and 

local authority schools service tended to subsume many of the 

important functions which once gave local people the opportunity to 

participate in the management of their own local school. The local 

educational service gradually took over all of the tasks which had 

once been performed by lay managers and at the same time built up 

large specialised teams of professional workers. In general the 
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administrators who controlled the new developing school systems 

remained unsympathetic to school governors. This was because 

they worried that influential and independent school heads might 

not only challenge their own position but might also hinder their 

attempts to create a uniform, efficiently administrated local 

educational service." 

Howell claims, (7) "Sceptics doubted whether there was any 

real justification for schemes of government which could be 

expensive, time consuming, irritating and essentially fruitless. 

There was a sense in which the governors w.ere a fifth wheel on the 

coach. They were essentially reactive bodies (and quite often 

reactionary) in relation to initiatives which were taken on behalf 

of the school either by the head or the L.E.A. Their direct 

influence on the L.E.A. was hard to identify, and schools anyway had 

their own well-developed channels of communication with the authority. 

They could not be regarded as significant partners in the local 

educational system." 

Given the apparent difficulties facing 'governing bodies' it is 

not surprising that legislative measures were taken to remedy such a 

woeful situation. However, it is not possible to assess whether or 

not the remedia.l overhaul of these 'organs of control' have been 

successful for a most interesting reason namely, in many schools 

throughout the country the reformed governing bodies have yet to 

meet. (September 1985) Some authoritieP reorganised their 

governing bodies voluntarily, but many more have waited for the slow 

grind of legislation. The point has to be made clear that although 

the Taylor Report met in 1977 it has taken eight years for reform to 

be bureaucratized. Presumably, it will take several more years for 

the system to settle down, but whether or not these new bodies will 

make any impact is open to speculation. 

Two points seem worthy of further consideration. 

Firstly, the 'authors' quoted in this chapter consistently argue 

that the L.E.A. administrators have not encouraged an imaginiative 

and politically successful governing body system. Will the reforms 

alter this situation? Probably not, because the main thrust of the 

reforms are aimed at the relationships between the governors and the 

school and NOT the relationship between the governors and the L.E.A. 

Secondly, because the main thrust is to make schools more 
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accountable to their governors, there would seem to be greater 

'pressure' placed upon headteachers to justify their own and their 

staff's action. Nevertheless, this is not such a straight forward 

situation as one might first understand. 

Schools may respond in ways different from the apparently 

simple notion of being more accountable to governors •• 

It is possible to imagine that headteachers can use the 

governing body's 'right' to oversee curriculum to coerce teachers 

into falling in with a school curriculum policy. The justification 

being Weber's notion of 'rational' authority. The confused authority 

relationships found between many headteachers and their staff could be 

effectively by-passed by the headteacher using the governors to 

legitimate the curriculum. 

On a totally different track, it is possible to imagine head

teachers continuing to dominate governing bodies, much as is the 

present situation. Guidelines have been issued to headteachers 

regarding the format of governor meetings. There are strict proced

ures to be followed regarding the composition of bodies and the structure 

of meetings. However, the 'heart' of the meeting remains unchanged, 

namely, the 'Headteachers Report.' It is what is said or not said 

by the headteacher that will continue to be the core of the meeting. 

No doubt some governors, particularly following training, will be 

adept at searching questions and critical understanding. Neverthe

less, the opportunity still strongly exists for the headteacher to 

contro 1 events through skilful communication. 

No matter what scenario can be imagined or foreseen, one matter 

seems clear and that is that head teachers will need to develop skills 

and strategies for interacting with their governors. 
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ii) Parent Power 

The Educati.on Act 1980 has re-written the parents' charter a.s 

far as maintained school education is concerned. Underlying this 

is the intention of Parliament to encourage parental involvement 

in theeducation of children and, therefore, with the schools them-

selves. 

Sections 6-9 of this act contain the provisions which deal 

with parental preferences, appeals against admission decisions and 

the publication of information about schools and admission arrange

ments. 

With specific regard to the above mentioned sections, at least 

two areas directly affect headtea.chers. 

Firstly, parental preference has ended the 'catchment area' 

form of admission. The n.}ighbourhood school notion was a relatively 

sound system for the school. The onus was firmly placed on the 

parent to do battle with a formidable bureaucratic structure if their 

preferences lay elsewhere. However, the 1980 Act turns this syEtem 

on its head, for now it is the parents not the schools who have the 

bureaucratic edge. Falling rolls have left many empt,y seats in 

schools, so market forces can be added to the legal right to choose. 

Obviously, geographical location still has a part to play, but never

theless many schools have had to think long and hard about i t.s image, 

content and relationship with parents. Added to this must be th~ 

possible stress of the 'admission appeal procedure' where parents 

may damage a. school's reputation by appealing against admission 

decisions on grounds which involve criticism of the school or 

invidious comparisons between one school and another. 

The second major aspect stems from the Education (Schools 

Information) Regulation 1981 with pa.rticula.r reference to the 

information relating to individual schools. A fifteen point schedule 

was issued outlining what infor~ation had to be made available at the 

school for distribution to pa.ren ts on request and that 

the information in relation to each school year should be published 

in advance of that year. Many of the points on the schedule could 

be described as valuable admini Rtra.ti ve information. However, 

certain points have had a profound affect on primary schools: 

Section 10 'Discipline arrangements including in particular 

the practice of the school as respects corporal punishment and the 

arrangements for bringing school rules to the attention of pupils and 

parents'. 
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It seems fair to claim that primary schools have adopted a 

'casual' attitude to discipline, loosely based upon the legal 

position of the 'reasonable parent' approach- (loco parentis). 

Many primary schools have used the 'cane' as the final 

solution, relying instead on a great variety of verbal and 

physical forms of punishments which depended upon the reaction of 

the individual teach~r to the individual situation. However, 

having to formulate a policy statement regarding discipline creates 

positive and negative possibilities. Pbsitive in that it affords 

the opportunity for a school to sit down and work out a coherent 

discipline policy. Negative in that if the statement is too 

detailed and teachers do not follow the statement properly, they 

risk courting disaster, especially as parents and the 'authority' 

will be well aware of the framework for discipline. 

Section 4. 

particular 

"Particulars of the school curriculum including in 

a. of the curricula for different age groups 

b. of subject choices, if any, available 

c. of the manner and context in which education 

respects sexual matters is given". 

The publishing of the school curriculum is a profound step in 

that it assumes certain things: 

a. it assumes the school has actually got a school curriculum. 

b. it assumes that the curriculum statement is actually 

being put into action. This is not necessarily the 

reality of the situation. There ar8 schools where 

the teachers follow their own line irrespective of any 

policy statement. 

PulJli shing a curriculum policy statement is a double edged sword. 

On one side it gives the head and his staff the opportunity to 

review, possibly annually, the curriculum. However, on the other 

side there i: the possibility that 'parties' reading the policy 

could demand to see tangible evidence of its existence in actuality. 

In particular parents will have the channel of the governing 

body now that parent governors are mandatory. 

Turning from structural to philosophical changes affecting parent/ 

school relationships, there seems little doubt there has been a great 

increase in differing forms of liaison in the recent past. These 
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activities include Parent/Teacher Associations, social activities, 

fund raising activities, drama, music, sports, open days, 

curriculum explanation meetings, displa,ys and parent helpers 

involved in every part of the curriculum. 

The reasons for this greater contact may be partially found 

in the need of schools to 'market' their product better. However, 

there are probably deeper, more profound explanations. Looking 

into the past many schools presented themselves as an institution 

totally separate from the home. This attitude was probably based 

upon the public scho.:Jl tradition, the welfare state inventionist 

approach and the stand taken by teachers of professional expertise. 

There are still signs rusting on school gates and doors declaring 

'No parent passn.d this point.' Undoubtedly parts of the teaching 

force still resist parental involvement. 

parental involvement is fact of life. 

Nevertheless, growing 

It has probably occurred because of a fundamental change of 

perspective. Instead of schools being perceived as an isolated 

institution, many educationalists now see schools as only part of an 

inter-related system. Perhaps the discipline of 'Sociology of 

Education' contributed to a growing interest in a holistic philosophy. 

Certainly, agencies tackling serious urban problems have continually 

emphasised the need for co-operation. On a different level, the 

professional confidence, status and independence of teachers has 

surely been damaged by the events of the past two decades. A 

philosophical stance of partnership is now generally perceived as 

natural and of value. 

However, generalisations regarding education are dangerous. 

The degree of school/parent cooperation varies from school to school 

and depends upon many factors. Circumstances, parent demands and 

teacher attitudes affect the outcome. It is the head teacher who 

must orchestrate a complex set of variables. 
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iii) L.E.A. Accountability 

Structural· changes to improve control over schools by 

governors, parents (and other parties) were complemented hy 

central government making greater demands on L.fi_;.A. 's to oversee 

curriculum in their schools. 

Following the publication of the D. E. S. document 'The School 

Curriculum' in March 1981, the D.E.S. published a circular (6/81) 
setting out the action which the Secretary of State considered 

should be taken in the light of the said document. In the 

circular the Secretary of State indicates that he considers that: 

"Each local authority should, in the light of what is said 

in the 'School Curriculum': 

(a) review its policy for the school curriculum in 

its area and its arrangements for making that policy 

known to all concerned. 

(b) review the extent to which current provision 

in the schools is consistent with that policy; and 

(c) plah future developments accordingly, within 

the resources available. 

In taking these actions, local education a.uthori ties should 

consult governors of schools, teachers and o there concerned." ( 8 ) 

This is a fascinating document for several reasons: 

Firstly, a 'review of policy regarding school curriculum' 

assumes one existed in the first place. How many authorities 

actually possessed a coherent, defined policy regarding curriculum? 

How many local authorities regularly reviewed this policy? How 

many local authorities assessed the extent to which current provision 

in schools was consistent with that policy? 

In 1979, 'Local Authority Arrangements for the School Curriculum' 

a report on the Circular 14/77 review was issued. Here the 

D.E.S. summerized local authorities responses as showing 

'substantial variation within the education system in England and 

Wales in policies towards the 1curriculum' and pointed out the need to 

'See what conclusions can be dra•·n that will lead to a. more coherent 

approach to curriqulum matters across the country' (p/) Under the 

heading 'The next steps' the report continued 'The summary of 

responses to Circular 14/77 suggest not all authorities have a clear ----
view of the desirable structure of the school curriculum, especially 
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its core elements. The Secretaries of State believe that they 

should give a lead in the process of reaching a national concenus 

on a desirable framework for the curriculum.' (9) 

Because the L.EoAo is the headteacher's immediate employer 

it seems obvious that the L.E.A.'s response to central government's 

directives and objectives could affect the way in whiclt headteachers 

run their schools. This study has spent sometime detailing the 

considerable changes that have occurred in central government 

thinking since the mid seventies. They have employed differing 

strategies to gain their ends - leg islation, authoritative reports, 

financial measures and policy statements. However, the critical 

question remains unanswered at this time- will L.E.A.'s efficiently 

and whole heartedly endorse and follow through on central 

government wishes? There are arguments to suggest that this has net 

and will not happen. It would be mean spirited to argue that a 

major obstacle to change would be that administrators do not 

actively seek or adopt changes because such changes interfere 

with the administration systems they have running smoothly and 

efficiently. Nevertheless, that suspicion remains. A more 

'concrete' argument concerns resources. The changes demanded 

by central government and HoM.I. service hold serious resource 

implications in terms of time, money and manpower. It is 

unfortunate, to say the least, that growing calls for radical 

changes have been made during a decade of severe financial difficulty. 

LoE.A. administrators have political masters and depending upon 

their political colouring,councillors will respond to calls for 

action in differing ways. 

Perhaps the most potent argument is philosophical. All 

educational administrators and advisers were at one time teachers 

and as such worked within the laissez-faire system. One of the 

most intriging aspects of English education is the maintenance 

of the laissez-faire system. As suggested earlier, it can be argued 

!that one of the fundamental advantages of the system is that it 

can absorb widely differing groups. Conflict is also largely 

absorbed by each group remaining within it~ own sphere of 

influence. Thus, progressive groups and conservative groups can 

co-exist so long as there is little or no interventionist activity. 
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The advantages of a liberal philosophy are real and deep rooted. 

Central government is attempting to destroy this system. The 

fact that many of their proposals hold merit is lost in the wider 

cont·ev,t. l'he LFAdefence of a liberal ideal, which also happens 

to suit many parties, may well end or negate many of central 

government's initiatives. 

A further possible barrier to change is the uncertain 

relationship between the administrative arm and the advisory arm 

of the LEA service. Firm conclusions are hindered by a lack 

of information, but it can be claimed with confidence that some 

LEA have no formal bureaucratic links between the two services. 

This tends to follow the laissez-faire state of affairs and would 

also seem to be a barrier to change, simply because the sheer 

range and complexity of the demands of central government beg 

a holistic and integrated perspective. 

Interestingly, the N.F.E.R .. announced in their Autumn 

E85 Educational Research News pamphlet (10) that they have 

started a new project to study the roles, management and 

practices of L.E.A. advisory services throughout England and 

Wales. The pamphlet argues that advisors have to meet widely 

varying types of demand and that the question of how their 

limited resources can most effectively be deployed is one of 

critical importance. 

They go on to claim ~o far, the work of L.E.A. advisory 

services has attracted relatively little study. L.E.A. wishing to 

review or develop their services cannot turn to any source of 

information which will tell them how other authorities manage 

their advisers nor is there any systematically collected body 

of information which indicates the nature and range of the 

tasks advisers carry out or what their role is in relation to 

other parts of the education provision within localities'. 

Conclusions based on one or two ideas and general impressions 

have to be treated with caution and this chapter is not helped 

by the lack of investigative feedback. Nevertheless, the 

independence of schools and subsequent huge variations found 
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therein is app?-rently mirrored in the 100+ local education 

authorities. there is also the suggestion that administrators 

naturally seek simple solutions to ensure the smooth running of 

their bureaucracies. 

It is central government that has fundamentally altered 

their view of their responsibiH ties, but it is the L.E.A. who 

have the main responsibility to ensure the implementation of 

national policy. Jleadteachers cannot gain confidence from this 

mismatch between central and local government. Added to this, 

government is not just using local government as the sole vel1icle 

for the dissemination of its ideas. lleadteachers are being 

'reached' by other agencies- H.M.I. 1 s1numerous in-service 

institutions and the unions. They have to assess and act upon 

a mass of claims and debate. 

Almost certainly, the laissez-faire system and poor lines 

of communication will add to individual headteacher's confusion 

and uncertainty during this radical period of re-definition. 

iv) Teacher Appraisal 

In earlier parts of this study there was an attempt to 

draw out some of the confusions and difficulties facing primary 

headteachers since the introduction of laissez-faire :tradil1ons in 

the 1920's and the growing acceptance of teachers' professional 

autonomy. Both these concepts run counter in spirit to notions 

of teacher assessment and evaluation and also directing teacher 

work patterns. Perhaps these matters are of less significance 

if there is a broad concensus regarding aims, as was apparently 

the situation during the early 'fifties' with regard to the 

pedagogy of selection. However, the advance of 'progressive 

education' created confusions and conflict, bringing into question 

teacher autonomy and the whole laissez-faire·philosophy. 

The 'era of intervention' has seen wave upon wave of measures 

designed to control schooling and teachers, but what of the 

structure that is expected to put into action these perceived 

needs? 

Gerald Grace describes the situation thus - "the sense 

of freedom among teachers in state schooling probably reacl1ed·a high 

point in the early 1970's •••..• viewed historically, the relative 
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gain in teacher autonomy at this time can hardly be denied. 

Teachers within state schooling were no longer judged and 

evaluated by the close, formal and visible mechanisms of the 

past ••••• The process of teacher assessment and evaluation 
I 

was now mediated through notions of legitimated professionalism 

and the operation of the process was decentralised to individual 

schools. In effect the changes of 1926 and the changes in the 

role of the inspectorate had devolved the process of teacher 

evaluation upon the headteachers ••••• It is true that both 

H.M.I.'s and the local inspectorate could act from time to time 

as the formal agents of these processes but the new ideology 

o f advisor work tended to play down these functions. The term 

by term evaluation of teachers was seen to be the business of 

the headteacher because, among other reasons, it was the 

headteacher who had to write the references and testimonials 

which were in high production as a consequence of the fluid 

teacher labour market. The problem for headteachers was how to 

carry out this aspect of their role given the absence of any 

central policies or guidelines on staff evaluation and given the 

legacy of hostility among teacher in state schooling to any form 

of surveillance that might be reminiscent of nineteentl1 century 

obnoxious interference! (11) 

At the time of writing (Summer 1985) the teacher unions 

have side-stepped the issue of 'teacher assessment' claiming a 

no strings pay rise for this year, with the possibility of 

discussing changes in the teachers' contract of employment 

forming part of next year's negotiations. However, there does 

appear to be the strongest possibility that some form of teacher 

assessment will arrive in the foreseeable future. There are many 

pilot schemes and evahations taking place. The National Association 

of Headteachers are part of a growing lobby in favour of 

assessment and central government seems firm in its intention of 

linking pay and terms of employment. 
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It is a tl~e for speculation. Many arguments present 

themselves for and against, but as these arguments unfold the 

role of the headteachers and their relationships with their 

staff can be seen to be at the heart of the matter. 

In the following pages some of the main debating points are 

aired: 

1. There is the argument that appraisal gives heads greater 

control of school direction. It provides opportunities for 

detecting the need for change and managing that change, ensuring 

continuity and separating out key aims: 

It has been consistently argued that the management 

structure within which headteachers have to operate is vague 

and unsatisfactory. Appraisal demands communication. Staff 

meetings have a limited use, whereas one to one dialogue can be 

far more valuable. Classroom observation is not common, but if 

accepted can lead to greater understanding as to what actually 

happens in schools. 

2. There is the argument that the person to whom each teacher 

is responsible needs to be clarified. The professional autonomy 

of teachers has no legal authority. There is no code of 

conduct explaining and defining teachers' duties. It is an 

unsatisfactory situation for teachers and headteacher alike. 

3. It can be argued that the lack of appraisal of headteachers 

and their security, virtually regardless of their level of 

performance, sets the expectation level of the whole system. 

Promoted posts are awarded in perpetuity and teachers are not 

required to gain re-certification. There is a clearly defined 

procedure for removing all teachers who are deemed unsatisfactory. 

However, it is a lengthy and painful experience for all concerned. 

Regular assessment could facilitate a professional attitude 

towards staff performance. Assessment could permit dialogue in 

circumstances where teachers are thought to be weak. 

4. There is the argument that there is no career development 

structure or advice for teachers, so some form of appraisal could 

help. However, a school unit is too small to arrange career 

development opportunities effectively: 
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Any development structure within schools has to be an 

improvement on the present situation. It is true that the 

school is too small a unit to cope witlt all aspects of career 

development opportunities. Nevertheless, it could form part of 

an heirarchial structure, as is found in commerce and industry. 

5. It can be argued that senior teachers' lack of expertise in 

appraisal techniques could be a great demotivator, could build 

up resentment and create conflict: This must be accepted. 

Tltere are serious resource implications in respect of in-service 

training and time. 

6. There is the argument that annual appraisals with no back 

up~ no opportunity to discuss a revised objectiveJ no day to 

day advice, encouragement and correction will negate the whole 

poinH 

This is one of the most profound arguments to emerge from 

the current debate. Assessment strongly suggests a radical 

re-think of relationships and working practices within schools. 

7. What format should be employed? There are a variety of 

assessment criterion and methodologies: 

a) assessment of personal traits of teachers. 

b) the pass/fail method of responding to statements with 

a satisfactory/unsatisfactory decision. 

c) the degree of appraisal - numerous gradings or under 

appraisals caused by too few gradings. 

d) self appraisal. 

e) performance criterion. 

f) classroom observation. 

g) target setting. 

In view of the lack of expertise, will enough time, effort 

and resources be made available for a decision to be reached and 

accepted by a wide circle of educationalist§This is a political 

decision and on past evidence individual headteachers will have 

1i ttle impact on such decision•·. 

8. What is the objective to be achieved by appraisal? 

1) a means of allocating salaries. 

11) punish the poor performer. 

111) improve staff performance. 

This will b~ a piitical decision probably embodied in legislation. 

The degree of negotiation and consultation is as unknown as the 

outcome. 
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9. There is the argument that the resource implications of any 

appraisal schem~ are huge. A study, reported in the T.n.s. (5.7.85) 

commissioned from Suffolk L.E.A. by the P.F.S. '''1lr1151 

that appraiSal wll! only work if H is properly designed 

aud implemf'nted - potentially at enormous cost to education 

authorities: 

This seems obvious because if headteachers are to be the 

princip a 1 assessor, then it is difficult to understand how they 

can accomplish this task, given that in most authorities the 

headteacher is includ~d in pupil/staff ratios. Likewise, given 

L.TI.A. advisors' heavy work load it is difficult to see who is 

going to assess the headteachers. 

Just as obvious, but on a diffetent tack, is the financial 

complication of remedial support following appraisal. Mtat is 

the point of appr~ising if suitable action does not follow? 

10. There is the possibility that assess~ent would impose a single 

restrictive view of education, encouraging conformity and 

suppressing initiative! 

This argument has merits. This era has seen considerable advances 

regarding 'accountability' in education and the construction of a 

national framework for the curriculum. Assessment can clearly 

be seen as a further instrument of control, which could encourage 

conformity and suppress initiative. l~wever, the following chapter 

will examine the notion of 'curriculum consistency' and what will 

hopefully emerge is that II.M.I. aryd D.E.S. curriculum documents do 

not support some narrow, didactic 'core' of knowledge and skills, 

but are in fact advocates of much that is termed 'progressive' 

education. This is a most interesting development. Superficially, 

one could picture the down-trodden and misunderstood progressive 

teacher being bound to conservative pedogogies. However, other 

possibilities emerge through assessment - the isolated conservative 

teacher bristling with professional autonomy could find himself 

under the spot light. 

In conclusio~, it can be claimed that the concept of 

accountability is a direct attempt to destroy the lalssez-faire 

system by disrupting the stable, if introverted, relationships 

that existed between the various actors. The main pressure 

appears to fall on headteachers, particularly with respect to 

governors and parents. 
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Teacher assessment will also radically alter relationships inside 

schools and add to headteachers' difficulties. 

Asthese factor~ utifold it may become obvious that these 

pressures may not be to the disadvantage of headteachers, 

because these pressures may lead to a more constructive management 

model within which headteachers can operate more effectively. 

The major stumbling block to change appears to be the attitude 

of L.E.A.'s. If L.E.A.'s still see themselves as part of the 

laissez-faire system in terms of being a relatively isolated 

institution with perimeters of perceived interest that are 

basically reactive rather than proactive, then headteachers 

seem bound to struggle, for accountability is only one 

half of the equation found in the 'age of intervention', the 

other half is the curriculum. 
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C H A P T B R 5 

Curriculum Consistency - A general discussion 
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Callaghan had rejected the claims of the 'conservative backlash'· 

so a simplistic argument regarding standards would never suffice 

as a basis for reform. 

Because of tl1e complexi tics of pri1•1<1 ry curd.culum a free

for-all debate would surely have ended in chaos in intellectual 

terms, quite ;part from the administrative difficulties involved. 

Realistically, three colt tenders l!itd some claims to be a host 

vehicle for debate <~nd they were teacher training establishments, 

the School Cottllc i 1 and the II. ~1. I. 

Tl1e teacher training establishments can he dismissed fjttickly 

given the comments and criticisms found in previous chapters. 

Dy the mid seventies they were in full retreat due to falling 

roles. 

Por obscure reasons, the government felt the need to change 

the School Council's framework. In 1978 a new School Council was 

established at the request of ~1rs. Shirley Williams. The new 

council l1ad a different committee structttre mel two of the three 

of its most powerful and influentinl committees were not teacher 

controlled. Another ex01mple of the 'nge of invention.' The 

government together wi tit the local <ltl thori ties had a more 

predomimmt role in deciding the scoJH~, ch<Jrncter, content and 

cost of particular nspects of curricullllll reform. 

In 1982 the Conser.vntive Ministrr for Schools, Jlr. Rhodes 

Boyson introduced proposals to disband the Schools Council and 

introduce small advisory bodies appointed directly by the 

Minister, thus leaving the 11.~1. I. as the obvious winners. Their 

greatest advantage was their integrity; their legitimacy. What 

is intriguing is that by choosing the II.H.I. service as the 

vehicle for debate, the government chose a lobby that had been 

to the fore of progressive f'dttcation awl as such were direct 

opponents of the conservat.ive backlash that !tad dolle so much to 

create the major re-definition that is presently occurring. The 

irony of this situation will be rettuned to later. 
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Continuing the main theme of the opening paragraphs, the 

JI.M.I. service may have been perceived as legitimate, but 

nevertheless a justification for intervening in curriculum 

content remained to be resolved. That justifiation was soon 

supplied by the H.M.I.'s first post 'Green Paper' report. 

Commenting on their findings in their 1978 Survey 

the inspectorate argued "This would seem to suggest that in 

individual schools either some difficulty is found in covering 

appropriately the range of work widely regarded by teachers as 

worthy of inclusion in the curriculum or that individual schools 

or teachers are making markedly individual decisions about what 

is to be taught based on their own perceptions and choices or 

a combination of these. Clearly ways of providing a more 

consistent coverage for important aspects of the curriculum 

need to be examined". (1) 

M1at followed can only be assumed to be a carefully 

orchestrated plan of action, made more surprising by the past 

record of governmental intervention. M1en added to the moves 

towards greater accountability, the H.M.I. and D.E.S. pursuit 

of curriculum consistency amounts to the most radical educational 

re-definition this century. Events appear to fall into the 

following pattern: 

1. Find out what is going on. 

a. 'Primary Education in England' 1978. 

b. 'Education 5 to 9: an illustrative survey of 

80 first schools in England' 1982. 

c. '9-13 Middle Schools' 1983. 

2. Identifying broad educational aims -

a. 'Education in Schools' 1977. 

b. 'A framework for the school curriculum' 1980. 

c. 'The school curriculum' 1981. 

3. Preparing L.E.A. and school policies of common aims -

a. 1980 Education Act. 

b. 'The School Curriculum' 

Circular 8/83 D.E.S. 1983. 
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4. Identifying agreement about objectives -

a. The announcement by the Secretary of State in 

his speech in Sheffield in January, 1984 that 

he intended to seek broad agreement about 

objectives. 

b. A White Paper, 'Better Schools' (Cmnd 9469) in 

which the first aim states 'The Government will 

take the lead in promoting national agreement 

about the purposes and the content of the curriculum'. 

c. The publication of a series of discussion documents 

issued by H.M.I. under the ~neral title of 

'Curriculum Matters'. 

1. 'English from 5 - 16'. 

2. iThe Curriculum from 5 - 16'. 

3. 'Mathematics from 5 - 16' (Based on Cockcroft Report). 

4. 'Music from 5 - 16'. etc. 

(see bibliography for details) 

5. D.E.S. policy statements -

Stemming from 'Science Education in Schools' D.E.S. 

consultative paper (1982) and the II.M.I. paper 'Science 

in Primary Schools', the D.E.S. issued 'Science 5- 16 

a statement of policy; in March 1985. (2) 

The significance of this 'fifth' element of the 

pattern is great indeed. This is not a consultative or 

discussion document but a clear call for action. 

Quoting from paragraph 15 "The task for all concerned is 

to define policies for the development of science in 

primary schools and to plan and implement strategies for 

putting those policies into effect which draw on the 

experiences of earlier initiatives". paragraph 19 -

"In the light of these developments, the Secretaries of 

State consider that L.E.A.'s should •••••••••• continue 

to develop and publish not only policies for science 

education in the primary schools in their areas but also 

plans for implementing those policies". 
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"Experience suggests that certain features are crucial if 

such plans are to succeed: 

a. each school concerned should include the teaching of 

science among the curricular aims it formally adopts, 

should develop programmes of work and should monitor 

its own progress in putting its aims into effect. 

b. the headteacher should be committed to the principle 

of science education for primary pupils atd should he 

accountable to the governors and to the L.E.A. for the 

rate at which progress is made. 

c. the school needs to have at its disposal at least one 

teacher with the capacity, knowledge and insight to 

make science education a reality. 

d. the objective should be that all class teachers, 

without exception, should include at least some 

science in their teaching". paragraph 20 

The implications for the laissez-faire system are obvious. 

The teaching of science could be the first of a series. 

Policy documents not only demand L. E. A. policies, school 

policies, transfer to secondary school policies, but also 

demand that those policies are 'accountable'. By demanding 

commitment from the headteacher, the creation of specialists 

and that every teacher should teach science, the D.E.S. is 

interfering in the internal organisation of schools. By clearly 

stating skills, processes and content areas they are creating 

pressure to follow a 'national curriculum'. 

In the summer of 1985 the degree of government control 

over curriculum structure and content reached new heights with 

the follow up to the D.E.S. policy Document 'Science 5-16'. 

L.E.A.'s had to put in bids to gain 70% of the cost of running 

a highly defined course of action: 

1. Appointment of Advisory Teachers for a three year period 

funded through the D.E.S. scheme. 

2. The advisory teachers major role is to develop school policy 

for science and assist staff in matters related to relevant 

pupil activities, teaching methods and organisation. This 

school policy is to be directly related to the D.E.S. Policy 

Statement 'Science 5 - 16' and to a local policy statement 

relevant to transfer documents at eleven years old. 
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3. A complex model of in-service work -

a. A designated (free) five day residential course for 

headteachers and/or a teacher who may act as school 

co-ordinator of science. 

b. In-school work by Advisory Teachers. 

c. Occasional meetings in schools or a focal Teachers' 

Centre where need arises. 

d. Visits by staff from local Colleges of .Education who 

will be attempting to evaluate the effectiveness of 

the programme. 

e. Discussion between headteachers and local authority 

advisors. 

This is a fascinating departure from other strategies for 

change. The plan appears to be: 

1. a discussion document. 

2. a policy statement from central government. 

3. an in-service course (almost compulsory). 

4. advisory support (almost compulsory). 

5. group headteachers meetings. 

6. production of a school policy, L.E.A. policy, and 

feeder school policy. 

7. assessment by college lecturers. 

8. Follow-up in-service. 

It takes little imagination to appreciate that making 

'inroads' into such sensitive areas as 'accountability' and 

'curriculum' consistency' is akin to opening a can of worms. 

Richards (3) points out - "By claiming there is a need for 

curriculum consistency one opens the door to many other matters: 

teacher autonomy 

headteacher independence 

local responsibility for curriculum 

decision making 

the 'core' curriculum 

Finally, the most complete departure from the past - a 

national framework for the school curriculum". 
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The word 'irony' deserves a second airing in this chapter. 

H.M.I.'s had been instrumental in helping to develop INFORMAL 

NETWORKS during the fifties and sixties with regard to experimental 

progressive education, but superficial reading of their 1978 

surveys and talk of 'core' curriculum would indicate a formal 

conservative regime. This was not the case: structure -

yes, conservative backlash - no. In every post 'Green Paper' 

report issued by the H.M.I. service two elements seem clear. 

Firstly, they have not abandoned progressive tenets. 

There is a clear resistance to formal, didactic teaching methods 

and the teaching of isolated units of skills and knowledge. 

Practical work and use of 'real' situations is continually 

encouraged. 

Secondly, the need for structure and organisation. The 

need for clearly defined policies, aims and objectives is 

persistently demanded. 

Those hoping for a return to formal teaching can gain no 

comfort from the H.M.I. On the other hand their pursuit of 

definition is a direct attack upon those educationalists who 

follow 'progressive' lines without committing to print and 

scrutiny the philosophical and intellectual justification for 

their actions. 

The H.M.I. reports have affected headteachers and teachers. 

Colin Richards claims ''H.M.I. surveys, in particular, have 

helped to strip primary and middle schools of many myths, both 

positive and negative. The quickening trend towards enquiry -

based approaches detected by Plowden has not materialised on a 

substantial scale ••••• most proposals for curriculum change 

made in the 1960's and early 1970's were based on assumptions 

of teaching and learning which were not shared by the majority 

of teachers •••• o •• " ( 4) 

The resistance to change has been a recurring theme in this 

study,·but perhaps the numerous research findings and reports of 

the late seventies to the present day are part of the painful 

process education and hence headteachers have to undergo if 

radical change is to succeed. One part of thisstudy attempted 
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to show the difficulties facing headteachers with regard to the 

'progressive era'. The self doubts caused by vague educational 

philosophies and buoyant teacher autonomy stances, must have 

been considerable. 

However, the reports and findings since 1976 could at 

least go some way to helping headteachers form a more rational 

picture of education than previously was the case. 

A further recurring theme is the poor structural model the 

headteacher has to work in. However, there is some evidence 

that headteachers and teachers have attempted to grapple with 

structural re-organisation. Colin Richards concluded that little 

advance had been made regarding curriculum development but -

"Judging from the evidence, the major distinguishing feature of 

primary education during the last twenty years has been 

organisational rather than curricular change - in particular, 

the remarkable spread of non streaming, the introduction of 

vertical grouping in a substantial number of infant and junior 

schools and the resultant changes in internal class organisation 

including a much larger degree of individualization of work". (5) 

If Richards is correct it offers an interesting insight 

into headteachers and teachers. £..'<:planations can only be guessed 

at but perhaps the following holds merit: 

The professional autonomy of teachers and simple division 

of labour whereby the headteacher decided on what to teach and 

teachers decided how to teach it, is a totally inadequate 

structure for coping with 'progressive perspectives'a Richards 

is one of many who claim there has been little advance regarding 

curriculum development and this is almost certainly due in part 

to the inability of headteachers and teachers to readjust to a 

new working relationship where such a simple division of 

responsibility holds no place. However, there has never been 

any doubt in anyone's mind as to who has responsibility for the 

internal organisation of the school. The headteacher has therefore, 

according to Richards, had a major effect in bringing about 

organisational change. The point seems clear in that structure 

is important and that clearly defined and accepted spheres of 

responsibility matter. 
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The difficulties facing headteachers have not escaped the 

attention of the H.M.I. The H.M.I. may well have been the major 

vehicle of dialogue and legitimation of change, but that does 

not mean they have been central government's puppet. As 

previously claimed, H.M.I. support much of the progressive 

movements philosophy and of equal importance 1 they are well 

aware of the problems of implementation within the existing 

structure. 

Norman Thomas, Her Majesty's Chief Inspector stated • 

"The good showing of music and physical education made us wonder, 

as we prepared the report (H.M.I. 1979 Primary Education in 

England H.M.s.o.), about the importance of teachers with curricular 

responsibilities. Our suspicion that good leadership from such 

teachers mattered was reinforced when it became clear from the 

evidence that the level of work generally was much more often 

well matched to children's abilities where teachers with special 

responsibilities had a strong influence". 

This finding has important implications for the management 

of primary schools. The primary school curriculum has become 

more complex during the last thirty years. Children come from 

a wider range of cultural and language backgrounds than formally, 

and there is the prospect that some children who might have been 

transferred to special schools will remain in ordinary schools. 

Mr. Thomas asked "Is it any longer reasonable to expect 

each teacher to be a master of all that is to be clone? 

The development of specialist roles in primary schools 

requires time and great care so that it does not lead to frag

mentation of the work. It cannot occur successfully without 

careful planning and organisation by the head and staff, 

and account has to be made of a wide range of factors. It 

calls for a more subtle and complex development of teachers and 

children than has been customary in many schools". 

Mr. Thomas then goes on to claim that there may well be a 

case for larger classes, if this afforded the opportunity for 

specialist teachers to be released from responsibility for a 

particular class. This would be in addition to the headteacher 

not having responsibility for a class. 
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With regn.rd to fnlllttg roles n.ncl smnller school:'l, 

Hr. lhomns thou(dt\ thn.t the curriculum ''Cn.n be mn.nn.ged ln smn.U 

schools only if teachers from It grollf' of schools :tre allocated 
I 

that time nnd ~tre prefHtted to work together. P.ven sot gcogrn.phlcnl 

condiHoi•s m~ty mn.ke n. consortium of the necesshry sh:e dlfflcult, 

ltl1d th~re1 Ate n.dvdntnges I11 belug nble to cnll tlflOII the services 

of perir,atetlc, advisory tenchers". 

fJecnuse of the fnlling roles, some tnhn.n :<1dtools nte uoN 

becoming smn.H nnd some Rte Hkety to dose; the repot' t 

ndvocntes thnt it might be better, ln some circurnstnnces, to 

combine lnh.nt schools nt1d to combine junlor schools rnther 

thnn to combine ittfnn.t with junior schools nud to hnve too feN 

pupils In each group to form sl11gle-n.~e clnsses. (6) 

l'he comments of Normnn lhomrts offer nn excl Hng ~;et o'r 

f'roposnls. lhe admission thnt clnssroom tenchers could not 

be expected to cope with nn extensive curriculum Is n most 

lmporhtllt one. lhe need for sr,ecinH.st f:encher.s nttd varyl11g forms 

of orgnttlsa Hon Is n. mn.Jor defHH ture from the f'dm:tty scltool 

trndl Hon. ~fnnngement Is vl tnt here nt1d so. obviously mtrs t be 

trnlfllng, but can the 'structure' of edttcnHon copei' 

lhe fJ.IJ.S. • nt the request of the l11ducHon n.nrl I11-Servlce 

Sub Commit tee of the 1\dvlsory Comtd Hee on the SUf'f'l y nnd 

Trnlnlt1g of Tenchers, issued ln November 1978 n. booklet erttltled 

. 'HnHng INSI:!T Work' . Whnt It bnslcdly snld wns thnt the 

old systems whereby educnH~11nl !11sH tuHons offered courses nnd 

semlrmrs ns they snw fit wns irmdeqttnte. tNSJlf rtf'f'rednted the 

rnt1clom nature of matly courses nttd thus set ottt to view the 

situation from the customer's eye. Orr pr~ge tf of the booklet 

they claim "the first step h to hlenHfy the vadous needs whlch 

there nre in any school 

n.t three maln levels: 

..... lNSJrr needs cnn usefully he consldcr ed 

1'he needs of !ndl vidual ten.chers 

The needs of functional groups within the school 

The need of the school as a whole 
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The document then goes on to describe a variety of options, 

both in terms of courses and other approaches, such as exchanges, 

free time through timetabling, observation, use of teacher 

centre, courses based on the flarticular school rather than the 

more usual outlets. 

!laving formulated a programme, the document encourages the 

reader to evaluate any programme. 

The document finishes with a most interesting section. 

Namely, 'Ways and Means'. The document stated that if INSET 

was to be effective, it would require adequate resources and 

careful thought to ways of organising the release of teachers. 

At one end of the scale individuals may be pursuing academic 

studies which require full or part time release for a term, 

a year or longer; at the other end of the scale a teacher may 

require half a day to visit a neighbouring school. Therefore, 

a flexible approach to the replacement of teachers was needed. 

The report argued that needs could not and should not be 

met in teachers own time and that at any one time, a proportion 

of the teachlng force should be released for INSET. Indeed, 

there was a national commitment to the figure of 3% release by 

1981. 

Of course, not all the activities require release. The 

report suggested school programmes included a variety of activities 

suclt as staff semlnars, working parties, conferences, courses, 

schooi visits and exchanges and that these may be held during 

lunch hours, after school, ln the evenings or on the day before 

a new term begins; some schools had used occasional closures; 

block time table and team teaching may release all members of a 

department for a meeting during school time; one teacher may 

take a class for a colleague or two classes may be put together 

for singing or story. 

Time would also have to be found for planning and co

ordinating a school's INSET policy. At the most basic level, 

there is a need for someone to co-ordinate information. Simply 
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to display course lists on staff notice boards was thought 

not enough; a member of staff should be asked to take 

responsibility for collecting, displaying and disseminating 

information about courses to colleagues in the light of their 

own known interests and responsibilities. In secondary schools 

this may be taken on by a deputy head in association with heads 

of department whilst in the primary school it is most often 

managed by the head dealing directly with individual teachers. 

The final paragraph of the document makes a forceful 

plea, "INSET is currently at a take off point in this country. 

If it is to achieve its full potential then every teacher in 

every school needs to be involved in an on-going discussion about 

it". (7) 

How successful have these H.M. I. and INSET initiatives been ? 

An article from the Times Educational Supplement dated 2nd November 

1984 (fully five years after INSET was launched) conunents thus: 

"An H.M.I. vision of primary schools staffed by subject 

experts depends on teachers having free time to prepare lessons 

and to advise colleagues, plus more in-service training'' said 

Eric Bolton, senior chief H.M.I. 

Mr. Bolton stressed that he was fully aware that his ideas 

about subject 'consultants' in the primary sector has resource 

implications. 

"There is no way that the primary school can 'deliver' 

on its present average class contact ratios", he said in answer 

to a questioner. "Non-contact time is needed. Time and INSET 

are not without cost. We shall go on saying that because it 

happens to be true". 

Mr. Bolton also implied that his plan could bring with it 

a justification for curriculum-led staffing at the primary 

level. "Surely there is more to a primary school than eight 

teachers for eight classes. It's certainly not worked out like 

that at secondary level". (8) 

Undoubtedly many L.E.A.'s have set up INSET committees and 

re-organised Teachers' Centres, but the simple truth is that 

in-service training is still basically un-coordinated. lleaclteaciE rs 
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receive through the post details of courses from universities, 

colleges of education, H.M.I. courses, advisor courses, teachers 

centre courses, 'association' courses ( e.g. N.A.R.E.) and union 

courses. The need for a co-ordinating structure is plain. 

M1at is also plain, is that central government must find the 

funds for any such action. They have reacted to in-service 

difficulties, but in perhaps what one may claim to be a 

peculiar way • In-service Teacher Training Grants Circular 

4/84 3/83 can be seen as further examples of disquiet regarding 

in-service provision. 

As the reader is aware, education is financed through the 

'rates' and through a system of 'block grants' financed by 

central government, but the disposal of the grant is basically 

the responsibility of local government. The introduction of 

In-service Teacher Training Grant scheme in 1983 is an interesti~ 

change of procedure. In difficult financial times, perhaps it 

is regrettable but not surprising that money is scarce for 

employing temporary teachers wl1ilst permanent staff attended 

full time in-service courses. Mtat is interesting therefore, 

is that the D.E.S. should finance such a system directly on 

the conditions that it would only apply to 'approved' courses. 

These courses are detailed below: 

1. Management Training for heads and other senior teachers. 

2. Mathematic·Training. 

3. Special Educational Needs in Ordinary Schools. 

4. Pre-Vocational Education in Schools. 

5. Teaching of Science. 

a. Science co-ordination in the primary school. 

b. Heads of science dept., in secondary schoo1.(9) 

There are at least two points of interest; firstly, 

although the DaE.So organise some courses, basically in-service 

training has been run by local authorities and/or 'further 

education'. However, in this case, the D.E.So did not increase 

the block grant and urge local authorities to use the money for 

specific courses, rather they introduced a direct grant scheme 

for'approved' courses. 
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It is the degree of control that the D.E.S. thought was necessary 

that is interesting. Why could not these courses have been 

organised through more normal channels? Could it be that central 

government lacks faith in local government/further education 

carrying out its wishes? In one respect this study is concerned 

with 'control'. The patterns of control have and are continuing 

to change and this has direct bearing on the headteacher and 

his school. 

The second point of interest tends to bear out the first 

point, namely, choice of 'approved' courses. They are all areas 

of education directly relevant to discussion of the past decade 

Mathematics - Cockcroft Report 

Science - H.M.I. Reports 

Special Needs - 1981 Education Act 

Pre-vocational Education - rising unemployment 

Finally, Management Training for lteadteachers. The need 

for training is in-escapeable. What is not so obvious is that 

given numerous 'management' courses, why does the D.E.S. feel 

it is necessary to depart from normal procedures to ensure tltis 

area of training is given high profile status and financial 

backing? It may well be that this initiative is purely 

part of the comprehensive package of control measures described 

earlier in this chapter. If this is so, one can only admire (7) 

the thoroughness of the strategy. I~wever, one could also 

criticise central government for 'tinkering' whilst a major 

overhaul is necessary. 

Another example of central government's intention to 

intervene in curriculum matters, is its continuing support for He 

A.P.U. which was set up in 1975. 

The A.P.U. operates through a co-ordinating group which 

reviews the general development of its work, a widely-based 

Consultative Committee which advises on broad outlines of 

policy, and Working Groups or Steering Groups, each of which 

is responsible for the monitoring policy in a specific curriculum 

area. 

The first national monitoring tests were being administered 
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in 1978 in Mathematics, followed by Language in 1979 and 

Science in 1980. Other areas of monitoring have subsequently 

been introduced. 

The terms of reference of the A.P.U. are 'To promote the 

development of methods of assessing and monitoring the 

achievement of children at school and to seek to identify the 

incidence of under achievement'. 

Its four tasks are: 

'To identify and appraise existing instruments and methods 

of assessment which may be relevant for these purposes'. 

'To sponsor the creation of new instruments and techniques for 

assessment, having due regard b statistical and sampling 

methods'. 

'To promote the conduct of assessment in co-operation with 

local education authorities and teachers'. 

'To identify significant differences of achievement related to 

the circumstances in which children learn, including the 

incidence of under achievement and m make the finding available 

to those concerned with resource allocation within the D.E.S., 

local authorities and schools'. (10) 

If the notion of 'the age of inventiotl' is acceptable then 

surely the A.P.U. must be one of the more 'sharp' examples of 

control. The inference is obvious - support demands for curriculum 

consistency with statistical evidence. It is a highly logical 

argument last used before the 'progressive era' in the form of 

IQism - the 11+ and selection. 

By 1985 its potential, which is great, has not been 

fulfilled, its destiny is still uncertain• It is an enigma

many teachers cannot understand what it says. However, if the 

A.P.U.'s original data is hard to digest, then unfortunately 

educationalists are going to have even greater difficulty in 

resisting the 'second wave' set of reports from the A.P.U., 

where the A.P.U. not the teachers, interpret their own data and 
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claims and conclusions. 

It seems fair to claim that central governments radical 

approach to 'accountability' and curriculum planning has still 

to be matched in areas such as INSET and the organisation, 

staffing and management of schools. 

Headteachers have, through their control of the internal 

organisation of their schools, introduced a great variety of 

devices and structures to free specialists and teachers for 

INSET. These include team teaching, co-operative teaching, 

team planning, doubling up classes, using students and parents 

and, of course, the careful use of the headteachers teaching 

time. 

However, at least three matters need to be explored. They 

are radical solutions and thus face many difficulties: 

1. the present staff/pupil ratios are inhibiting. 

2. a more critical co-ordination of INSET- who 

is going to do it? M1o is going to finance the 

co-ordination? 

3. a radical look at teachers' contract of employment. 

Teachers work from 9.00 a.m. to 3.30 p.m. for -10 

weeks per year in one specific school. These bare 

facts of course hide the truth, but nevertheless by 

changing these facts one could radically change INSET 

and working practices generally. 

1. Staff/pupil ratios have long been a source of dissatisfaction, 

particularly as the headteacher is often included in the 

calculations. However, growing curricular, organisational and 

INSET needs have led to even great criticism of this ratio 

system. As a result demands for 'Staffing by needs•are growing. 

A few L.E.A.'s are now moving towards reform. One L.E.A. intends 

to introduce such a system in Autumn 1986. The system works on 

the notion of allocating 'decimal fractions', of teachers for 

various 'factors•. M1en all the 'bits' for all the 'factors' 

are added up the school will be granted a staffing number. The 

factors include: 
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Number of pupils 

Reception children 

Special needs children 

Above-average ability children 

Buildings 

Probationary teachers 

Specialists 

INSET 

Administration 

Staff development 

This is a most interesting development. Unfortunately, 

the system must operate within present financial levels. 

However, in the event of economic upturns the L.E.A. can 

improve the worth of any 'decimal' factor as they see necessary. 

2. The co-ordination of INSET. Quite apart from the resource 

implications of organising such a co-ordination, the chief 

difficulty lies within the laissez-faire system because numerous 

INSET agencies would have to integrate their efforts. There 

are serious doubts as to whether or not this would happen 

as any integration inevitably leads to winners and losers. 

An altentative strategy would be for individual L.E.Aa 1 s 

to control the output of their courses by agreeing with head

teachers on some strategy of need. 

A further strategy would be to train headteachers or 

scale posts to produce a rational school policy regarding INSETa 

3. Teachers contract of employment. It has been claimed in 

thisstudy that one of the main tenets of the laissez-faire 

system is that groups are permitted to protect their own 

sphere of influence, thus avoiding conflict. Teachers have their 

concept of professional autonomy and this unwritten notion is 

supported by the structure of pay negotiations. The fact that 

the Burnham Committee specifically excludes discussion of 

changes in terms of employment is important. Many employees 

bargain conditions for better pay, but not in teaching, for 

that would destroy the professional autonomy of teachers. Many 
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would argue that the present form of professional autonomy 

should be continued but others disagree. 

The principle. argument seems to be that by changing the 

terms of employment of teachers profound changes in the way 

schools are run can be achieved. It is possible to argue that 

a better trained, better directed and more flexible work force 

could be achieved through re-negotiation of the contract of 

employmento Assessment, compulsory training and directed 

movement from one workplace to another are not uncorrunon in 

commerce and industry. 

The teachers pay negotiations for 1985 and 1986 has at 

its heart the struggle between central government and the 

unions regarding terms of employment. Central government looks 

set on making fundamental changes. 

Curriculum consistency when coupled with 'accountability' 

adds up to concerted effort to bring about change, but although 

the laissez-faire system may have died, many of the actors do 

not appear to want to go to the funeral. Central government 

have been remarkably radical in altering policy but do they 

understand the reality of school life? Local Education 

Authorities are still apparently reactive in nature. They may 

see themselves in liberal terms, non-inventionalist, thus 

preserving the individuality of schools, but can this stance 

be defended given the changes that are still occurring? 

Teachers are at a low ebb, demoralized and criticised on all 

fronts and yet still they defend a nebulus and in many ways 

unsatisfactory professional stance. l~adteachers have to make 

sense of this complex and confusing state of affairs. They have 

to make their schools work. They have to operate within a 

management structure that is now defunct. Hopefully this study 

will move towards some answers, but the following chapter 

describes factors that only add to tl1e pressure felt by headteachers -

problems of the eighties. 

A change of emphasis will become apparent during the rest of 

this study. The shift in perspective concerns a growing 

concentration on ~tat happens on a day to day basis inside schook 

External factors cannot be ignored; nevertheless, the following 

chapters will become more interested in the realities of school 
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life and less interested in the world of historical events. 

The first part of this study has attempted to demystify the 

historic, romantic image society had of headteachers and of 

educational management within tl1e laissez-faire system. The 

second part seeks to understand the headteacher as a manager 9 
and also seeks to inve~tigat~ the development of an educ~tion 

and management structure within which the headteacher could cope 

more effectively with so many demands. 
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C II A P T E R 6 

PROBLEr.tS OF THE EIGHTIES 
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The effects of history cannot be swept aside overnight. 

The present profound re-definition may have many points of merlt 

but the question still to be answered is whether or not the 

existlng system can mnnage the ractlcal changes already 

introduced or proposed. 

In thls chnpter three unrela te(l topi c5 hnvP. been cho5en 

to lllustrnte the dlfficulties fnclng hr.adteachers n5 a direct 

restll t of re-deflni Hon. 
r 

The first topic concerns resource difficulties. Change 

often leads to resource demands and in this section those 

dema_nds and difflcultles will be looked at from the headteachers' 

view polnt. 

The second topic illustrates the demands made by 

society for schools to become more involved itt the commUttity 

and to accept the clta~lenges of being an integral part of 

society, instead of a claimed historical view of schools as 

isolated, introverted, specialist lnstltutions. This change of 

role is illustrated by considering the 'micro' moves towards 

greater Involvement of parents in schools ancl the 'macro' 

aspirations of society for tl\ls country to live in multicultural 

harmony, free from racial prejucHce. 

The third and final topic concerns itself wlth the practical 

implications of central government's curriculum initiatives. 

In all three to11ics thought needs to be given to the role 

of the head teacher within the existing management model. 
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RESOURCE DIFFICULTIES 

Times Educational Supplement 28.9.81 

"Staffordshire is to axe more than 400 teaching jobs next 

year in a programme of education cuts drawn up to avoid Government 

penalties for over-spending." 

"Opposition councillors in East Sussex claim the authority 

is being pushed to the bottom of the education league table because 

of continuing cuts. " 

" Gloucestershire education committee has been warned that 

proposed cuts of more tl1an £2.5m could prevent it from achieving 

minimum standards or meeting its obligations next year. 

In a private report to a budget review subcommittee, the 

chief education officer say the authority could face criticism 

for the low level of its provision by H.M. Inspectorate. " 

" Conservative controlled Somerset county council, which two 

years ago was criticized by li.Mo Inspectorate over its provision of 

books and class sizes, has announced a £1m cut in its education 

budget next year. II 

Times Educational Supplement 2.11.84 

"An H.M.I. report on Conservative controlled Norfolk is 

expected to criticize the low spending on books, equipment and 

school maintenance. II 

The quotations from two editions of the Times Educational 

Supplement have been taken almost at random. They are just a few 

examples of many publicized over the last few years. There is no 

doubt that education is in a situation of financial retreat 

compared with the expansionist daytlof the late '60s and early '70s. 
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Resource· difficulties have created many problems and difficulties 

for headteachers and these are summarised below: 

l. Pupil-Teacher Ratios 

The argument for lower PlR seems strong on educational grounds. 

However, financial constraint makes the lowering of the Pill. 

unlikely. This simple statement has merit in its own right, 

but the ex.isting PTR situaHon Is also shrouded in controversy. 

Any actual Improvement or worsening of the PTR may be 

disguised by any of the following factors: 

whether the headteachet is Included or not 

the state of the classroom anclUary provision 

tite avaHabllity of supply teachers which is a major 

influence on organisation 

the extent to which mixed age classes are involved. 

2. Palling Rolls 

The H.M.I. survey of 1978 pointed to the most likely 

serious effect of falling roles - mixed aged classes. i"<; school 

roles fall, the number of classes may IHtve to he reduced. 

This could lead to there being mote classes of mixed age rattges 

than previously. There is some evidence that the performance 

of children in these circumstances can suffer.' (1) 

The Natlonnl Association of lleadteachers in their submission 

to the flottse of Commons enquiry lnto f'rlmary E(lucation 

(1984)claim that although some headteachers do have mixed age 

classes out of choice, they can only do so in acceptable 

conditiot'~• a good pupil -teacher ratio, staff enthusiastic and 

able to teach in this way, sufficient help and time for adequate 

record keeping. 

However, the association found in a recent survey of N.A.II.T. 

membership that mixed age classes are being forced on schools 

for economic. reasons, in far from favourable concll Hons and 

without serious educational implications being addressed. 
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Many headteachers, opposed to m.ixed-age classes on educational 

grounds, are forced to choose between the altentative of large classes 

or mixed-age classes and then have to Justify the.ir choice to f'iltents 

strongly opposed to both. In some cases the problems associated 

wi tit a wlde spi:e<td of ability, 11m htr J ty and educational neetls :ue 

exacerbated by the inclusion cf children w:ith special educatiowtl 

needs, chlldren from difflcult or deprlvetl hilckgrotiiHis and children 

from an extensive ethnic mix.(2) 

The IIMI report on Bffect of LEi\ expenditure Folley 1983, echo 

earlier f!MI misgivings "The quality of work seen in Frimary school 

classes was influenced by the size, mix and age range of teaching 

groups in those lessions seen where work was Judged less th::~.n 

satisfactory a wide age range within the class was commonly 

conslclered a maJor influence". ( 3 ) 

The damage done by falling roles was carefully detailed in the 

Ni\111' submission. i\ brief resume is offeretl below: 

l. i\s the school rolls get smaller, many key teachers wi tit 

specialisms are lost through redeployment, ::~ml at the same 

time the school lmes points which prevents it attracting 

other specialists. 

H. Another major problem is that of mis-nm tch. The lni btl 

impact of falling roles was felt Jn infant classes and 

recruitment of infant teachers was linll ted. There is 11ow a 

slight increase in infant number and a corresponding shortage 

of teachers. 

iii Palling roles have reached the seconcl<try sector and there is 

concern at the pressure in some areas to redeploy teachers to teach 

Rge groups for which they are 111-equipJ,ed lt1 terms of tralni11g, 

expertise or motivation. Some secondRry trained teachers, for example 

are being persuaded into the primary sector where most of the 

vacancies ate in infant classes. Such redeployment is inconceivable 

without extensive in-service training.(4) 
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The concern over mis-match has been expressed repeatedly 

by IIMI, not least in the publication "The New Teacher in School" (5) 

and again in the report on LEA expenditure policies: "The resource 

factors commonly associated with work judged less than satisfactory 

at the primary level were, in descending order of importance, the 

mis-match between the qualifications and experience of the teacher 

and the age group being 1aught, inadequate or poorly deployed Equipment 

and books, and inappropriate accommodation". (Section 19) 

"In Primary schools the problem most commonly identified 

was one of teachers being required to teach age groups for which 

they had not initially been trained". (Section 27). (6) 

The effect~of losing teachers in proportion to falling roles 

are nearly always harmful. The calculation of pupil-teacher 

ratios is complex and cla.ims are often made that because pupil 

roles have generally fallen on a national scale more quickly 

than the fall .in numbers of teachers, then class sizes must have 

decreased. 

In practice, the likely picture is perhaps best shown by one 

possible scenario which is no more than an example. It demonstrates 

also just how any flexibility of staff deployment within a school' 

for remedial or supportive work which will include extending the 

more able, can quickly be lost. 

a. A two form entry school has an intake of 60 children divided 

30 to a class with one full time teacher for each. 

b. The following year's intake is only 45. 

c. The authority calculates that .5 of a teacher must be lost. 

d. The solution is that 45 children are still divided into two 

classes (22 and 23) one taught by a full time teacher and the 

other by a part t.ime (. 5) teacher for half the time and the 

teacher presently being used for remedial work in the school 

(.5 of the time) covering the other half of that class. 

e. On paper the PTR has remained the same (1:30) and the class 

size has gone down from 30 to 23 or 22, but at that cost: 

the original full time teacher when faced with a cut to 

part time is likely to have been redeployed or to have sought 

a job elsewhere; 

a part time replacement has to be found (this becomes more 

difficult the more it happens); 
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one c tass t'loUl<i no longer have the "one teacher, one class" 

contact time which is at the heart of our primary system; 

remedial education would have been badly effected. 

f. If this situation goes on for a second or third year, it 

becomes impossible to find any spare teacher time within the 

school. The next steps are large classes, mixed-age classes 

awl fu '- t-t ime teaching heads wi tit no remedial help at all. 

g. It can be seen therefore, that with a shble or even an 

improved PTR within one school, conditions which would 

encourage achievement have seriously deteriorated. It 

follows that PTR figures across a local authority and 

particularly for the whole nation, have little bearing on the 

reality of what is actually happening at a time of falling 

roles. 

It has been known for some time that falling roles are having 

a damaging effect on the teaching profession which is ageing 

and in a desperate need of new blood. The opportunites for 

promotion, extending experience or staff development are also 

few. 

A restructuring of the salary scale calculations is long 

overdue. Promising teachers are having to wait an average 

of 13 years before moving from Scale 1 to Scale 2. This 

must be an important factor in the rapid decline of morale 

within the profession. A further implication is that the 

head teachers of tomorrow are not receiving the opportunity 

to take on necessary responsibilities to fit them for this 

post. 

Throughout this study, the need for increased and pertinent 

in-service training is called for · - a need accepted without 

reservation by the Secretary of Statea 

In Pr.imary schools at a time of falling roles, INSET opport1111ities 

are seriously reduced and are often non existent because of 

the unavailibility of replacement staff. 

Falling roles can be seen as the source of much unhappiness 

and frustration for headteachers. Given political and economic 

factors, the problem is laid solely at the door of the head 

teacher. The head can 'fiddle' with internal organisation 
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but plainly the crucial action to be taken by heads is the 

construction of a comprehensive staff development strategy to 

encourage morale and flexibility amongst staff. This will be 

returned to later. 

For small schools the situation is even more serious. It 

is acknowledged by manr that the village school is the centre of 

the village life and the lynch pin of the community and yet the 

future of many must nm\1 be in doubt. Small schools have been 

closing steadily over the last few decades. However, up to the 

mix-seventies the sole justification for closure was financial. 

As a result many schools were saved by strong community lobbying. 

Since that time financial stress has increased, but of equal 

significance are the arguments for a wide curriculum and criticisms 

of mixed age classes. Village schools are on trial. They are hd0 

faced with a dual threat to their continuing existence; a threat 

the headteacher has to combat. 

3) Cap.i ta Hon 

Some politicians and administrators may claim falling roles has 

led to an improvement in financial provision when it is quite 

clear to many head teachers that this kind of simplistic arithmetic 

lies behind the claims: 

School role falls by 25% 

Cap.itation reduced by 20% 

This therefore represents an increase of capitation of 5%. 

In reality a considerable proportion of the original capitation is 

still required whatever the roU - particularly as some local 

authorities add to the .items which must be paid for from the 

capitation and which may include telephone bills, postage, insurance, 

cleaning materials and television licences. 

There is no doubt that primary schools are less and less able to 

support costly sulJjects such as crea tive arts, needlework, potte~y 

or woodwork or tOthink of enriching the curriculum or extending say 

science. Indeed, many of the schools are apparently finding it 

increasingly difficult to provide the books t~tey need 1let alone find 

the money for computer soft ware and maintenance. 
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tl)Resources 

The HMI report on LEA expenditure - 1983 ( 7 ) states " But 

the best resource, lavishly supplied, and the most efficient 

management and organisation cannot redeem the poorest teaching". 

This. \fJUld seem to echo the DES and central government position. 

Many would agree with that statement but the preceding sentence, 

placed stress on the words "for a short time": "1;ood teacllinG, 

well matched to appropriate resources, ca11, fot: a short time, over 

ride resource provision and ineffective organisation". 

Tl1tee further extracts from the same report claim -

(i) "In some cases the circumstances in which education takes 

place and the availability of appropriate resources in the 

right quantity was found to be such as to make worthwhile 

learning well-nigh impossible" (Paragraph 8). 

(ii) "But good management alone cannot deliver for each pupil and 

student in an appropriately broad, balanced, practically 

orientated and differentiated education. There must be good 

teaching and adequate resources of the right sort equitably 

distributed throughout the country" (Paragraph 14). 

(ii:i.)"But tl1e evi<lence indicates that satisfactory or better 

provision, without Naste, is closely associated with 

satisfactory or better quality work'' (Paragraph 59). 

Clearly the resource implications of the numerous fa:::tors 

affecting headteachers are of great importance. 

The concept of resource covers many areas - capitation, time, 

training, athri,:e, equipment, manpower and space. All these aspects 

of resour~ing are expensive and very often a satisfactory solution 

to many of the demands facing headteachers involve more than one 

resource. 

Matching resource implications to all the demands facing 

headteachers is a depressing exercise that is now attempted below. 

Nevertheless, the point seems obvious: 

curriculum initiatives 

probationary teac1Jers' initiatives 

special needs implications 

multi ethnic education 

school governors 
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parental involvement 

liaison and continuity 

falling rolls - mixed aged classes 

falling rolls PTR 

falling rolls - capitation 

disruptive pupils 

teachers industrial action 

The future holds more challenges and hence more resoutce 

implications: 

appraisal 

staff development 

further moves toward a curriculum framework 

Headteachers have always faced resource difficulties, but the 

laissez-faire system permitted varying responses - from ignoring curriculum 

issues, to fudging through, to self help schemes. The present 

redefinition is restricting headteachers options because of the 

dynamic nature of the demands. 
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C0!-11-ItnHTY DFliANDS 

Colin Morgan claims: 

'All the research on environmental factors affecting ability 

suggest that in disadvantaged areas only an ameliorate action upon 

the whole community can make the most, educationally, of its childra-1. 

In the first part of this ~tudy increasng parental and communiiy 

involvement in schools was seen in terms of the need for greater 

accountability and control. llow~ver, Morg:cut is arguing a different, 

perhaps more profound point. Ilere one is moving towards a 

educational and philosophical stance on interaction between schools 

and community. Defin.i tion of any interaction is difficult. On a 

continuum line one end would be parents fund raising act.ivities, 

whereas the other end would be involving schools with the social 

services agencies. At one end contact is restricted to school 

pri?:e day whereas the other end of the line sees parents deeply 

involved .in the curricttlltHt as helpers. 

At institutional level the major structure is the P.T.A. It 

is difficult to assess how widespread P.T.A.'s are in this country. 

The Plowden Corrun:i.ttee :investigating P.T.A.'s in America, warmly 

endorsed the high quality of parent-teacher relations seen by them, 

gave the li.e to the myt't that Ame1:i•:an P.T.I\. 's t'l.kP. over the running 

of the school, and strongly recommended the development of parent

teacher relations via P.T.A.'s 'if the gap between some :;chools a11d. 

some homes was to be closed to the learning advantage of some children.' ( 9 ) 

The organisation and encouragement of any PoT.A. is firmly in 

the hands of the headteacher. However, there is evidence that 

whereas most parents definitely do want closer contact with the 

schools in which their children are taught, teachers for their part 

take an unflattering view of parents. In the survey of Musgrave 

and Taylor tlte teachers saw parents as indifferent to the moral and 

intellectual values forming the primary goal of their teaching. In 

fact, the priorities rated by the parents were in substantlal 

agreement with the list made by the teachers. ( 10) 

Two points seem cl~ar. Firstly, lteadteachers need to overcome 

or combat teacher-resistance. Secondly, if parents rate moral and 

intellectual priorties so highly, there is no reason why parents 

cannot involve themselves in these matters in addition to the usual 

functions such as fund raising and public-relation events. One thinks 

of curriculum explanation exercises and parental involvement in the 
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internal organisation of the school; not only non-teaching 

activities but also in many vaguely defined teaching areas -

cooking, stitchery, pottery, listening to reading and demonstrations 

are not uncommon in some schools. However, one returns to 

teacher attitudes. 

Thanks to 1980 Education Act , parents have far more 

access to information and far more chance of influencing school 

policy than was the case. The internal organisation of the school 

is the responsibility of the headteacher. Nevertheless, it's the 

teachers who would have to operate any scheme. Cohen 

claims 'Heads' own belief about the desirability of affecting 

closer links between home and school ••••••• are circumscribed 

by what they see as strong misgivings on the part of teachers and 

perhaps over- zealousness on the part of parents'. (11) 

A report of the National Foundation for Education Research in 

England and Wales found, following a research project, that 

"teachers were in reality anxious to defend the professional 

integrity of their role from the wholesale intrusion of 'parental 

amateurs' and worried that the demands made on their time, by 

those parents seeking 'counselling' impinged unjustifiably on 

their proper task, the education of the children.' p.149. 

They add, 'teachers are under pressure to make fairly radical 

changes in their ways of working, in the hope, rather than the 

certainty, that the outcome justifies the effort.• p. 150. (12) 

Clearly, if the headteacher believes in closer links between 

school and home, then considerable managerial skill has to be 

employed to ensure success. 

Drawing a parallel with curriculum development it would 

appear necessary for the headteacher to develop a clear 

philosophical base and hence aims and objectives in an effort to 

convince teachers of the worthiness of the strategy. 

Societal pressure for greater parental involvement can 

be claimed to be relatively straigl1tforward when compared with 

more general calls for schools to solve society's economic, moral 

and religious problems. Multicultural education is but one 

example of education's response to these demands. 
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Craft C13 ) defines multicultural education in the 

following terms 'Curriculum development needs to hke accoLtnt of 

any major social change, such as the inct:ease in cultural diversity 

in modern Britain. Education in a mul ticttl turill society ai1ns to 

help chi t•,tren of all cultural groups maximise their potentia 1 

achievement; education for allmulticuttural society aims to give 

all pupils knowledge and understanding appropriate for a schnol, 

lor.:atity or afltttt w0rLl where they will meet, live and work with 

fellow citi·7.ens fram a wu:l·~ty 0f cultttr.al :Jackgrounrts'. 

An .important distinction made by Craft is· that mulHct.tltttral 

curriculum development and anti-ra·:::ist teachitlg are not necessarily 

seen as Integrated concept. The fact that the.-;e twin notions are 

cross-cuticular adds to an already compl·~x sit•tation. llm'leve.r 

it seems obvious that given the .inner-city riots, racial disharmony 

anrt controversies such as those surrounding the Bra·Jford head 

teacher Mr. Honeyford, many head teachers feel it necessary to take 

some action. 

Head teachers and schools have tried to make sen;e of t'ti.s 

hishly contr-oversb.l area by adopting differing strategies. 

Cohen and Manion ( 14 ) offer an evolttttonary model of 

society 1 s attitude towards mul ticul tu.ral education and in doing so 

clearly show the numerous difficulties facing teachers. They claim 

that three differing educational t:esponses to the i11U11i3t:a t i•Jn has 

taken pl::tce during the last twenty years. 

1. Assimilation 

The viewpoint that domi,lated government policy during the early 

yeaes of immigration in 1960 1 s Wl'3 t 1m t if newly-arrived immigrants 

could be supported during their inital period of disorientation anj 

helped to acquire a working knowledge of the English language then 

they wottLl qui.:::kly be absot·bed by the host society anr:t all would 

be well. The educational response refl~cted a policy of ass:imilatirn 

and led to an emphasis on the teaching of English as a second langu~ e. 

2. Integration 

Suppot:ters of the idea of integration believed that factors other 

than ini t.ial cul htral -;hock a not tlte acqui si tinn of spoken English 

ought to be taken into accout1t. They callAd for more detailed, 
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planned programmes of educa tiona! and social support. Tlow~vet·, 

the emphasis was stilt on integrating minorities with the host 

society and culture in order to create a culturally homogeneou:; 

society. 

3. Cultural Pluralism 

The emergence of a second generation of ethnic minority 

pupils during the late 60's and 70's tog(~ther with the realization 

that r1ei tlter assimllation not integration has worked, has led to 

a grot-ling appreciation on the part of the host society that these 

earlier ideas of assimilation and integration were both patronizing 

anrt dismissive of other cultures and life styles. Cohen and 

Manion cl:d.m f•tr.tlter that minority groups now actively assert 

their determination to maintain cultural continttity and to preserve 

their religious, linguistic and cultural differences. Cultural 

pluralism, then, implies a system that accepts that people's life-

styles and values are different and operates so as to allow 

equality of opportunity for all to play a full part .in society. 

It is doubtful, due to the evolutionary nature of these 

responses, that many schools l1ave adopted a precisely defined 

package or response. More likely, teachers have had to struggle 

forward. It·ta:ces little imagination bJ apprec.i.at':! t1te detnan•l'; 

p.Vtced on teache1: s. E. Bolton puts it this way, 'fhe comptexi'ty 

of the educational and social issues involved gives teachers a 

very onerous and difficult task to perform - a task most of them 

were not prepared for in their teacher training nor in their own 

experience of life. It is eas~r for society to-, lay tlte pro!Jlem d1)Wi1 

at the door of education and lmve it there, but if teachel~S are to 

tackle the changes of attitude, practice and approach demanded, 

they deserve the srtpport an•t •tndr!t·<;tand.i·1g of society'. (15) 

Given society's growing concern with inner-city and multiracial 

problems it was not unreasonable for the education field to look 

to central government for guidance. They duly o;et rtp a commi.tl;:'!•~ 

of enq•ti·~Y in 1Q79. 

The Swann Report recently issued in March 1985 recognises a 

dual problem: eradicating discriminatory attitucte<; of the white 

majority an.d evolving an educational system which ensures t~tat all 

pup.i ts achieve their full potential. 
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The main steps of the argument for 'edttcati<Jn far a.tt' can 

be summarised as follows: 

i. 

ii. 

iii.. 

i v. 

v. 

The fundamental change that it is necessary is the 

recognition that the problem facing the education 

sys tern is not how to educate chi loren of e thni·:: 

minorittes, ~ut how to educate all children. 

This challenge cannot be leFt to the independent initiatives 

of education authorities awt .';chool.s. 

Education has to be something more than the reinforcement 

of the beliefs, val•tes anct L:lent.ity which each child 

brings to the school. 

It i~ necessary to comlJat racist'!, to attack inherited 

myths and stereotypes ancl the ways in whi·-:h tltr-~y ar·~ 

embodied in institutional practices. 

Multicultural understanding ltas also to permeate all 

aspects of a schools work. It is not a separate topic 

that can be welded on to existing practices. 

vi. Only in tl1is way can schools begin to offer anything 

approaching equality of opport•mi f;y for all pup:i ls. 

The committee recommended strongly that: 

1. The first priority in language learning by all pupils must be 

given to the learni11g of English and that all teachers (not just 

English teachers) have a responsibility to help them and should 

be given support and traini,g to do this. 

2. Although the li,tgui.:; tic, religious anrt cultural identities of 

ethnic minorities pupils sho11ld be fostere<t, bi-lingual education 

should not be introduced in mainta.ined schools and mainstream 

schools should not provhte mot 11e1: tongue maintenance. However, 

minority languages should be included in the langttag'~ cttrric::ttluut 

of secondary schools where there is sufficient demand. 

3. The committee favoured a non ctenominationrtl and undogmatic 

approach to religious edttc:l ti'Jil an<t felt the government should look 

afresh at the 1944 Education J\ct. If this was done they felt the 

demands of ethnic minority commit tees to es tab.l ish their: otv'l 

voluntary aided schools would diminish. 
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4. The committee lair:l great shre on a variety tJf in-service 

initiatives. 

5. The committee regarded the under representation of ethnic 

minorities in the teaching profession as a matter of great concern. 

They lool~ect to ways of changing I;~Ie positin11. 

lt set~m:5 pt.1-i.11 that the Swann r:onunittee were interested in 

an integrated approa~:h t•J sttch a complex problem. They criticised 

the government for failing to .respond to the interim report and its 

lack of a coherent strategy for fostering 11111tticl!ltural edttcation.(l6) 

Swann stresses that all parts of edttcation needed to be 

involved: D.E.S., L.E.A. policy statements, L.E./\. ;vlvisory 

services, II.M.I. guidance, School Curriculum Development Conunittee 

review of existing materials, li'<amining 13oards reflexing cultural 

diver~lty, school policies, revision of Government Acts. 

However, Sir Keith .Joseph lost no time in telling the House 

of Commons he had no lntenti•JU of changing the statutory reqtti_rement 

for daity collective worship and religious edLtcatlon in mai11ta:ined 

schools. The Government would not call .into question the present 

d11at c;ystem of county and voluntary schools, change the policy 

on rnan1latury awards, nor woutr:l it amen1l Section 1 of the 1966 

Local Governme 1 t Act. Struc btt·al c:hanges seem to have been ruled 

out, so .it woutd therefore appear that once more the main vehic t•'! 

for change will be the construction of policy statements, some 

advisory and in-service work (probably not compulsory) and finalty 

the efforts of in•Hvidual hear:ltea•:hers and their staff. 

There is little doubt that if there is an~r sotutlon to this 

complex problem then the act.ion of schools can only be part of the 

jigsaw. Nevertheless, that challenge is facing every head teacher 

in the county. What must be seriously doubted is whether the.re wilt 

be cnot.tglt support an·J 1~esonrces to make an :impact. 

13olton ( 17) is probably accurate when he states, 'Heated 

debate about definitions, aims and methods is likely to conti.'1tte; 

evalrtation of new development is rare; disseminatio~1 slow and 

patchy. However, none of thls is unique to multicultural education, 

and amidst the problems and polemics there is a growing number of 

teachers witting t.J try o11t new i.-lea~; il.ll.J :v:tivi.ti•~'> 1_n t 1te.ir scho•Jl3 

an•l classrooms'. The onus appears to be placed on the head teachers. 
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CURRICULtJ1.1 IIIITIJ\TIVES 

In the first part of this study a chil;'t~r WZl.S de.,rrJt~d t.) 

an investigation into how the D.E.S. through the H.M.I. had 

orchestrated a thorough and logical curriculum debate. (see 

chapter .5>. 

This section witt attempt to m<1l<e a simple point- that reports 

and consultative docttm·~nts havr~ t1111thl·~d from t'H~ post:nan's sack 

with sttch regularity that it is difficult to see how head teachers 

ha·,re ma•.1agr~d tr) digr~st them, let al•)tlr~ cons true ted strategies for 

their implementation. The present 'Cttrri·~ntlln Matt~rs; ::tn II.M.1. 

series' will eventually number over twenty. They are discussion 

documents only, so presumably the moment the series is completed 

the revised versions will start to be isstte•L ln adcti.tinn t·J 

H.M. 1. contributi.ons to the curriculum debate, the D.E.S. offer 

theit: own opinions a1.vt far mor•! serimtsly,t'te firs!: prJlicy st'lt~mc1t 

(Science) has been issued. The replacement for the School Cotm•~il, 

the School Curri•-:ttlllm l1evelopment Conunittee, is now offering material, 

the National Foundation for E(tur.:atinrul ~esearch ir1 Engl3.nd and 

Wales maintains a full programme of research, t 1te gnvermnenl; ':·.-~a t·~J 

specific inquides sttch as T1u11.·1cl~,r:ockcr:Jft an•t Swann and all 

reported at length, and the almost incomprehensi~1le J\.P.IJ. isstte 

c~gular butletin~. 

lt would he tot:tlly inappropriate for this study to quote 

'chapter and verse' from the nttm:~.'oUs reports, consultative document<; 

policy statements, enquirh~s and research findi.ng that 11eadt·~achcrs 

are expected trJ respond to. Nevertheless, a carefully made 

preci . .:; of one of the reports is i'1cl11ded to emphasize the points 

being made in this section. 
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MJ\THE\IJ\Tl'~S Ii'J TilE PltUM.HV Ylli\I~S 

1\ sl\•nm.l.ry of t 1Ie Cockr::r•Jft Report 'Mathematics Counts' IIMSO 1982. ( 18 

Chapter 6 with some statements from f:hapters 5 ;:md '7. 

Success in Mathemati·~s 

Tlte com1ni ttee considers that a child shottld engagp in a v·u- Ld:y of 

ma titema t i·~a 1 h.sks. 

The ~riteria for success include: 

1. The child should unders tan<t what he is cloi.;1g. 

(289.298,300,307,308,316,334,336,343,347,349,369,370). 

2. The chilo"t can apply what he know::; t•J new sibtatinns (."2~m, 

301,1~~1). 

3. The chi trt has begun t•J develop some of the skills of a 

mathematician including problem solving. (321.4, 331,346, 

347,369). 

4. The child enjoys what '1e is :ioing .. (345-7). 

References, either specifically or implied, to these criteria can 

be found in the paragraphs listed. 

J:l!e_ -~r_i._1~:c~ r:y_ .C:t~r.r::_ ~C:~~~~~r,~ 

The Committee welcomed the broadening of the curriculum 

(286, 288) and considered tl!at the 'back to basi':s' approar.:h would 

not produce the results its advocates desire (278). In partir::ular 

children need to be able to do calculations and apply what they have 

1-:~arnt I:•J pr'lctical probl·=m.s. 1n gr~!l<~ral, a piece of mathemati.~s 

sholll·i only be pursued as far as chi lciren can nnd.erstand it. 

The Coutmittec visited ctassr~Joms wh~~c~ the,-,~ ,,.,.as a 'livel"f and 

supportive' atmosphere and the children were successfully enjoying 

a variety of appropri.1tr~ mathematical tasks. However, they also 

visited classrooms where the mathematics teaching was over formal 

and inappropri'lte tasks were presented tJ tlte chilJhen (3•l7). 

T~ _(~r~l! ~r~~l. )~t.<~b.~•"!.l~~ f:J.t:_ .A:l:. ~-~e..<~:.C..l!e.l~S .. t1.f. )i<~ ~~~~~~~ ~~·::,~ 

l. Mathematics 1s a difficult subject both t•J teach and l~arn 

(2~8-230). 

2. A. wide r.ange of attainment in mathematics likely to be found 

in any given year group of chi tdren (340-344). 
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The challenge is to match the mathematical task to the child. 

More able children should be given more mathematically challenging 

tasks with teacher support and gui1iance (330-333) while low at tainers 

should be individually diagnosed and helped (230, 334-338). 

Mathematics teaching at all levels should include opportunities 

for: 

1. exposition by the teacher (245) 

2. discussion between teacher and pupils and between pupils 

themselves (246) 

3. appropriate practical work (247) 

4. consolidation and practice of fundamental skills and routines 

(248) 

5. problem solving, including the application of mathematics to 

everyday situations (249) 

6. investigational work (250) 

In particular, at the Primary level each new mathematical 

topic should be presented as a series of 'practical and intuitive' 

activities. The teacher and the children (often in ability groups) 

should discuss both new mathematical :v:t:i.•!ities and their out.:o·nes 

(319). There should also be whole class discussions and some 

problems should be posed with this in mind (317). Textbooks and 

workcards are best used to provide a frameowrk of ideas and back

up material (313,320). New topics should be introduced through 

activity and discussion, for children can seldom learn a new piece 

of mathemat.ics simply by reading about it (312). 

There are many references, either specif.lcally or impLi.•'!d, trJ 

the fact that t'1e wor.k presented to children should be carefully 

structured (286,292,296,298,299,305, etc., etc., The teachers' 

methods should reflect awareness of the need to make doing 

mathematics a positive experience for the child (369-370) and 

encourage him to act as a semi-autonomous problem-solver (321-324). 
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use of mental mathematics in schools of all kinds i•1 recent yea::s an:~l 

sttggests tlwt this trenct should be re·versed (315). All children should 

be twr~en teachers and child and be tween different chi tdren. ( 316, 

317). The abili.ty to calcul3.te is fostered by a teacher who adopts 

a flexiblf', varied and imaginative approach to wrJrk with numbers iltld 

t:11e o}wrations on them, both ill t'u~ way prubl•='n~; :1r~ pr<~sc~tlf:,~rl <llt•l 

i'I t1te lanc11age used to present them (306-310). Young children should 

not 1>e altowPtl to move tcJo qui_.::k:ly t•J ~>Jritt~n work in IIFtl:hem.1.tics 

(3lti). The National Prim<Hy Survey JIMSO 1978 stated that in about 

a third of the classes, at all ages, children were spending too much 

time tmdertaldng repetitive practice of processes which they had 

already mastered. 

~~~~?.~~ _qr_gat~~~<l;~~'2'! 

Reco~nended ways of organising include: 

1. Involvement of staff in the planning and review of the mathematics 

that is taught and how it is taught (363,364). 

2. Stronger mathematics teachers should offer support trJ the weaker 

ones, perhaps by team teaching (351,355). 

3. The avoidance of vertical grottpillt;, where possibt·~, in rJl~·ler tn 

reduce the range of attainment with which the teacher has to cope 

(349). 

4. The appoir1tment of a 'mathematic co--ordinator' to plan, 

co--ordinate and monitor the mathematics work of the school (354-

356). 

The Committee considers that the tim~ all·JCati.on for mathematics 

should not fall substantially below four hours or exceed five hours 

per week (353). 

Calculators --- -·- ·--- ·-·-
Calculators are a positive ltelp in the Primary Classroom (384-388) 

and research evidence strongly sut.mests that the use of calculators 

has no adverse effect on basic con~utatlanal skill (377). Cal~utat0rs 

shouli be used to develop children's understanding of fundamental 

mathematical principles (392). 
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ATIITUDES 

Perh?.ps the most ir.1port?.nt sentences of the report rpper.r ln par;'gr:1ph 

3~6. 

•ny the end of the primary years a child's r>.ttitude to m:1thenFttics 

is often becoming fixed ?.nd wlll determine the l'lfl.Y in which he will 

nppro<:\ch mnthemrtics at the second:1ry strge.' 

'He m:>.y be well on the way to m:1stering som~ of the mathemntici<1n's 

skills, or he may alrearty see m<~themntics as an :1re:1 of \'lork which he 

C?.nnot Understand and in which he al\omys C:'{pCriences f~ilure. 1 

It seems obvious to clnlm thn t hea(lte:~chers ha.ve to digest m~sses 

of \'lritten material, but the critical f;:~ctor is that most of this 

mnterial is dynamic - consistently calling for r.ction. As most of the 

calls for action uphold modern teaching perspectives, mnny ltendteachers 

are probably facing serious management r>.nd philosophic;1.l difficulties, 

particularly if recent research is accurate in asserting thnt tP.dition;>.l 

pedogogics still dominant much of the primary sector. 

Because every aspect of the curriculum is being examined (!lome 

Economics for infant nnd juniors is n.t the time of \'lriting the current 

ll.fi.I. curriculum document) the headte::-.cher needs to develop a hiePrchy 

of need, for to attempt to look nt every aspect spells confusion rnd 

failure. 

The overwhelming emphasis in so ma.ny of these reports is placed 

on whnt happens inside the classroom nnd wlwt hendte;tchers can do to 

help the classroom tencher. This emphr>.sis will dominnte the rest of 

this ~tucly. However, before considering hel'.dtenchers' relntion~hips \·:i th 

their shff in detail, it is important to A-ppreciate that headte:>.chers" 

responsibilities for curriculum innovation lies not just wlth the 

digestion and dissemination of initiatives, but also \'lith ensurinr: some 

deGree of continuity and consistency between neighbouring pri~nry 

schools and the secondary schools involved at tr?nsfer. 
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The argument fo.t" closer lia1.son lv.=tw~~~n prim;1qr :tl\:.1 secondary 

schools has been suppoxted for only the last fe1.; decades. Reference 

to cVJser l i.ai:i~1n Crt'l he fot111•i i.·1 nt-:.>s t of major reports and consul

tative documents since Plm~rlen ( 19 ). The H.~!. I. survey ( 20 ) 

found that .in over four-fifths of the schools hea·:ts and occasi•lJHl ty 

o thcr teachers, were able to vis.i t the schools to which clLi ldJ>~n 

wml•i be trasferring and ln over 90 per cent of the schools the 

chilrh:en visited their fut11re school before the transition took 

place (4.10). 

However, a line seems to have been drawn at easing any trauma 

on transfer, for the H.M. t. discove.red only half the school recel;red 

information on the st~Jsequent progress of the children in their new 

school. Feedback was obviously not deemed a high priority. A 

mon~ pr•Jfotmcl .<;ihtati.on w1.s ttneovered hy the JI.Mol8 with regard to 

the notion of continuity. They found joint meetings of teacher-:; 

fro111 the c:onb:ibutrJry an«i receiving scho1.s for discussion about the 

curriculum t•:Jok pb.ce in less than a third of the schools. While 

considerable efforts were clearly ma•.le to ea~e children's transition 

from one school to the next the importance of contimti ty in the 

curriculum of the schools was largely overlooked. The li.M.l.'s 

argued that the planning of the curr icnlrtm ::tn•t the prepar:l tinrt of 

schemes of work should take into account the requirements of the new 

stage of education as well as tl1e effects of the previous stage. 

They concluded that this can be achieved only if there is regula.r 

and system.:ttic consrtlb.tinn bebwe11 b~achero; frrJm t:1'~ a3soc-i.ated 

schools (see 4.11). 

Seven years later the Thomas Report (-;tl) 'Improving l'rima1:y 

School:> 'recrwrnen«ted ' A unif led system of record keeping should 

cover the last two years of primary erlucation and the first three 

years of secondary education. Wherever practir:abl~, teachers 

shonl·i meet and discuss children at points of transfer'. 

'In ti.rne .it sho11lrl be possible to offer parents a guarantee of 

continuity if they choose secondary school·~ wi.ttd.n a r:l11ster. 

Each school hnvingone teacher specifically responsible for promoting 

liaison between all achools in the cluster.' 

The education service is only just beginning to accept 

that education is a continuous process t.'Hollt;h~JI.tt t1te whole of 
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an inrlividttal's life and that formal school education should also 

be seen as a continuum from nursery or infant school to the 

completion of compulsory schooling or beyond. 

Clearly, what is needed is a com~ni tment by heads and 

local rwthoriHes to do everything _in tltr.ir f'OI~er hJ avtivt alt 

unnecessary breaks in conttnuity anrl to minimise the effects 

of mmvoldable disrupt f. on such rts :t change of teacher, a change of 

class, a change of school or a chanr,e of learning approach. 

In attempting to achleve continuity, how~ver, partlcular care 

and thought does need to be given to the foltm~lng; which 

superficially may seem to contradict the above: (a) The assuml'tion 

that a change of learning mcthod/classrnom organisation is of 

.itself harmful and therefore to be avolded at all costs. (b) 

The belle£ that children wlll always benefit from having the same 

teacher for as long as poss.lble. (c) The asstllnpt.itJII tltat the passing 

on of information, records and profiles wilt in itself produce the 

deslted conHnuity. (d) The fear of some teachers in the later 

prlrnat·y years that their children might, ln some way, be 

disadvantaged on arrival at secondary school. As a result, 

:sy.llabuses are often narrowed (]U.f.te unnecessarily for what 

primary teachers imagine the receiving school to want. (e) The 

bell.~f f:.'tat attention llef"!rl olllf hr~ pai·1 b> transfe1: beh.,rcen schools 

when, in fact, continuity in learni11g m:ty also be lacking between 

classes ln the same school. 

There are recognised differences between the 

trad i tiona! primary appro:tch of the teacher working wHit a 

c.t.1ss of. cltllrlren for the maj..1t l ty of ttu~ cllr r icttl!tm t1 1ne and the 

secondary pattern of subject teachers me,~tlng .<;everal different 

classes each day. This change ls one which must be accep terl as 

necessary at some stage in the learning programme and need not be 

harmful if it ocn11:s \dtlt approtn·lat"! liaison anti contlnutty. 

~luch more significant than class-teacher or Sl?eclali.sl: 

organi.satlott ls tlte variation in method between tlte following 

extremes: 

(i) Child-centred experimental learning based on practical 

problem-solving approaches and lnvestlgatlon uslng, where 

nppropriate, a range of apparatus and conducted largely on 
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individual and small group bases; 

·Jl: 

(ii_) Teacher-cc~ntred, di.dar:ti·~ met~1nd inv,)lving 11111lote-class instruct

ion, and which places great demands on abstract thinking. 

Clearly, 'l sudden change fro111 rJne of these approaches to 

another can be disastrous for many pupils. 

There are several important ways in which cl0ser liaison 

could lead to greater continuity in learning, especially ac1:r)SS 

the age of transfer. 

By Cte passing on of appr~pr ia b~ inf<)nna t i.0n ·.vhich 1dl l be 

helpful in matching the learning programme to pupil needs, the 

receiving teacher can thus be aware of pupils needs and problems 

in advance of teaching them. It is important to recognise however, 

that the passing of infH•na tion can he greatly overdone and 

receiving seconriaries so bombar·iecl '111it1l ctr~tai.lr>cl profiles fro11 

feeder schools (of which there may be quite a number) that they 

witt never have the time or enthusi=tsm to use t:Ielilt•~specially when 

the format is variable from school to school. The wish to send an 

excess of detail may be direct result of the fundamental rlifferenc:es 

.in learning approach known to exist ~m transfer; if that aspec:t 

1111cre t.v::lclP.ci t1te desir~ tn send ~o mtch <lPta.it m:i.5ht be reduced. 

Conversely, the desire of some primary schools t'J sencl no 

information at all may stem from the feeling that it would be 

misused, if used at all, and that the secondary attitude will be 

one of 'a fresh start and a new approach', whatever is :T.!nt. 

Alt this high tights the very sad and quite unnecessary attitude 

of distrust tl1at c:an exist between primary and secondary colleagues 

and t1Ie first aim of any liaic;on rnust be to overcome this. 

The ideal situation for primary-secondary transfer might be 

wl1r~1:e: (a) An agreed curriculum exists in the feeder schools; 

(b) The secondary curriculum builds 'tirect.ty onto this; 

(c) Teachers regularly v.isit =tnd e'<<.hilngr~ betwc~c~n 1_:11<-~ •>•~h•1nl a.t\ 

:i.'11iHH·t.vtt information is pass<~ri between tltem about the special needs 

of individual pupils arising frum br)th l·~ar11i.ng tlifficul.tir~s and 

from special talents or abilities. feedback should continue 

throughout the child's secondary career; (d) The change in school 

is not accompanied by a dram.=t~ir: r.'.haJtg'.~ in lr~ar;ti_nG apprr)ach. 
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In such a situ:-ttion it could be posslhle for p11plls nrrivin~ <1t 

the secondary school to take their \•JOrk with them and to use famili;-~r 

materials and apparatus in order to continue where they left off two 

months before. 

Plainly, the headteacher has more to no thfln encournr,e snme 

l'lensant, vnr,uely useful, part pt~Jlic relations exerci~e. Liaison 

and continuity runs straight across the indivldunlity of primary 

schools. The need to develop continuity from one class to <1nother 

and one year group to another may set some he:-tdteachers difficulties. 

To then develop some level between feeder schools compounds the 

difficulties. flinally, to hnve to communicate "nd construct str<'.tegies 

for liaison and continuity with an institution(the secondary school) 

that historically is viewed as a totally separate entity with its own 

pedogogy, makes great demands on headteachers. 

The side issue of record keeping and testing mean differing thinr,s 

to different people. Varying philosophical stances clash with the 

perceived needs of the transfer procedure. 

Throughout the country l1eadtenchers are finding th:-tt the demnnds 

for creater liaison and continuity are gradually altering the once 

often isolated nature of their schools and of their roles. 

This ch;:~.pter has tried to drn.w out examples of the pressures facing 

headtenchers since the era of intervention started in the mid seventies. 

Even r1. casual comparison beh;een the role of the hendteacher of a few 

decades ngo and the present cannot fail to throw up startling differences. 

Nevertheless, one aspect of the headtencher's role has not alt~red nnd 

that is tl1e necessity for headtenchers to create the circumstnnces and 

give inspiration and lendership to ensure the teaclting staff can 

opern te at a high professional level. In the next chl'l.pter classroom 

teachers will be assessed with regard to the new demnncls made upon 

them within the eJdsting management structure. 
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C H A P T E R 7 

Teachers 
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One of the very firs~ idens 'flon~ed' in this study was that much 

of primar,y educa.Hon•s development hr~e been evoluHotmry in chat·il.cter. 

Evolution in educa.Honnl terms hne the counoht.Hon of slow nde of 

refot'm 9 concenaus r11ttu~r t.hnrt conflict nll(t n. Rb·ott~ conserv:1.tive 

element. L,ater in the study l t Wn.l't n.r·gued ~lmt Ute p<Hl~-rtowden 

t'evoluHon W::lS li Hle shor·t of a shnmble9 n.ttd the conset·vnHve bnck 

ln.9h wna rJitick J.n coming. H WOtl.ld be dl fflcuU ~o n.q;ne that we 

h:1ve t·etut·tted to r~. atoble evoluHonru·.v mmtel nlttce ~he 1916 Ut·eat 

Debrtte. A more ren.soned a.rgument would chd.rn ttmnet·otHI t·:ldicnl ncHo11r:: 

h11ve been imposed upon nn educa.Hon rwatem which la ill prepru·ed for 

change. 

At the 'chdk face' this hn.nsln.ten i tr1el.f in~o 1:1. pom:dble 

conflid situation be tween what is a.lmost certa.inl,y the most cd Heal 

rel11Honship in the whole of ~duca.Hon - he<ul n.nd st;J.ff. 

If hemHea.chera a.re trying to cope wHh rndlcnl chnt1ge nnd if 

ten.chera o.t·e bn.aicf!.ll,y cottse.t·vn.Hve, t.hen hemU.eadmt·n fnce a dn.ntd.lllg 

t.n.Rk. The mn.Her is of cottt·ne compHc:1J.ed h.v t.lm fnct tlmt Jw.,d-

tenchern rtre rner·ely pt·omoted tetlchet·s. If the.v nhrn·e t.helr tee1.chen:' 

perspec H ve then the never ending demn.nd for change munt cn1we mrm.v 

heAdte.<lchers gt'eat difficuH:le9. The polnt that. hadiHom1l rtnd 

coneerva.Hve for·ms of teaching ha.ve survived needR re-mnphn.nislnp,. 

Wdght claims ''Progt·ess:lve pdtnrtt·.v r,choolt=~ :1t·e bln.med for· nJl 

kit1ds of thinga, ft·om a wholea~.le decline itt educatiotml st11nd;:nda, 

~ht'ough delit1quen~ violence attd mtt·eat o.ttd dslng crime stn.HsHca td 

the growth of o.mu·chy ••••• 

Let ue be clea.r that when we talk abou~ progressive pr:lm:u·y schools 

we are ta.lking A.bout a minorH,y of schools. r~nn.v remn.in fh·ml,y 

ha.ili Honnl while the ma.jot'i ty a.im at a. compr·omi Fle with a hndl Honal 

bias. The rlowden Report esHma.ted that otte third of pdmn.r,y schools 

could be called progressive. Other surveys suggest that the 

proportion ie considerably less (sea Ash~on,. Kneen rmd Jlolle,y, the 

Aims of Pdmn.ry ruucaHon MacMillan 19{) )" < 1.) 

Dr Joa.n Ba.rker Lunn a.uthor of r·eseo.rch into junior ·methods 

wHHng as late a.9 1904 said "Wimt ie clef!r is thnt t.he vnRt mn,jodt.y 

of junior school teachers a.t'e fit'ml,y in conhol of their clasRt'oorns. 
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They determine what activities their pupils t..ri ll undertake; they 

prefer a didactic approach rather than a reliance on discovery methods, 

the,y are making increasing use of cla.ss teaching: and there is no 

need to exhort them to go back to basics." ( 4) 

Even if the Plowden Report is assigned to the dustbin, Barker 

Lurm' s findings bear no relation to an,ythitlg written b,y the H.M.I. or 

Bullock or School Council or Cockcroft and even the D.E.S. 

Most probrt.bl,y there is not one pnrticnlar reason for the teaching 

profession's apparent inabili t.v to respond en mass to demands for a 

modern perspective and <lll 'open' erl1tcational Flystem. In this chapter 

the notion of conservatism will be explored. 

The concept of conservatism is a broad one. It is characterised 

by the maintenance of the status quo and hence a value system. Progress 

occurs in an evolutionary/concensual manner with the laissez faire 

system protecting the interests of the parties involved. Clearly, 

that framework is under threat from central government's ceaseless 

intervention since 1976. The question to be answered is - can the 

teaching industry respond to these challenges or will they be 

perceived as the supporters of a value system that is 'closed' 1 insular 

and introverted? If the latter is confirmed b,y continual attempts to 

thwart steady change, then conflict seems inevitable, given that those 

seeking a more 'open' education system can maintain the support of 

central government. 

Leaving aside specific curriculum initiatives, it is the opening up 

of the education system that touches every school - governors, parents, 

liaison, continuity, curriculum consiste.ncy and accountability. Can 

the teaching industry cope with what appears to be a complete 

reversal of what has gone before? 

In the discussion regarding governing bodies Bacon arguer; 

that local authorities 'robbed' governors of many of their functions 

through the gradual centralization of authority and funding. 

He also argues that these centralising trends were often tacitly, 

if not always explicitly supported by the majority of teachers working 

within the state system and that most of them tended to support the view 

point that lay people, including parents as well as locally recruited 

governors or managers, ought to be tactfull,y di scoura.ged from taking too 
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close an interest in the day to day work in the school. 

Professionalism is not Bacon's only argument-"··· •••• the 

teachers concern to insulate their schools as effectively as possible 

from local control, or lay influence was also in part stimulated by 

the narrow peculiRr nature of their otm educative experience." Bacon 

describes a conventional teacher career trajector,v thus "'rhey have 

spent some fourteen years at school, two or three years at training 

college and they have finally returned to the class room there to 

reside for the remaining forty years of their working lives." (3) 

Historically the phasing out of the pupil/teacher system at the turn 

of the century and the adoption of the deliberate policy of selecting 

prospective teachers from amongst able gramma.r school pupils, meant 

that the social experience of teachers, both within the educational 

system itself and also in relationship to their local community h1as 

a particular kind. 

Bacon argues critically that during the formative years at school, 

they not only received a selective type of schooling, which effectively 

isolated them from the social and cultural experiences of the bulk of 

young people of their generation, but also received an education which 

attempted to replicate the public school and emphasise the va.lu~ of 

a distant metropolitan high culture. Moreover, for many teachL~rs 

their professional training often merely served to reinforce this 

disdc1in of the local and the commonplace. They typically spent some 

of the most formative years of their young adult lives in residentin.l, 

semi-monastic, total institutions, which were not only effectively cut 

off from the world of industry and commerce, but which actively 

encouraged students to adopt a view of the remainder of their society 

whic.h was elitest in perspective, as well as evangelical in content. 

Consequently, early on in their careers many teachers learned to assume 

an implicit semi-missionary role and saw their life task either as 

one of leavening the broad middle brown culture of suburbia, or simply 

acting as restrain1ng and civilising influence on the more 

hedonistic impluses of the working classes. It was perhaps almost 

inevitable that teachers adopting this view of their 'life task' not 

only tended t6 support the 'centralist' policies advocated by the 

educational administrators, but were equally unhappy if lay people 
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sought to take too active an interest in the day to day affairs of 

their schools. 

Bacon took a long term perspective and perhaps it needs to he 

said that certainly in the last few decades more'~~rking class'teachers 

have joined the profession; possibly bringing with them a different 

set of values and political base. One must use the word 'possibly' 

for it may well be the case that men and women with a working class 

background either actively seek ,or h<JVe been absorbed into, the 

insular 'elitist' culture described by Bacon. The second point that 

has to be made is that following the work of Douglas ('I'he Home and 

the School) and the Plowden Committee (Positive Discrimination) 

there developed in most colleges of education a course of study often 

termed 'sociology of education' which attempts to broaden students' 

understanding of society as a whole. 

Nevertheless, Bacon's remarks demand serious thought. They 

have important implications for this study. It can be argued that 

schools are 'opening out' at an accelerating rate. However, if 

teachers are insular, elitist, and represent the values of one 

particular class, then surely they face great difficulties in coping 

with what appearr- to be general progression towards an 1 open' school 

system. 

Recent developments appear to have occurred at a national level. 

Some people may claim that national government is attempting to control 

schools through a policy of centralism. This may or may not be 

accurate, but nevertheless, it can be seen that 'action' is demanded or 

requested. Bacon argued a different form of 'centralism'with regard to 

local government. Here, the notion of centralism is pointedly 

different. If one acceptsBacon's argument then local government 

centralism is concerned with 'elitism' and 'control' and 'stability'. 

The crucial point being that this form of 'centralism' is not 

necessarily interested in 'change' and this may well be mirrored in 

teachers. Thus, it is difficult to see many teachers welcoming radical 

change given Bacon's arguments. 

Nevertheless, changes do happen, progress has occurred, open-

school philosophies are developing. Perhaps Connell 'catches' the right 

balance when he claims, "There is a reasonably widespread social 
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radicalism among teachers, muted in practice and opposed by several 

conservati sms. Teachers have had an ambivalent relation to the 

decentralisation of control in education and progressive reforms of 

curriculum ••••••••••••• The conventional rhetoric of education, even 

while stressing teachers role in shaping the hearts and minds of the 

next generation, casts them basically at society's agents and 

invites them to submit to a fate they have not made. This is 

profoundly pessimistic." ( 4 ) Connell's pessimism is understand-

able. For decades teachers have been part of society's regulatory 

mechanisms • They mtpported a value system almost certainly sub

consciously as well as on a conscious level. However since the 

abandonment of the narrow, conservative and didactic pedagogy of 

selection following the virtual abolition of the tripartite s,ystems, 

society's relationships with teachers has drastically changed: 

1. Teachers have been asked to accept modern teaching perspectives 

that make radically new demands upon them. Perhaps the most serious 

demand is for the lessening of direct teacher control over the pupils. 

For man,y tea chers this is a painful demand that strikes at the very 

heart of their self perception. 

,.., Society has always asked teachers to maintain the dominant value 

system, but this was done spiritually and philosophically and by using 

education as an institution for social division through pupils gaining 

access to further education and high status occupations. The last 

few decades have seen new demands from society and in particular 

equality of opportunity. Now every child must succeed to some degree. 

Teachers have had to move into the field of social work to help 

children make progress. However, given teachers deeply rooted 

insular profile and philosophical background it can hardly be surprising 

that some teachers find the broadening of their role into the social 

world a source of difficulty and frustration. 

3. Terchers are losing control over relationships with the hierarchy. 

The H.M.I.'s,central, local government and now governors are damaging 

teachers' professional autonomy through accountability structures and 

calls for curriculum consist~ncy. The unstated spheres of influence 

protected by the laissez faire system have been destroyed. 

4. Teachers are losing control over parents. Open school philosophies 
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are bringing more and more parents into school and in one respect 

the authority standing of teachers is diminishing through regular 

contact. More parents are making greater demands on teachers,- they 

want their children to succeed. Most parents will accept modern 

methods after detailed explanations, but still slww concern over 

handwriting, spelling and times tables. Some teach~Crs find this 

interaction healthy and valuable, but others feel they are under the 

microscope. 

5. Society finds itself in the throws of economic upheaval. Britain 

is struggling to meet the challenge of new technology. Unemployment 

is unacceptably high. The crime rate is rising. Inner cities hold 

the most desperate problems. There is multi-raci2.l disharmony. 

Teachers are waiting for the next(in a long line of)public figures to 

blame them, once more, for societ"v' s ills. 

6. Teachers are being asked to take on bo:-1rd more and more curriculum 

initiatives and responsibilities in under-resourced schools. The 

unending stream of change can in itself be a source of stress to 

teachers and the lack of adequate resourcing only compounds feelings 

of anomie. 

Many teachers feel undervalued by society. Since the Houghton 

salary negotiations in 1974 the teacher unions have been faced with 

statutory pay a.wards and then a series of bitter industrial disputes 

that have brought scant rewards, but have damaged teachers' image, 

relationships and most probably teachers' self esteem. 

Not surprisingly, the stress teachers find themselves under is 

being commented upon by educationalists. An NOP survey, summarized 

in the T.E.S. in September 1984, showed, among other things, that 

teachers feel unpopular and underpaid. 

T.E.S. reported on 14.1').86 that the plight of primary school 

teachers 'logjammed' on the lowest salaries, working in under-resourced 

schools, being asked to take on extra duties with no hope of promotion 

or financial reward, was spelled out to MP's of all parties on the 

Commons Select Committee on Education and Science. 

Reporting on an N.U.T. document'Todays Teacher'" the T.E.S. (18.1.85) 
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quote an inspector for primary education with ?5 years experience 

'There is a significant increase in teachers retiring on 

health grounds and most advisers will testify to th2 large number 

of teachers who have become 'problems' as a result of having to cope 

with a changed role in stressful situations. Confidential 

discussions reveal how many teachers are receiving medication." 

'l'.E. S. ( 13. 1:'. 86) Mr Chris Patten, the new Minister of State 

at the D.E.S. has acknowledged the teacher morale is low. He added 

that rising expectations and an increasingly demanding curriculum, 

combined with falling roles and restraints in expenditure had made 

many demands on teachers. 

morale. 

Pay was not the main reason for depressed 

Bernstein ( 5 ) has suggested that the teachers' power of 

control now derives not from position or status, as it used to, but 

from personal qualities. Tat tum ( 6 ) claims "Respect for the 

teacher quo teacher can no longer be assumed as a social fact. No 

longer is the office held in awe •••••• " Lowenstein claims ( 7 ) 

"Both teachers and heads are concerned about the increase in vandalism 

in schools. Disruption in class, while largely of a non violent 

nature, is increasing in terms of insolence, disobedience and verbal 

abuse." 

Gaspari ( 6 ) argues that the exhaustion experienced by most 

teachers at the end of term is more closel,y linked to the demands made 

on the skills and personality of the teachers in keeping discipline 

over the children than to any other respect of their work. Cas pari 

writes that "Children with behaviour problems show aggressive defiance 

to the teacher at the slightest provocation. In an infant (primary) 

school one would find such children to be hyperactive and inclined to 

throw temper tantrums. Secondary school children are more likely to 

fight their peers, or to be rude to the teacher, defy school rules or 

damage school property. 

Dunham ( 9) found five major stress situations reported by 

teachers: 

1. Educational change: too many innovations in the curriculum and 
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in teaching methods. 

ll. Problem pupils: lack of interest, inattention, apathy, lack 

of effort and concentration, hostility, lack of cooperation, 

disruption. 

iii. Poor working conditions: size of schools and classes and noi:= y 

levels. 

iv. Poor staff communications and cooperation: size, poor 

~ornmunications s.vsterns, ill defined Rtrncf.urr:, 

v. Role conflict and role confusion: an increasing number of 

expectations demanded of teachers. 

The challenge facing headteachers is great indeed. Brodie 

( 10 ) argues 'Teachers cannot be blamed for nervousness, uncertainty 

and a reluctance to embrace managerial considerations warmly. There 

are rarely quick or easy responses to problems of sensitivity and 

complexity. The quest, however, must be for a climate of constructive 

involvement, intellectual effort and a readiness to learn from related 

fields of experience.' 

This .study has continually striven to shed light on the structure 

within which education h:1s to Work. However, it would be wrong 

for the reader to perce..'we thi r, study as a search for a perfect 

bureaucratic solution to all of education's ills, Education is an 

intensely human activity. The history of primary education indicates 

the importance of the actors cultural heritage and of a value system 

probably ingrained into the consciousness. Therefore management 

structures must be compl€.mented with management appreciation of the 

importance of relationships, philosophy and an understanding of what 

has gone before. The need for a holistic approl\ch is well 

illustrated when considering an example of a source of stress to 

teachers - school discipline. 
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Discipline in schools is a complex issue. The NAHT claim 

'The question of discipline and punishment is increasingly 

relevant to primary schools •••••• some children under the age 

of eleven can b,e very disruptive. It is not unusual to hear 

extreme use of foul language from children under seven or to 

observe violent and aggressive behaviour in playgrounds. It has 

been found necessary, for example, to settle a special unit 

for primary children in Birmingham.'(11~ociety seems confused: 

The media highlighted disruption in some Liverpool schools 

but there seems little doubt that society's attitude to children 

generally has become more permissive. 

There is dissatisfaction with mid-day supervision in schools. 

(This wi 11 be dealt with in detail later in this' study ) • Demands 

to end corporal punishment no doubt hold merit, but phasing out 

of corporal punishment surely needs to be accompanied by the 

introduction of supportive alternatives for serious offences and 

this has resource implications. The matter does not seem aided 

b,y the government's notions to divide children into those who can 

be caned (with parental approval) and those who cannot. 

The rock bed of teacher authority- loco-parentis is not as 

sure as it was. Clearly headteachers need to address themselves to 

this area of school life. 

The extent to which disruptive behaviour in schools is a 

serious factor concerning headteachers and teachers is hard to 

establish. In their report on truancy and indiscipline in 

Scottish Schools, the Pack Committee ( 12 ) noted the difficulties 

of obtaining statistics on di£uption. They stated that, after 

considering the feasibility of commissioning a research project 

it was 'decided that the difficulties were too great, not least 

the problem of trying to determine what should constitute a 

recordable offence'. 'The chances of realistic results were too 

problematical •••• to make the exercise worthwhile'. They also 

recognised the limitations of alternative methods, and conceded 

that in the circumstances, they were unable to quantify the problem. 

'l'his difficulty does, of course, hinder progress, for there 

is little doubt that disruption occurs. An obvious solution to 

both monitoring disruption and developing a remedial programme 

of action would be a report system. However, there are diffict.il ties 
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in that teachers may feel reluctant to admit disruption ha.s 

happened. Teachers may judge that an admission of frequent 

disruption will reflect adversely on their own skills of 

management. Reporting on a survey of primary and secondary school 

teachers throught Britain, Comber and Whitfield ( 13 ) clearly 

felt that their respondents were not 'telling all'. • Pernaps 

the most significant impressioJthey comment, 'is that of the great 

reluctance of most teachers to admit to any disciplinary problems 

and the stigma attached to not bei1 gable to keep order'. 

If this is accurate, then there are serious implications 

for the pupils, teachers and school. One of the major tenet of 

modern educational philosophy is that schools must be organic 

wholes and not a collection of isolated classrooms. The headteacher 

has an obvious role to play in creating an interactive school. 

However, Frude and Gault (14) claim teachers are specifically 

reluctant to refer a problem 'upwards' to a headteacher 

'Teachers are aware that if such referrals are frequent they are 

likely to be seen either as 'complaining' or as 'inadequate' in 
' maintaining control. Problems need to reach a certain level of 

seriousness before they are made apparent outside the classroom, 

and thus a major 'bias' in any statistics collected from heads 

will relate to the fact that only relatively serious disruption will 

be accounted for. Some heads, in turn, will be reluctant to refer 

problems to the Local Authority, lest this reflects badly on 

'the good name of the school' and on their own reputation as an 

administrator. Heads might also judge that such a 'call for 

help' may be regarded as an admission of 'defect' and weaken their 

perceived competence in the eyes of pupils, parents, colleagues and 

authority administrators'. 

With regard to specific acts of disruptive behaviour there 

would seem much for the headteacher to do. Successful lines of 

communication and clear and thoughtful remedial action appears 

necessary. However, such a simple and bold statement may mask 

the complex reality of the situation. 

Frude ( 15 ) states 'There is convincing evidence to show that 

aspects of school organisation and 'ethos ' can contribute markedly 

to the frequency of disruptive incidents. This has led some authors 
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to suggest that there are 'disruptive schools' (Page 33) 

Rutter ( 16 ) stressed the importance of balance between children 

of different ability levels, emphasis on reward rather than 

punishment, the immediacy of action on indiscipline, and democratic 

organisation of teachers. Reynolds and Sullivan ( 17 ) 

stress the benefits of the incorporation of pupils in the school 

organisation and of engaging parents in an active involvement with 

the support of the school. 

Can the headteacher profoundly affect these factors? Can the 

headteacher create an 'atmosphere' or 'ethos' within a school which 

can lessen or heighten disruption? 

The headteacher can: 

create the opportunity for formal staff discussion and decision 

making 

lay down rules 

encourage or discourage pupil participation in decisions 

decide upon the emphasis placed on academic achievement as a 

criterion of the overall quality of the school (even in 

mixed ability classes children are well aware of differing 

abilities) 

decide upon the strictness of rules 

decide upon the degree to which they encourage or discourage 

teachers to refer problems to him or her 

- decide whether or not to refer disruptive pupils to LEA 

agencies and inform their parents 

Comber and Whitfield claim 'Many of the incidents reported to 

us indicated some weakness in the school organisation'. ( 18) 

There are obviously psychological and sociological influences 

involved in any discussion of disruptive pupils. Nevertheless, there 

seems strong arguments indicating that headteachers need to employ 

not only specific strategies to deal with disruption, but possibly 

of greater importance, strategies of a broader philosophical nature 

with regard to the 'ethos' of the school. 

The need for headteachers to have some level of control over 

organisation, philosophy and relationships seems plain. For 

organisation and philosophies to succeed it also seems plain that a 

head teacher's relationship with his staff is of primary importance. 
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There are serious doubts that the autonomous headteacher model 

of management has ever been successful to any great degree in this 

country. Leadership has depended upon the style and skill of the 

individual headteacher rather than a strong 'authority' framework. 

The headteacher may be legally responsible for the day to day 

running of the school, but with 'weak' statutory obligations, almost 

nonexistent conditions of service and little or no guide lines from 

local authorities, the responsibility for constructing a framework 

of management has, until very recent times, fallen almost solely onto 

the shoulders of the headteacher. 

It is important to explore the notion of authority further. 

Aron ( 19 ) reviewed the work of Max Weber. Weber describes the 

concept of authority in the following manner: it refers to the 

social power that a person or social group believes to be legitimate. 

The important point here is to stress the legitimacy of the power 

exercised. In other words social groups who recognise the authority 

believe that it is justified and proper and for these reasons the 

exercise of this authority tends to be effective in achieving its aims. 

Max Weber distinguishes three types of authority or domination. 

The three types are distinguished according to the kind of legitimacy 

that they claim. Legitimacy may be based on: 

1. Rational Grounds- resting on a belief in the 'Legality' 

of patterns of normative rules and the right of those elevated to 

authority under such rules to issue commands (Legal Authority). 

Weber suggests that: "The purest type of exercise of legal authority 

is that which employs a bureaucratic administrative staff." 

~. Traditional Grounds- resting on an established belief in 

the sanctity of immemorial traditions and the legitimacy of the status 

of thos-,!.exerci sing authority under them. 

3. Charismatic Grounds - resting on devotion to the specific 

and exceptional sanctity, heroism or exemplany character of an individual 

person, and the normative patterns or order revealed or ordained by him. 

It seems plain t~at primary school headteachers employ, consciously 

or unconsciously, all three forms of authority. There can be little 

doubt that there is a strong base of ru1thority on traditional grounds. 
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Authority based on rational grounds is far more complicated. 

Headteachers do have legal authority, but it is vague and general 

legal authority. Charismatic authority depends upon individual 

head teachers. The nature of schools lends itself to this form of 

authority in that the headteacher, if he so wishes, has many 

opportunities to 'perform' upon the stage that is school. However, 

it is the teachers who implement the parent-school interaction and 

activities. Likewise, it is the teachers who implement curriculum 

development, discipline, and numerous aspects of internal 

organisation. The headteacher should be responsible for the 

creation, development and overseeing of a school philosophy and should 

be instrumental in organising ways of putting it into action- but how 

does the headteacher justify his position, his authority? 

Perhaps years ago, there was no need for the headteacher to rely 

upon any other prop but his authority on traditional grounds. 

However, given the history of primary education, with its pressures 

and changes and confusions, can one expect teachers to iotally conform 

to the authority model of management based on traditional grounds and 

a vague and unsatisfactory rational-legal position? 

Certainly, open hostility, even open criticism of headteachers 

by their staff is rare - William Tyndale was the exception that proved 

the rule. The conservative nature of teachers ensures the continuing 

legitimation of the headteachers' authority. However, this does not 

mean that head teachers have a secure and sat:i. sfactory authority base. 

Assuming the headteacher has a coherent plan of action is no guarantee 

it will be put into action. The lack of control by 'higher' levels of 

management has left each individual headteacher to sort out authority 

relationships. 

Historically, it is difficult to believe that any 'progress' 

was made in schools without the framework of cooperation. One thinks 

of the new 'pre-war' infants schools embarking upon totally different 

educational perspectives. It is inconceivable that they could have 

succeeded without understanding, patience and support. However, 

conflict is inevitable in any institution. It is probable that the 

development of progressive education created much conflict. This 

study has already discussed the very slow rate of change over the last 
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fifty years; the arguments about the curriculum of selection and 

the confusion and 'disguised' reality of the 'progressive era'. 

It is difficult to believe that conflict has not occurred in numerous 

instances. If we accept that conflict is not often resolved in 

stark blunt terms, then how are conflict situations resolved? 

In the vast m~jority of schools there appears to be a situation 

of unstated concensus. A subtle balance is drawn. Staff accept 

the authority of the headteacher, and for his part, the head teacher 

is expected to employ such qualities as common sense and reasonable

ness, thus leading to 'goodwill' on both sides. 

Many a headteacher's strategy probably includes the concept of 

'gq.odwill', but what does it mean? 

'Goodwill' can mean 'give and take', 'working as a team', 

'pulling together', the emphasis is that the school is philosophically 

'in tune' and working as a whole; as a unit. This state of empathy 

between the parties involved is an ·important and desirable goal. 

Highly motivated teachers probably do a better job than those who are 

not. Striving to meet agreed aims is one of the more satisfying and 

pleasant aspects of the human spirit. This concept may well be 

h~ightened in the teaching profession due to its conservative, value 

laidened culture. 

There is probably a deep rooted notion of 'fair play' within the 

teaching profession• this is complemented by the 'authority' base of 

the headteacher- tradition authority, vaguely defined but neverthe

less real legal authority and the opportunity, the stage, for 

charismatic authority. It may further be argued that this 'loose' 

authority relationship has survived primarily because it works. 

primary schools are not large bureaucratic institutions -personal 

relationships do matter. 

Many 

Clearly, these complex and subtle relationships are of the 

deepest significance and relevance to this study • Some attempt to 

unravel these relationships has to be made. 

The SSRC Cambridge Accountablity Project ( 20) discussed the 

notion of tacit contracts. They argued that until recently, there has 

been little public demand to place responsibility for the goals of 

education anywhere but in the hands of teachers and that in part this 
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is due to the implicitly contract~al 

between school and society. 

nature of the relationship 

Two such contracts usually ensure for schools a high degree of 

implicit agreement over ends. First there is the contract made 

between teachers and parents (and governors) when a child enters a 

school. Teachers assume the obligation to do the best that they can 

for the child and in return parents (and governors) offer patience 

and support. 

Underpinning this tacit contract is another, which is according 

to the research team, even more fundamental. The main thrust of 

this contract is that all participants are pledged to give priority 

to the interests of the children. 

These contracts, claim the research team, provide safeguards for 

schools, ensuring that they operate within fairly wide boundaries of 

tolerance and that consensus and compromise are usually preferred to 

conflict. 

These implicit contracts hold obvious advantages for schools. 

However, we find ourselves in an era which demands greater dialogue and 

accountability. There are serious doubts as to whether or not 

implicit and tacit contracts are adequate dialogue/communication 

structures to meet these new demands. 

This matter cannot be aided by teachers claims to professionalism. 

It could be argued that teachers want society to accept their 'shared' 

'moral' contract to do their best for children but if faced with 

criticism (another word for dialqgue and accountability?) teachers 

want to fall back on notions of professionalism. 

The Cambridge research team claim "• ••••••• as long as the meaning 

of 'professionalism' continues to be confused and inexplicit the 

ethical commitment of teachers will be open to attack because of its 

reliance upon their status as 'experts'" (21) 

They call for formal procedures to facilitate the growth of trust. 

The reader could be forgiven for believing these arguments have 

been placed in the wrong chapter. They clearly refer to the 

relationship between society and schools. However, in the following 

pages there will be an attempt to draw comparisons with these arguments 

and the relationship found between many headteachers and their staff. 
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This comparison will ·be based on the four major· conclusions stemming 

from the· 'Ca.mbridge Research' comments: 

1. Teachers form part of a strong 'moral' conb·;1ct concerning 

children. However, this 'contract t is implicit o.nd b.1.ci t. 

;J. Teachers claims to professional autonom~· bal'led on 'expert' 

knowledge. 

J. These contradictory stancee hnve sm·vive(l up to now ln vng11c 

channels of communicaHon. 

if. Orowing demands for change highlight both the contra.dldor,y 

stances of teachere and the shucture of dialogue they operate within. 

'!'his unenny alliance betweet1 the tacit 'moral' ngt·eemetJt n.nd 

claims to professiona.l autonomy leaves teachere a.nd head teachere unrmre 

a.s to the terms of their relaHonship during this Hme of change. 

Of course not all teachers t'eeist all cJmnge all the time. However, 

for the teacher these h.ci t agt'eemenh'l a.nd the concept of profem:;ion::J.l 

autonomy can form a. strong ba.rri~t' to ch::111ge. Doth henda.nd teacher 

ngree implici Hy tha.t the teachet' is doing hi a ot' het' best for the 

childt'en, so change has to be handled carefully or relationships can 

be daml'lged. Change ca.n also damnge the teachf:!r' n percepHon of hi 1'1 

or her professional autonomy. 'l'he fo.ct tlm.t this o.uthority ba.ne iFJ 

undefined and va.ries from one school to a.tm ther merel,y adds to the 

head teachers problems ,llnd he! cause the tea.cher has to te.lly different defence 

strategies aga.inst ch~mge-he or she h!:ts the opportunity to switch from 

one to anot~er at will. 

For the hea.d teachers the problems are compounded because they were 

teachers and may have even employed these strategies themselves. ln 

addition t the degree to which these strategies are used in a. rational , 

conscious manner is impossible to assens: this is in pad beca.use of 

the cha.oHc implicit, ta.cit cha.nneh of communica.Hon that exists, 

irrespective of a.ny tradi tiona.! sta.ff mee Hng or fot·mal communication 

system. 

So one returns to the notion of 'goodwill'. However, this time 

'goodwill' ie not employed in .the wa.y previously offet·ed, namely, a 

philosophica.l stn.nce whereby ttJe school can progrer:m rmccessfully. 

'rhis Hme 'goodwill' ta.kes on A. different mea.ning. 1 t takes on the 
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connotation of a bargain. Survival becomes the major objective, 

not the educational 'good' of the school. Open conflict is avoided 

but then so are possibly fundamental questions regarding education. 

The head teacher and staff negotiate their positions, with the 

concept of 'goodwill' being the trump card in each player's hand, often 

without a word being spoken. 

This as a partial explanation for the major differences found in 

one school compared with another. There are schools where every 

teacher does, voluntarily, a dinner duty, whereas in other schools no 

one except the headteacher does dinner duty. Likewise, similar 

situations are known with regard to extra curricular activities. In 

these examples, the teacher has a clear right to choose. What makes 

one school different from another is the extent to which subtle 

pressures are applied by the head and/or fellow teachers and the shared 

value system existing within the school. 

The question of lunch-time supervision is worthy of further 

thought. In 1968 the NAS/UWT won a court ruling stating that'dinner 

This duty 'did not form part of a teachers' contract of employment. 

decision has caused headteachers no end of difficulties, because 

although the headteacher has responsibility for the school during the 

mid-day period there is no way in which a headteacher can force 

teachers to supervise children during this time, apart from a general 

duty of care. If teachers stay in the staff room and are therefore 

unaware of any problems, the headteacher is powerless to order or 

request general supervision and is left with the vague authority to ask 

teachers to 'react' to specific events. As prevention is thought 

better than 'remedial' action this is not a happy state of affairs. 

The matter is not aided by the often low quality of the supervisory 

assistants employed by the local authority. This leaves heads 

cautiously appealing to teachers to help out for the good of the school 

and the price of a school meal. 

Clearly, lunch time supervision is a matter of subtle negotiation 

between head and staff. All concerned appreciate the advantages of 

adequate supervision, but the lack of legal authority leaves the head 

with either the problem of persuading teachers to help and/or b9ing 

careful not to alienate teachers who could withdraw at will. There is 
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an element of negotiation and it is not necessarily a stated and 

rational process. 

'l'he problem has been compounded by the teachers' industrial 

action. The demands of teacher unions to withdraw cooperation at 

lunchtime has been met by a government scheme to pay people to take 

over these duties. The headteachers' union, N.A.H.T. has had 

enough. In February 1986 they balloted their members with the 

recommendation that schools should be closed during lunch time. Their 

grievances seem justified. For sixteen years they have had to 

indulge in complex relationships with teachers regarding an area of 

the school day that everyone agrees can be a source of indiscipline 

amongst pupils and can seriously damage the ethos of the school. The 

government scheme attempts to remove teachers from the frame, but 

leaves many unanswered questions - who will appoint these super

visors? 

What will be the headteacher's precise responsibility? 

What will be the authority of these supervisors? 

The government wishes to allow each individual LEA to organise 

their own scheme and the N.A.H.T. take particular exception to this 

diversification. They demand a thorough and detailed national 

scheme that leaves no question unanswered. 

This is r further example of one of the main tenets of this 

study - structure could be of help to headteachers but will the 

laissez faire system permit it~ development? 

Returning to this chapter's m(rin theme of evaluating the quality 

of communication and relationships between teachers and head, there 

seems little doubt that standing ahead of all difficulties facing 

schools is introduction and maintenance of modern educational practices. 

The opening pages of this chapter made claims of teacher conservatism

with regard to curriculum initiatives. Central governments response 

has been bureaucratic with the responsibility for change falling 

naturally upon headteachers as the end of the chain of command. 

Undoubtedly headteachers do need to use bureaucratic management 

devices within their schools but before organisational strategies are 

employed there is the strongest argument that philosophy has to be 

settled. This was certainly one conclusion one could draw from various 

writers claims regarding discipline in schools. A firm philosophical 

stance seems an obvious requirement for curriculum change. One 

relevant philosophy is that of school based curriculum precisely because 

of its emphasis on dialogue. 
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In a. previous chapter, it was suggested that the la.isse7, 

fa.ire system permi Hed a simplisHc division of labour· between head 

and staff. The headteacher could concern himself with general 

supervision over what wa.s taught, wherea.s the teachers could decide 

how to teach the prescribed curriculum. This division ensured the 

independence and authority of the hea.d teacher a.nd the profem.:d.ottal 

autonomy of teachers. It was further suggested that this inter·est-

ing balance was dkupted by the development of progressive perspect

ives because 'process' is an essential aspect of modern education. 

The way in which learning is organised must be the concern of the 

school and hence head teacher and not just the individual teachers. 

'l'here is now evidence to suggest that head teachers probably 

need to intervene on a more.basic level, namely, classroom 

management. 

Bennett, Desforges, Cockburn, Wilkinson . (23) conducted a 

research project of the learning environments provided by 16 able 

teachers of 6 and 7 year old children. The teachers were rated as 

better than a.vera.ge by the advisory service. 'l'he researchers 

found these teachers both dedicated and conscientious. JJea.vi ng 

aside their finding regarding the curriculum, the major problem area 

they discovered was classroom management. 

Apparently the teachel"s typically adopted what has been termed 

a crisis management style. This re~uires that they be all things to 

all pupils at all times. The consequences of this style include 

constant interruptions, divided teacher attention, lack of adequate 

dassroom supervision, lack of opportunity for adequate diagnosis 

and explanation and, in many instances, teacher frustration. As the 

authors put it "In short, a. learning environment which is far from 

optimal for teacher or taught." 

The authors suggest that one main difficulty to be overcome 

is teachers apparent desire to individualize pupil's work • The,y 

claim this creates serious difficulties in both teaching andmarking 
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They point out that teaching groups 

of children rather than to the class or individual is currently 

prescribed by H.M. I(l980) and in the Plowden Report (1967) which 

stated that groups ought to be utili 7.ed since it wan recor:ni. nnri f; hat 

teachers could not be expected to individualize instruction in large 

classes of children. 

'l'he authors recormnend that thought sho11ld be c;i ven t.o 

additional assistance in the classroom - peers, parents and/or 

assistants and, of course, further and more detailed training. 

Clearly, any school based curriculum initiative is threatened 

by inadequate classroom management. It would appear that if school 

based curriculum development is to succeed all aspects of the 

teacher's role must be open to discussion and many heads and teachers 

may well find this open approach difficult to accept. 

Stenhouse (24 ), believes that the most important barrier to 

change is that of control. "Schools are the only institutions taking 

in a conscript population covering the whole of society. It follows 

that the school has a considerable problem of morale and control. 

This problem can be compounded if curriculum changes, in so far as they 

imply changes in the nature of educational knowledge, threaten the 

teacher's control habits and thus threaten control. More important 

still, curricula changes of real significance almost always involve 

changes in method of ways of working. To a considerable extent the 

control element in the relation of teachers and pupils rests on ·the 

teachers fulfilling the expectations the pupils have about how they 

will behave, and change also threatens this. Radical curriculum 

changes involve changes in the entire term, code or ethos of the 

teacher pupil relationships". 

Shipman (1968), ( 25 ) claims "I believe that change does 

threaten control and order and it is perfectly reasonable that 

that teachers should be concerned about this. Most teachers would 

ascent to the proposition that 'coercion' is preferrable to disorder. 

The professional satisfaction and even the personality of the teacher 

can be destroyed by disciplinarian problems. 

of disorder than is commonly admitted." 

And there is more fear 

It would therefore seem important to include discussions about 

control when attempting curriculum innovation. In a later book 
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Shipman ( 26) perceives another problem "•.. teaching is 

about assessment. But this assessment tends to be exclusive. 

Teachers tend to assess their own courses and objectivity can be low. 

Team teaching tends to breakdown this exclusiveness and facilitates 

collective assessments or multiple assessment of each pupil's work." 

Once more, school based curriculum development can be 

threatened by poor evaluation. It is unlikely many schools wUl 

indulge in highly specialized attainment and attitude profiling of 

their curriculum efforts, so Shipman's solution holds great merit 

and not just for evaluation but for curriculum innovation and 

maintenance as well. 

However, the same difficulty arises that was offered regarding 

classroom management and control- teachers have to abandon their 

isolated autonomous position and enter a world of negotiation; a 

world where one's professional standing is open to criticism and 

failure, but also a world offering support, companionship and 

satisfaction. 

For teachers to accept radically different working conditions 

and self perception demands a full management strategy from the head 

teacher. There is much to be said for the notion that curriculum 

development is almost entirely a mrnagement function. Stenhouse 

claims "Any far reaching innovation which is likely to effect attain

ment or attitude is likely to need to be faced by the school as a 

whole and to be implemented by policy. These observations do not 

imply that effective change is necessarily based on concensus. Change 

must often come through conflict within a staff; but it is important 

for the leadership of the school to recognise squarely what is 

happening and to manage conflict in the school rather than pretend 

that it does not exist. The management of innovation in a school i~ 

a matter of orchestrating different voices and negotiating the right 

to experiment and hence cope with possible failure. In most British 

schools the head teacher assumes the respon!;ibility for the general 

direction of policy and for such management. More and more commonly 

he consults and takes advice, often from staff committees, but in the 

last resort he is responsible to the local authorities and few are 

prepared to take the responsibility for decisions which go against their 
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their better judgement. The government of most British schools is 

consultative rather than democratic." (27) 

Davies ( 28 ) questions one of the most common assumptions in 

the literature on educational change and also in practice, it\ that 

the headteacher can be an effective change agent. Davies claims 

'~he essence of this assumption is correct providing the lasting 

success of the innovation is not under discussion. It has always 

been open to head teachers to use power-coercive strategies to 

achieve change but few would deny that change by these means, without 

the involvement and commitment of the teachers, is shallow and 

transient." Davies argues that democratic staff groups are more 

likely to respond critically to innovative ideas, judging them on 

their merits where once they might have acceded publicly to an 

authoritarian decision only to ignore it in the privacy of the 

classroom. 

The message seems plain - headteachers must 'manage' change. 

The remaining chapters of this study will consider how this ca.n be 

accompli shed. 
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C H A P T B R 8 

The Headteacher - management skills 
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The T.E.S. (6.9.85) briefly reported on a N.F.E.R. research project 

on the first years of headships in secondary schools. According to 

its researctJ leader, Dr Weindling, teachers wanted the new heads to 

take on a ' messianic role'. Staff said they were hoping for a 

saviour, a 'Moses' figure·who would lead them out of the wilderness. 

Researchers found that the personal and professional qualities 

demanded by teachers of ~ new head were awe-inspiring - ranging from 

charm to implacability, and from firm leadership to the ability to 

consult and delegate. 

One of the most interesting inferences to draw from this 

research is that the role of the headteacher is not seen in terms 

of an efficient administrator. 

Owens ( 1 ) draws an important distinction between the person 

who exercises leadership and the administrator. If we think of an 

organisation as having goals, then the administrator is a person who 

helps operate the mechanisms for the achievement of these goals. He 

is a stabilizing force in a school, clarifying its goals and providing 

the resources to help teachers and other staff to play their parts 

effectively. He is a facilitating mechanism. But the person who 

exercises leadership initiates changes in the organization, changes 

either in the goals themselves or in the way the organization operates 

' or in the way the organization achieves them. 

The quality of leadership is perceived as an essential aspect of 

the headteacher's role and this leadership concept is interwoven with 

strong personality traits. The D.E.S. ( 2 ) attempted to define 

the desirable personal qualities found in certain headteachers as 

·~heir sympathetic understanding of staff and pupils, their 

accessibility, good humour and sense of proportion and their dedication 

to their task has won them the respect of parents, teachers and taught. 

They are conscious of the corruption of power and though ready to take 

final responsibility they have made power sharing the keynote of their 

organisation and administration." 

The emphasis placed on the headteacher as a communicator is very 

strong. The same report stated that a good head needs to be: 

1. a public relations officer 

~. a diplomat 

3. a negotiator 

4• a personnelmanager 
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Woolcot~ ( 3 ) argues that the formulation of management 

strategies will not be successfully put into action without an 

adquate communication strategy. He states " a failure 

to communicate effectively is one of the most common management 

problems." Such failure frequently stems from two major mis

conceptions. 

1. that conveying information is the same as communicating 

?. that the planning of communications is unnecessar,y since 

they are such everyday occurre.nces. 

The first misconception is caused by a misunderstanding of the 

meaning of communication. It is essentially a two way process, 

requiring a receipient and feed back. The latter is not obtained 

in the process of conveying information via, for instance, a notice 

on a notice board. Furthermore, it is an equal misconception to 

assume that, since much of everyone's day is spent in communicating 

with others, one must therefore be compe~~nt, if not excellent, 

at that pursuit" p 157. 
A most interesting insight into how heads see their roles was 

given by Cook & Mack ( 4 ) The following list represents the 

range of tasks and duties that headteachers considered most import

ant: 

Having a clearly defined policy 

Building a team of competent teachers 

Facilitating the professional development of teachers 

Establishing good personal relationships 

Being seenas a good teacher 

Resolving conflict 

Keeping up to date on educational development 

Introducing new ideas 

Administrating and maintaining the organisation 

Appointing staff 

Knowing the children 

Evaluating the work of the school 

Communication skills rate highly in many of the tasks stated and 

this cannot be by chance. The importance of communication has a very 

strong philosophical perspective associated with it. Headteachers may 

still employ consultative rather than democratic forms of government, 

but if the quality of the dialogue is high enough, a holistic, 
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integrated school life becomes far more probable. This points seem~ 

endorsed by Jloyle ( s) "Oenuine innovation does not occur unless 

f.e:J.chers become persona1l.v ~ommi Hed. to _.enauring i te success." 

lfr]yl A a.ln.tmn that there 4 e little research which would enable un t.n 

predict the likelihood of a school being receptive to curriculum 

innovation nor the etrategiee which it can employ to enduce a greater 

innovaH venese. However, he believes useful inferencen nnn hA 

dr:JWl\ f'rnm Halnin' e Ot'p,anisationnl Olimate.Descdption Questiotlfl<\i~. 

A factoda.l n.nal;vsie of tesponees to questions !'elating +.o 9rlministraHve 

t"elationshipe in the eohool t"eveal ~i.x distinct school profiles which 

are referred to as organ! zational climates. Halpin ranged these 

olimatee on a continuum from open to closed which he concedes is 

based upon hie own value preferences. 

Open 

The head ie a leader who wor·ke hard hime:elf and thus sets an 

example. lie eetabliehee !'ulee a.nd pt"ocedunHI and ie JJrepat"ed to be 

ct"itical, but he also flexible and to a large extent meets the social 

neede of hie staff. lie does not monitor the teachet"e' work too 

closely and allows lee.de l'shi p acts to emet·ge ft·om hie etaff. Morale 

ie high owing to e. feeling of accomplishment by the staff and theh 

e.xpe!'ience of good pet"sone.l !'elationships. 

Au tonomoue 

The head gi VP.e gt"eater autonomy to his teacher·e than the 'oJJen' 

climate head, but does not give them the se.me degr·ee of positive 

leadet"ship nor meeh theit" social needs eaHsfncHons to the sn.me 

extent. lie in aloof but given A. he~ haud, aud all the teachet"s 

e.xpedence e sense of task accompllshmet1t. 

Controlled 

The head le an aut hod tadn.n who con hole his staff 

them hat"d, ltnd pt"oviden for 1i tHe social saH sfao Hon. 

the ebff !'espond to this militant behavloU!' and ded ve 

fl'om their task achievement. 

Familiar 

closely, wor·ks 

Nevedheless, 

satisfaction 

The head in cenhally concer·ned with creaHug a ha.ppy family atmos

phere in the school. lienee he exet"tr:r litHe leadet"shiJJ ot" conhol and 

is disinclined to be critical. The r:rtaff enjoy ft"iendly relationships 

but their morale ir:r diminished thl'ough having litHe set\se of task 

achievement. 
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Paternal 

The head tries to exert control over his staff with little 

effect. He is constantly busy within the school but this is 

regarded as interference rather than leadership. The teachers pay 

little heed and rather little is achieved. The head also attempts 

to fulfil the social needs satisfactions of his staff, but this is 

characterized in Halpin's terms as a 'seductive oversolicitousness' 

which is regarded as non-genuine and is therefore non-motivating. 

Closed 

The head is aloof, controlling, impersonal, arbitary and uncon

cerned with teachers as people. He gives no leadership and provides 

no example. The teachers gain little satisfaction from either their 

social relationships or their achievements. 

Halpin concedes that this climate dimension is not necessaril,y 

linear but feels that at least the open-closed dimension is 

meaningful. It would appear from Halpin's description of the 'open' 

climate that such a school could be said to be in a state of 

organizational health and hence innovative. 

Clearly the willingness of a school to institutionalize curriculum 

development is very much dependent upon the manner in which the head

teacher performs his leadership role; whether he is, in fact, a 

leader in the sense that he attempts to keep the school moving rather 

than simply ticking over. It is also dependent upon the administra-

tive structure which he creates since communication and decision

making patterns of a school can clearly be motivating or otherwise. 

Strategies for change must complement leadership and communication 

styles. Skilbeck' s situational analysis ( 7) is offered as an 

example of the far ranging management models headteachers will almost 

certainly have employed, given the complexity of school life, in 

addition to successful personal and leadership qualities: 



1. Si tuationa.l analysis 

Review of the 
change situation 

external 

internal 
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Analysis of factors which constitute 
the situation 

i. cultural and social ch:mges and 
expectations including parental 
expectations, employer requirements, 
community assumptions and values, 
changing relationships (e.g. between 
adults and children), and ideology. 

i i. educational system requirements 
and challenges e.g. policy statements, 
examinations, loca.l authority 
expectations or demands or pressure, 
curriculum projects, educational 
research. 

iii. the changing nature of the subject
matter to be taught. 

iv. the potential contribution of 
teacher-support systems e.g. teacher 
training colleges, research institutes 
etc. 

v. flow of resources into the school. 

i. pupils: aptitudes, abilities and 
defined educational needs. 

ii. teachers: values, attitudes, skills, 
knowledge, experience, special strengths 
and weaknesses, roles. 

iii. school ethos and political structure: 
common assumptions and expectations 
including power distribution, authority 
relationships, methods of achieving 
conformity to norms and dealing with 
devie.nce. 

iv. material resources including 
plant, equipment and potential for 
enhancing these. 

v. perceived and felt problems and 
short-comings in existing curriculum. 
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Goal formulation 

The statement of ;oals embraces teacher and pupil actions (not 

necessarily manifest behaviour) including a statement of the kinds 

of learning outcomes which are anticipated. Goals 'derive' from 

the situation anlysed in 1. only in the sense that they represent 

decisions to modify that situation in certain respects and judge

ments about the principal ways in which these modifications will 

occur. That is, goals imply and state preferences, values and 

judgements about the directions in which educational activities 

might go. 

3. Programme building 

a. design of teaching-learning activities: contents, structure 

and method, scope, sequence. 

b. means-materials e.g. specification of kits, resources, 

units, text, materials etc. 

c. design of appropriate institutional settings, e.g. 

laboratories, field work, workshops. 

d. personnel deployment and role definition e.g. curriculum 

change as social change. 

e. timetables and provisioning 

4. Interpretation and implementation 

Problems of installing the curriculum change e.g. in an on-going 

institutional setting where there may be a clash between old and new 

resistance, confusion etc. in a design method, these must be 

anticipated, pass through a review of experience, analysis of relevant 

research and theory on innovation and imaginative forecasting., 

5. Monitoring, feedback, assessment, reconstruction 

a. design of monitoring and communication systems 

b. preparation of assessment schedules 

c. problems of continuous assessment 

d. reconstruction/ensuring continuity of the process 
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"However determined the head may be to succeed, however carefully 

the curriculum is planned, however conductive to creative learning the 

buildings are, the v'i tal factor upon which the success of the school 

will depend is the nature and quality of the staff. No other single 

element has quite so much power to influence the way that a school 

develops." Whitaker ( 8 ) p 8? 

In the previous pages two important management strategies were 

offered: 

1. 'man' management based on the personal leadership and 

professional qualities of the headteacher. The key ar8as being an 

emphasis placed on communication style and by implication a strong 

philosophical base. 

plans of action such as Skilbeck' s situational ana.lysi s, 

where the emphasis is placed on assisting managers to clarify their 

thoughts through the use of some rational/sequential device. 

Ways will now be examined in which staff participation in 

management can be encouraged. 

Initially, the notion that staff participation is in need of 

encouragement and expansion may seem a very strange one. School is 

a complex institution and teachers have always been involved in the 

internal organisation of schools and the development of school and 

societal philosophies. However, this study has at tempted to draw 

out some of the realities of school life: 

- Many teachers find themselves suffering from stress and low 

morale. 

- The notion of professional autonomy has always been vague and 

now greatly eroded over the last decade. 

-Teachers' bureaucratic title is 'Assistant Teachers': a poor 

job description vaguely refers to 'assisting the headteacher'. The 

extent of this 'assistance' is negotiable and variable from one school 

to another. 

- Headteachers need all the assistance they can get to cope with 

ever increasing demands. 

- Modern education demands a holistic approach to schooling, both 

philosophically and structurally. Demands for 'process' 'rather than 

'content' and calls for greater curriculum consistency and continuity 

is creating pressure on teachers to become more interactive and pressure 

on headteachers to enable these interactions to be of sustained value. 

- It can be argued that asking teachers to participate more fully 
in the running of the school at a time of Puch stress and upheaval is 

only adding to that stress. 
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-An alternative argument could claim that the growing demands 

for change has produced feelings of anomie within the teaching 

profession. An antidote to feelings of helplessness is action and 

by giving teachers a greater stake in the running of the school it 

is possible to raise morale and bring about a more successful 

school. 

Raising teachers' management expectations does hold difficulties 

for the headteacher. Headteachers have to decide upon the extent to 

which they are willing to permit their authority to be ~fected. 

Management relationships in schools are still basically consultative. 

By encouraging greater participation there is the possibility of 

teachers demanding a democratic management structure and therefore 

headteachers have to decide on the perimeters of all the actors 

authority and responsibility. 

Finally, if teachers are expected to become part of a management 

team, then it would seem more than reasonable that they should be 

entitled to a full and varied professional career. Headteachers and 

employers have a responsibility to mount a staff development programme. 

In the following pages examples are offered showing ways to 

encourage greater teacher participation and some of the problems 

involved. 

The Deputy Head 

"As things stand, deputYheadship often appears to be neither 

intrinsically satisfying, nor a.n adequate preparation for headship, 

since the aspiring deputy rarely has the opportunity to make the types 

of decision which will face him after promotion. The extension and 

elucidation of the deputy head's authority and discretion in school 

matters might enhance his satisfaction in his present post; it might 

also provide a more adquate preparation for further promotion'' 

Coulson (9) 

The job description of deputy heads concerns itself almost solely 

with investing the deputy with the head's authority and responsibilities 

in the absence of the head. As the head is not absent for the vast 

majority of time, the deputy is left without a role, besides what each 

indiv~dual head might ask the deputy to do. This had led to a huge 

variation in the training and experience of deputies. 
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Coulson and Cox ( 10) claim that deputies in many schools have 

a collection of administrative tasks to perform, but seldom a 

special area of responsibility which they can call their own. They 

point out that few deputies come to a post without previous exper

ience as a scale post holder, and that it is vital that curriculum 

expertise is put to good use. They offer various staffing 

structures to aid curriculum leadership. 

A. Head Upper school 
Deputy Lower school 

B. Head Curriculum design and content 

Deputy Curriculum evaluation 

c. Head Curriculum 

Deputy Support services (resources) 

D. Head Curriculum 

Depu~y OrganizaHon 

Deputies are often teachers looking for promotion, so by giving 

them a specific role the school would benefit from the efforts of a 

person determined to succeed. Delt'.gation would invest the deputy with 

status and be an excellent form of training. 

One of the authority stances granted to headteachers is the 

control of communication. Deputies need to gain access to know-

ledge if they are to begin to understand the complexities of being a 

manager. Some authorities have recently set up Deputy Head Groups, 

where deputies meet regularly and share· informntion and experiences; 

visits are arranged and guest speakers attempt to shed light on some 

of the numerous factors involved. 

A most interesting development regarding access to knowledge has 

occurred in 1985. The National Association of Headteachers has, after 

many years of argument, opened its doors to deputies. One t>f the 

N.A.H.T. main purposes is to keep heads well informed of all aspects 

affecting their job. The union issues every new member with a 

package of information and then regularly updates this. The quality 

of this information is high and all deputies would gain through member-
' 

ship. 

However, inservice training, peer group meetings and union insights 

should not replace a close relationship between head and deputy. 

Scale Posts 

The H .M. I. survey argue ( 11 ) "It is important that teachers with 
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special responsibility for sa,y mathematics should, in consultation 

with the head, other members of staff and teachers in neighbouring 

schools, draw up the scheme of work to be implemented in the school; 

give guidance and support to other members of staff; assist in 

teaching mathematics to other classes where necessary; and be 

responsible for the procurement, within the funds available, of 

necessary resources for the teaching of the subject. They should 

develop acceptable means of assessing the effectiveness of the 

guidance and resources they provide, and this may involve visiting 

other classes in the school to see the work in progress." 

It is difficult to imagine the H.M.I.'s giving a fuller,more 

definitive job description than above. The message is clear but so 

are the problems: 

~ The head must delegate. 

-The scale post must accept the challenge 

- There are resource implications. 

-The staff must act as an interactive unit and not a collection 

of isolated teacher/pupil units. 

The H.M.I. survey did not find an encouraging picture in 1978 

when they claimed "In a quarter of the schools in the survey teachers 

with positions of curriculum organization responsibility were having a 

noticeable influence on the quality of the work in the school as a 

whole. In the remaining schools there was little evidence that the 

influence of teachers with curricular responsibilities spread beyond 

the work of their own classes." 

Clearly there are barriers between the perceived role of a scale 

post and the reality of the situation. In one school a scale post 

may be used as a reward for loyalty to that school. In another school 

they are used to compensate 'good' classroom teachers who do not wish 

to leave the classroom through gaining promotion. 

However, th'~ standard joke a.pplied to some schools is that some

one was given a scale post for making the tea. The point being that 

many teachers know of other teachers who have scale posts for no 

discernable reason. Certainly, there has been a lack of interest 

shown by the 'employers' regarding the reasons for the allocation of 

posts, apart from the arithmetic structure and financing of such posts. 

If this situation is as widespread as suspected how can it be 
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explained? Pure conjecture has formulated this answer - by not 

allocating specific responsibilities to scale post teachers one is 

rewarding him but at the same time removing a 'structural frame

work' from which ma.y come criticism and disruption of the existing 

situation. If a school, and its head teacher, perceives itself as 

a 'stable' ship on the stormy waters that have been primary schools' 

hi story a.nd development, then the parties concerned ma.y well not want to 

'rock the boat'. 

In other schools the opposite perception holds sway- 'debate' 

and 'action' are the norm. In one school, where the writer worked, 

there was a comprehensive management structure. For example, the 

writer was responsible for language development and this e.ntailed: 

a) studying the Bullock Report b) organising discussion groups 

c) formulating policy statements d) orgR.nising book exhibitions 

and requisition to meet policy decisions e) reviewing record 

keeping and f) monitoring national and inservice developments. 

Goodwill was a vital ingredient in this school, as was the shared 

perspective of the teachers. However, in addition to the more usual 

authority base of traditional and charismatic influence, the head

teacher created the necessary circumstances through the intelligent use 

of 'structural frameworks' - concrete, defined, easily assimilated 

pieces of information that the teachers perceived as legitimate because 

of their legal/rational or quasi legal/rational source. 

For example: 

1. Justifying a review of procedures regarding the movement of 

children around the school; conduct and organisation of the super

vision of children before school started, at 'playtime' breaks, dinner 

time and at the end of day, by referring to the Health and Safety at 

Work Act. 

2. Claiming anyone holding a scale post must expect to be held 

responsible for a set of specific duties and responsibilities - it was 

an obvious stance. 

3. Using the governing body to raise teachers' self esteem 

through a) minuting individual teacher's achievements b) organising at 

the earliest opportunity the introduction of teachers representation 

on the governing body following the Taylor Report recommendations. 

4. Using the Taylor Report to justify closer liaison with parents, 
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thus leading to greater consultation, exhibitions and explanations 

of the curriculum to parents, a school magazine and regular musical 

and drama events. 

5. Justifying regular curriculum reviews through referral 

to anyone of the many 'national documents' that were published during 

the mid and late seventies. 

6. Involving the teachers in school based In Service training, 

after school, by pointing to the INSET initiative. 

7. Insisting ad vi sere meet teachers in their classrooms. 

Thus giving those teachers who were looking for promotion some tang

ible help, whilst at the same time creating pressure on teachers to 

emmre their tennhh1r: nnrl nlnnm·nomn wnr·n of' n f~norl rd.nrullll'rl, 

8. Involving staff in the running of the school in a 

structured manner - regular staff meetings, personal interviews, staff 

run discussion groups, opportunity to become the teacher representa

tive (governors), taking school assemblies, writing requisitions and 

writing curriculum papers, which were not lost in the headteacher's 

desk, but printed and bound to high specification and then distri

buted and made widely available. 

In subsequent schools, the writer has seen similar devices 

employed, but never with the same style and purposeful intent. With 

regard to recent years, the most relevant use of legal/rational 

authority has been the legitimation of the need for accurate records 

and clearly planned and executed programmes of action stemming from 

the 'Special Needs' Act of 1981. 

Gaining the full participation of teachers appears to be possible 

if three strategies can be employed: 

i) Justification of change on rational grounds 

ii) A genuine delagation of responsibility -

intellectual and professional demands 

iii) Status rewards 

In addition to the above, the headtea.cher will also have to use the 

management strategies found in previous 

communication and sequential planning. 

Staff development 

pages - leadership, 

There is no doubt that one of the saddest aspects of the education 

industry is the way the system treats teachers. The price of 

professional autonomy within the laissez faire sydem is high - isolation. 
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One possible answer to some of the problems facing teachers, 

in particular teachers adapting or failing to adapt to change and 

the growing difficulties in finding promotion and/or movement due 

to falling roles, is structural career guidance. There can be 

little doubt that as a profession there is no overall strategy for 

giving advice. Lyons ( 12 ) found, in a study involving the 

career perceptions of l?:J teachers in comprehensive schools, that 

Just under half h.'ld no clear perception of their career goal and 

the method of obtaining it, while just under a quarter had started 

teaching without such a career pattern in mind. 

Coulsen ( 13 ) writing about the role of the head teacher, 

suggested that a large proportion of teachers in primary schools 

appear to be less committed to long range career patterns. This 

apparent lack of interest in evolving a professional career is 

interesting and may offer an explanation as to why so many teachers 

seem unable to appreciate how staff development can be of assistance 

to them. This throws down a serious challenge to headteachers. 

Not all teachers want promotion, but will need 'stretching' 

intellectually and professionally and those who seek promotion need 

a career plan and advice. 

The headteachers need to develop a relationship with teachers 

whereby the teacher's career CR.n be seen in some form of conte~t. 

This necessitat~s formal, private communications and some record 

keeping - casual contact may be of value in developing and maintain

ing relationships, but a regular, formal procedure seems more likely 

to lead to a rational picture emer~tn~. 

f'odtn.}Hl n. twice yon.rly }Jct·sonal interview would meet needs. 'l'his 

would partly be an opportunity to discuss any general and specific 

difficulties. However, it would nlAo F;lve the oppod.nni ~.~ fnt· f;hr> 

headteacher and teacher to agree decisions regarding teacher develop

ment. The following would be of value: 

i) curricula responsiblities 

ii) resource responsibilities 

iii) in service education, which could include school

based in-service. 

iv) extra curricular activities 

v) age range of children taught 
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vi) internal orgahisation of the school 

vii) promotion and career prospects 

viii) personal maUers 

Staff development is an important part of a package to enable 

teachers to participate more fully in the running of their school 

a.nd raise their own expertise, experience a.nd morale. 

However, given the compa.ri ti ve insula.ri ty of individual schools 

and that they are unable to give the fullest support to all their 

teachers with regard to professional d~velopment and promotion, should 

not the L.E.A.'s, as immediate employers,consider this part of their 

brief? 

Apparently not, Hilsum and Start ( 14 ) asked whether L.E.A.' s 

regard it as part of their functions to identify and encoure.ge able 

teachers to think of teaching as having a career structure, either 

generally or within a particular e.uthori ty. The paucity of informa-

tion obtained by the authors led to their concluding that the notion 

of positive career advancement was virtually non-existent:_ 

Careers advice Most L.E.A. ignored the issue, while a. few 

tended to rely on casual conversations be tween ad vi sere and teachers. 

Promotion schemes Only two of the existing L.E.A.' s which re-

sponded, indicated that they operated a formal promotion scheme. 

Preferential consideration A number of L.E.A.'s stated that 

they did tend to give preference for promotion to candidates who 

possessed present or past experience with the authol'i ty. In other 

authorities 'internal' candidates were interviewed but could not 

be guaranteed aotual appointment. 

With the onus placed firmly on the individual teacher, it is 

difficult to ima.gine significant improvements in the situation without 

major structural change. 

Morant ( 15 ) offer a four point strategy: 

1. Reporting on teachers' work - to arrive at a. fair and equable 

method of evaluating the professional perfor·mance of teachers. 

?. Career consultancy- a proper system of career consultancy to 

provide expertise and advice. Morant is not in favour of L.E.A. 

a.uthori ty staff assuming this task a.s the,y are not disinterested having 
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to draw up short' lists. Morant prefers a small team of specialists 

operating outside the normal post-filling process. 

3. In-service education- Morant argues for L.E.A. 'focussed' in

service fashioned as co-ordinated response to all professional needs 

identifiable within the whole local education service. L.E.A.

focussed in-service should be able to prepare teachers for transfer

ence from one institution to another, from one post to another e.g. 

teacher to headteacher. 

4. Appointment policies and procedures. Morant argues there is a 

good case for standardizing appointment procedures. In particular, 

all appointing committees should be expected to follow a code of 

practice in which precise guidelines are laid down on how candidates 

should be selected for posts. 

These reforms seem, with the exception of appraisal, to be in 

the future. Resource implications and the attitudes of the L.E.A.'s 

make it probable the main burden will fall on the head teacher. 

This chapter has shown that individual headteachers Cdn do much 

to cope with change by employing a variety of management strategies: 

personal and social leadership 

rational/sequential models 

staff participation by encouraging 

i. school based curriculum 

ii. job description definition 

iii. the legitimation of actions 

iv. staff development 

These strategies could transform the English education system, but 

at the risk of being repetitious one must return again to the laissez 

fa.ire system. Thisstudy took as a. central theme that ed~a.tion 

cannot escape from its own history and while individual headteachers 

can put into action management measures of high merit, the conscious 

and subconscious attributes of the laissez faire system still remain. 

In the final chapter the future framework for education will be 

discussed. 
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C H A P T E R 9 

Search for a framework 
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In this final chapter an attempt will be made to 'place' the 

headteacher within some management framework. 

If there ever was a 'golden age' for head teachers then the 

Medieval notion of the earth being the centre of the Universe - 'tli th 

the head, of course, being E~rth holds some merit. The model 

certainly lacks modesty. Nevertheless the idea is enhanced by 

image of deferential orbiting planets. 

It can be claimed that the headteacher has been the focal point 

of the English educational system, both in perception and to a 

lesser degree in reality. As for the deferential orbit ing planets, 

it can be claimed interested parties, irrespective of their actual 

power, preferred to persuade rather than to order or force indivi

dual schools to follow their particular line. 

The past decade has seen the start of the dismantling of this 

laissez faire system. The ruler· are changing and headteachers need 

to reassess their position. The reasons for the destruction of such 

a strong traditional framework has been set out in this ~tudy. 

Simply put the laissez faire system was all things to all people and 

thus was able to be maintained. The system permitted progress, 

conservatism, stagnation and stupidity. The system survived by 

appearing to give each interest group what they wanted: 

1. Parents were promised for their children equality of 

opportunity and social mobility. 

~. Governors could show token interest 

3. Colleges had their 'Ivory Towers'. 

4. Any pressure group could have their say. 

5. L.E.A.'s had centralized and bureaucratized their 

authority. 

6. Central government could leave education well alone and then 

occasionally send 'bolts of lightning' changing direction and then 

leave education to sort out the implications. 

7. Teachers had their professional autonomy. 

8. and headteachers had so much freedom they were envied through

out the world. 

However, the laissez faire system has failed to reach the stand

ards set by society; conservatism still dominates: 
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Parents are more political, more demanding. They have seen 

the unhappy confused state of education and are naturally anxious 

for their children's future. 

Central governments attempts to sort out education has seen 

the greatest departure in policy strategy this century. They have 

and are pUrsuing structural changes to bring about greater account

ability and curriculum consiste.ncy. 

Pressure groups may have had the opportunity to have their say 

but research continually discovers a lack of progress. 

The fight for change is on, but the task is a major one. The 

various actors involved in education have been unable to untangle 

themselves from their traditional roles and respond to change. 

Resourcing and finance are obviously important factors, but it is 

the perception of role that is the critical factor: 

Colleges and universities can still be accused of being isolated 

and divorced from the reality of schools. L.E.A.'s have centralized 

authority but to what purpose? History has slnwn them to be almost 

entirely reactive but the immediate employers of teachers, one could 

argue, should be proactive. 

The D.E.S. has orchestrated many changes, but doubts linger 

regarding the political will of central government to finance the 

restructuring of education. 

Teachers cling to their professional autonomy, even though the 

system is crashing round their ears. Many teachers are demoralized 

by societY's demands and the framework they work within and yet they 

seem incapable of forming a strong enough lobby to affect the re

definition that is presently occurring. 

Headteachers struggle to sift through the numerous dewands placed 

upon them and organise an adequate response. Their job is to manage 

change, but the framework they operate within is totally inadequate. 

The Medieval notion of Earth dominating the Heavens has sunk like a 

sunset. 

The defence of the laissez faire system hinges on one argument and 

that is that schools must have freedom to grow, to learn, to change. 

Structural changes and calls for curriculum consistency will destroy 

the most imaginative school system in the world. This argument has 

the strongest merit. Stenhouse ( 1) claims "Students in training 

often notice a gap between the educationalist and the school not 

unlike that between Haigs headquarters and the mud of Flanders. So 
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many seem elated by the discussion of educational idea; so far few 

are encouraged by close critical scrutiny of their own classrooms. 

The gap between aspiration and practice is a real and frustrating one. 

The gap can only be closed by adopting a research and development 

approach to ones own teaching." 

The implications of Stenhouse's claims are serious. Domination 

of teaching by central or local government will probably fail - the 

gap between aspiration and practice would be too large. 

Nevertheless, the laissez faire system must be replaced by some

thing. 

Analogies can be drawn with a. model based on an American comm-

ercial system - the franchise system. Briefly, in this American 

commercial system, which incidentally has not fared particularly well 

in this country, a company will set up a person as a manager of one 

of their particular outlets. The company will supply most of the 

capital outlay, stock, intensive training, advertising, and managerial 

advice. The manager, however, is not a paid employee. He has had to 

make a financial investment in the company and subsequently takes 

profits directly stemming from his efforts in running the outlet. 

Whilst this form of commercial enterprise has never taken a strong hold 

in this country, it is a formidable part of the American economy. 

The major reason for success is plain to be seen, in that whilst the 

'company' looks after all the resources, the motivation, the driving 

force is supplied by the manager who is financially committed and 

also dependant for his livelihood upon his own efforts. 

To claim the manager is self employed is in fact over stating his 

position considerably. In truth, there are very severe restraints 

placed upon him. The parent company does not relinquish·control of 

product quality, stock, customer relations ahd outlet image. It sees 

itself in very strong management terms - laying down rules, chains of 

communication and comprehensive training of both managers and staff. 

The parent company justifies these actions by claiming that any poor 

links in its corporate image could damage any expansion plans. In 

certain franchise outlets there are strict financial controls and 

monitoring of standards. The ultimate price of failure to meet those 

standards is the withdrawal of the franchise. 
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The message to be taken from the franchise model seems plain. 

Schools need freedom but education needs managing. There is an 

urgent need for central government, H.M.I., local authority 

administrators and advisers to introduce proactive management 

structures aimed at supporting headteachers, teachers and schools. 

A fully integrated comprehensive management structure is needed to 

replace the reactive, insubstantial ~.nd erratic pattern of 

management now found. The emphasis should not be placed on making 

defined demands on schools but on aggressively helping schools to 

succeed. In this way aspirations will begin to be discussed in 

a more rational framework. 

Franchise companies do not just set up outlets and then leave 

'them' to get on with it, but one can claim this is what has 

basically happened in the English education system. 

Management should be dynamic. There should be a sense of 

partnership, a communication system, a training scheme, resourcing 

by needs, a monitoring device and these management elements need 

'housing' in a recognisable package. 

However, management in education has to be accepted as part of 

the whole. There is almost an anti-management tension running 

through education, as if it was 'not quite the done thing', but without 

better management the way ahead seems clouded with unhappiness. 

With some regret, this study closes not with optimism but with a 

warning. Brodie ( 2 ) states "· •••••• we can no longer allow 

management to be a missing dimension in education. The school is a 

social institution of particular subtlety and sensitivity. The 

individual teacher has all the pressures which come from ~rking in 

a situation largely not his or her own making. Many factors and 

conditions which determine effectiveness lie beyond immediate control. 

There are large distances, organisational and psychological, between 

the teacher and others who make up the larger educational system. 

Timetabling and the other day to day demands squeeze out the time and 

often the energy and motivation to give adequate thought to the longer 

term. Preoccupation with subject curricula and examinations takes 

priority over questions of policy, organisation and resources. 
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Objectives and priorities are left unstated and are not considered 

matters for the intimate involvement of staff. The interaction of 

a school with its environment is often ambiguous. Autonomy, which 

should bring with it a sense of freedom to initiate nnd experiment 

turns too readily to insularity and conservation. Tensions which 

ought to be productive of open debate and of creative development 

may be left unresolved with relationships at arms length." p 63 

To ask the hierarchy of educational management to adopt a pose 

of aggressive proactive support for schools without unduly 

dominating the creativity and rensitivity of individual schools is 

certainly feasible. In particular, the H.M.I. and many L.E.A. 

advisory services appeared to support the liberal ideologies found 

within the laissez faire system. On a different tack one could 

argue that a microscopic domination of schools by the 'hierarchy' 

is unlikely given the history of educational management prior to the 

Great Debate. It seems fair to claim that central government's 

comprehensive plan of action has not been matched with the same 

enthusiasm by the L.E.A. administrators. 

One could argue that the various changes outlined in thisstudy 

are profound in nature but nevertheless do not destroy all of that 

which makes the English primary sector so unique. However, because 

teaching is so concerned with human contact and communication there 

is a serious stumbling block to change and that is persuading the 

actors involved to alter self perception. For change to succeed the 

actors involved must internalize the changes and perceive them as 

legitimate. Part of the present difficulty is that many of the actors 

see the laissez faire system as legitimate and it is for this reason 

that so much of this study has concerned itself with looking at the 

historical development of primary education. 

The absorption of new values and roles may literally take years. 

Easing that process must be a primary management function. Offered 

below is an outline management structure based on the conclusions 

drawn from this ~t4dy. The following must be considered inadequate 

given the complexities of the situation. Nevertheless, two 

perspectives seem of particular relevance and they are the need to 

manage personal relationships and the need to employ management 

structures to legitimate actions. 
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The Role and Coordination of management agencies 

Earlier in this studythe phrase 'bolts of lightning' was 

used to describe many of the past actions of central government. 

The point being that both politicians and administrators have 

thought it adequate to decide broad aims or strategies and then 

expect lower levels of the hierarchy e.g. L.E.A.'s to impl~ment 

any such policy. Likewise, it has been argued that the L.E.A.'s 

have appeared anxious not to closely control what l1appens inside 

schools, justified by defending liberal ideologies. These 

liberal ideologies have also contributed to the apparent stance of 

many H.M.I.'s, L.E.A. advisers, in-service agencies and headteachers 

in respect of an acceptance of the undefined concept of the 

professional autonomy of teachers and with that serious implications 

for curriculum development and classroom management. Headteachers 

have been granted wide ranging powers that are viewed as legitimate 

by most of the education world, but without the benefit of a 

defined job description. The laissez faire system has permitted 

vague role definition and spheres of influence. Arguments claiming 

the various management agencies have become isolationist, conservative 

and reactive rather than proactive hold merit. 

An argument presents itself there are unacceptable divisions 

between educational policy, organisational structures and management. 

Being charitable, one could claim these divisions have occurred 

because of one group~ faith in another group's professional competence. 

Another argument would claim that the uniqueness of individual schools 

makes defined management by 'distanced' hierarchies both undesirable 

and impracticable. To be less charitable one could argue that by 

concentrating on broad policy these management agencies have evaded 

their responsibilities. The development of intellectually 

. satisfying directives without accepting responsibilities for ensuring 

adequate structure, resourcing, dissemination and management leaves 

these agencies open to serious criticism. The American franchise 

system, and one suspects most of modern commerce and industry, would 

never permit such a gap to exist between policy and implementation. 

The following suggestions stem from the notion that the distance 
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between policy, organisation and management must be closed if 

the immense support task facing management is ever to succeed. 

1. The first idea undoubtedly 'grasps the nettle' in suggesting 

that one major problem area is unravelling the source of decision 

making, with political decisions being confused with problem 

solving managerial decisions. We live in a democracy where 

'education' becomes an occasional 'hot potato' only to be followed 

by possibly years of low profile interaction. Perhaps more 

serious is the unstructured system of consultation that appears to 

be the norm. There are formal bureaucratic links parliament 

and the D.E.S., D.E.S. and H.M.I., Local Council and L.E.A. 

administration, Burnham, C.L.E.A. etc. but given the complexities 

of education and the apparent distance between policy and 

implementation, one must question the ad hoc approach to consultation 

and the ~implicity of the existing formal bureaucratic links. There 

is a strong rational argument that wide formalized dialogue increases 

the possibilit~ of problem solving management occurring because every 

issue would be seen from differing standpoints. Whereas informal, 

ad hoc dialogue could be manipulated to suit the sponsoring agency 

by the inclusion or exclusion of certain parties and the emphasizing 

or deemphasizing of any particular pressure group's stance. The 

laissez faire system's avoidance of conflict may well have been an 

important brake on change. Conflict should not necessarily be seen 

as something to be avoided, but rather as something likely to occur 

within a framework of frank dialogue. If the headteacher's role is 

ever to be defined in realistic terms and if the rest of education 

is going to be mobilized into a comprehensive support machine, formal 

dialogue must be a priority. The following is worthy of 

consideration: 

a. A professional teachers council including H.M.I., D.E.S., 

L.E.A. and teacher representation. 

b. The various teachers unions concerning themselves more 

with professional matters than with salaries. (A new 

salaries negotiating mechanism would greatly help). 

c. Formalized dialogue between L.E.A. administrators 

and advisory service. 
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d. Formalized dialogue between headteachers and L.E.A. 

advisory service and L.E.A. administrators. 

e. Proactive role for governors with regard to their 

relationship with the L.E.A. 

f. Advisers and inspectors need job specifications and 

training in consultancy skills and in management. They 

are a key management level. 

g. Management training initiatives need careful thought. 

There is always the danger of courses being run along 

traditional didactic lines. The point being that whilst 

the management skills offered in Chapter B are most 

certainly interesting, their value would be greatly 

increased if they were housed in a system whereby there 

could be a shift from didactic to learning-by-doing and 

more geared to performance improvement. 

h. The question has to be posed - should educational 

managers be selected for their managerial skill or because 

of their ideological or pedagogical stance? The liberal 

tradition has always favoured managers ~th a strong 

educationa.l philosophy, but the ttotion that 'good teachers 

are promoted to become poor managers' is also commented upon. 

Perhaps the time has come to reexamine the basis of appoint

ment strategy. 

i. There is a commonly held view that education holds a 

unique position in the scheme of things. Perhaps this 

needs to be reassessed as it may well be that the 

management of commerce, industry and other parts of the 

public sector have aspects of training and organisation 

relevant to education. 

j. The reshaping of actors roles and consciousness will 

require a total revision of the present in-service 

provision. The argument for a coordinated comprehensive 

scheme has been documented in this study. The existing 

cafeteria system targets far too randomly upon the individual. 

If major changes are to occur the need to target upon 

strategic posi tiona is in6~l!capable. 
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Staff Development - the teachers 

Only a concerted effort by all levels of management can make 

in-roads into this sadly neglected area of the education industry. ' 

The motivation of the teaching profession must be considered as a 

high priority: 

a. Job specification 

b. Agreed contract of employment 

c. Independent careers ~dvice 

d. Rationally thought out opportunities to develop expertise 

and experience in: 

i. curricula matters 

ii. resource matters 

iii. in-service education 

iv. age range of children 

v. extra curricula activities 

vi. internal organisation e.g. school assemblies, requisition, 

teacher governor, concerts, school camps etc. 

e. Appraisal and formal regular lines of communication 

f. Standardized promotion procedures. 

g. Schemes to ease the transfer of teachers from one school to 

another. 

h. Performance related to reward system. 

The headteachers 

1. The use of bureaucratic inputs to legitimate actions. 

Some readers may still find this management strategy hard to 

justify. This ~tudy has drawn attention to the many ways in which 

a headteacher's authority base has been eroded during this century. 

Growing governmental intervention, growing teacher demands for 

professional autonomy, curricula difficulties, expanding societal 

aspirations, worthless contracts of employment and job descriptions, 

resourcing and the basic conservative nature of the teaching 

profession have all placed pressure on headteachers as they attempt 

to manage change. A weaker authority based on Weber's rational and 

traditional lines has left many headteachers relying on charismatic 

leadership and/or subtle forms of negotiation. However, rational 

bureaucratic demands can remove the onus of responsibility from the 
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headteacher's shoulders. Headteachers can present bureaucratic 

inputs as problems to be solved. The headteacher does not have to 

justify his or her own stance, but becomes the head of a receiving 

agency. If bureaucratic demands are perceived as legitimate the 

headteachers managerial function must be eased. 

Examples are set out below: 

1. L.E.A.'s demands for a triennial review of the curriculum. 

? • Annual parent pt-ospectus. 

3. Termly reports to governors. 

4. Health and Safety Act. 

5. Appraisal. 

6. Posts of responsibility. 

7. H.M.I. and D.E.S. reports. 

8. Coordination of In-service work. 

9. Special Need Act 1981. 

10. 1944 Education Act - Religious Instruction. 

What is also necessary, of course, is to ensure the headteacher 

can affectively contribute to the formation of these bureaucratic 

inputs. 

?. Development of leadership skills in headteachers. 

There may well be a 'gut' feeling that leadership qualities 

cannot be acquired, and in someway they are so bound up with an 

individual's personality as to make their acquisition by all 

personality types doubtful. One could further argue that the ever 

increasing public relations/social interaction aspects of the job 

require headteachers to 'perform' high profile skills. However, 

there is a dilemma - is it right to employ headteachers solely on the 

basis of their charismatic personality or highly developed 

communication skills when the fundamental job of a headteacher must 

be the development of a school philosophy? Without an intellectually 

stimulating and humane philosophical base a school is built on sand. 

One is therefore left with no option but to seek to help headteachers 

develop leadership skills. The following seems necessary: 

a. Deputy heads need a detailed job description which 

includes a leadership skill element so they can begin to 

learn the ropes. 

b. Heads and deputies require compulsory comprehensive 
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management training which unashamedly and uncompromisingly 

tackles personal relationships and communication. 

c. The expansion of the advisory service so that 

headt<?achers can develop regular contact with someone 

who should be an ex-headteacher of the highest quality. 

d. A large part of the appraisal system relevant to 

headteachers should be devoted to the use of leadership 

skills. 

e. The development of a local peer discussion group. 

The headteacher's job can be a lonely one, so by creating 

a situation whereby regular contact can be made, any sense 

of isolation can be possibly broken, matters of mutual 

interest explored and the L.E.A. administration/advisory 

service could use any such group as a sounding board or a 

vehicle for the dissemination of information or debate. 

There is a real need for primary schools to meet regularly 

in respect of liaison with the local secondary school, so 

this offered framework needs little bureaucratic justification 

given the calls for curriculum consistency and continuity. 

Referring back to the opening paragraph of the previous chapter, 

the T.E.S. (6.9.85) reported on a N.F.E.R. research project which 

found that the personal and professional qualities demanded by 

teachers of a new head were awe-inspiring - ranging from charm to 

implacability, and from firm leadership to the ability to consult 

and delegate. In many respects one could argue that this view of 

the role of the headteacher is, and perhaps always has been, faintly 

absurd. This study has recorded the comments of authors with respect 

-to the difficulties facing headteachers from the earliest part of 

this century. One could argue the role of the headteacher resembles 

Hans Christian Anderson's story of the 'Emperor's Clothes'. One 

could certainly sustain an argument that society asks too much of 

headteachers. Having said that it is difficult to imagine a 

different form of organisation within schools. Is it just a myth 

to claim good schools have good headteachers? Probably not, schools 
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are not just processing mechanisms but places ~1ere profound 

spiritual, social and intellectual activities take place -

leadership does count. 

The need to explore, discuss, persuade, show by example, 

generate enthusiasm, console, encourage, re-examine and take firm 

decisions all point towards an educational leader rather than 

some non-educational administrator. The progressive development 

of co-operative decision-making by teachers is desirable but 

requires careful management and co-ordination. 

One is left with the inescapable conclusion that the 

re-organisation of education should be directed to the support of head

teachers and their schools, but will this happen? The destruction of 

the lmssez-faire system and its replacement with structures to 

encourage 'accountability' and 'curriculum consistency' is proceeding 

at a furious pace. Unless the actors accept their new roles the future 

looks uncertain. It is the quality of the structural relationships 

that still has to be established. 
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